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Introduction.

I. History.

The progres:>ive history of our knO\ ledg
the nervous syst m is treated of 0 often, and
writers that it certainly, to som extent, entail
words to refer to it again.

Still, it is a tradition to look back upon th wor! and
merits of our predecessors b for pas ing to our own worl, and
I do not think it right, to break with th u tom, but "ill,
however, contin myself as much as po ibl to m ntioning th mo t
important writers of mod rn times on thi ubj ct, and for arlier
literatur on the subject refer my r ad r to th many k t h .
given by previous writ rs. I) As it i P cially th n rvou y t m
of the everteb'rates which is about to b tr at d of h r , I will r tri t
myself, principally, to the literature on that ubj t, all th m r ,
as in a s parat m moir on th n rvou yst m of Myxine gll(,tino a

I hope to obtain an opportunity of r ~ rring to th - lit ratur in r 
spect of the histology of the ve'rteb'rate n rvolls syst m mor ir um
stantially.

1) Th literature on the nerv(.'Us ystem of the e e-rtebrate i very circum-
tantially treated of by ignat His report are, however, not in every point quite

correct. Very good reviews of the literature are given 1882 by Freud, 1879 hy
Hans Schultze, 1875 by Hermann and 1872 by S lbrig. f course, a grent many
other writers have also mentioned the previou literature more or le circum
stantially. The previou literatur on the histology of the nervou ystem of thc
vertebrates is referred to in Prof. Golgis last work on this suhject. Han S hultzc
has given a very good review of the literature so far as it concerns the fibrillolls
structure of the nervou elements. Be ides thi there is in Kuhnt' paper a very

complete review of the literature up to his time.
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a) The et;oucture of the n~rve-tubee.J)

The structure of the nerve-tubes: whether it is fibrillous or
non-fibrillous, has been very much disputed, and to this day Ithe
point must be considered as an open question. Since the valuable
and important works of REMAK, there have, certainly, always been
plenty of writers to defend the fibrillous structure. Amongst these
may b named HAN OVER,2) WILL, LEBERT and ROBL, WALTER,
W ALDEYER, LEYDIG (only to a certain extent), BOLL, FLEMMING,
HERMA , DIETL, HA S SCHULTZE, FREUD, VIG AL etc. Especially
have HERMAN , HA S SCHULTZE and FREUD expressed themselves
very emphatically and distinctly in favour of the fibrillous structure.
According to their view the contents of the nerve-tubes consist in
»Primitivfibrillen ( suspended or swimming in an homogeneous semi

fluid 71Interfibrilhirsubstanz«.
At the same time, however, there have also been others who

described and asserted a semi-fluid (fest-weiche) contents, and a
homog neou structure of the nerve-tubes in the fresh live state
(or, also, a granulous structure). Amongst those ar HELMHOLTZ, 3)
HJECKEL,4) F AIVRE,~) OWSJA NIKOW,6) BUCHHOLZ, LEMOI E, SOL-

I) I prefer the designation nerve-tube to that of nerve-fibre, because I think

it more characteristic,

'2) Hnnnover states, that the nervou tubes of the Mollu ca are longitudinally

striated, whilst those of A tacu have a granular, nebulous substance in a mem

hranous heath,

3) Helmh ltz described the nervous tubes as »zarlhiintige Cylinder mit flussi

gen [nha.lt-,

) • ccording to Hreckel the nervous fibres (»Primitivrohre) have the form of

tube, »OieWand der Primitivrohre oder die ervenprimitivscheide ist an den

[cinero ylind rn einfnch, an den starkeren doppelt, immer aber sharf llnd dunkel

contollrirt, 0 da ie sehr deuthlich au dem umhullenden matten Bindegeweb~

hervor chimlDl:rt.- .Die Iohalt der ervenprimitivrohre i t wie schon Helmholtz

rknnnte cine dicke FlU igkeit, welch ., .. fri h .... vollkommen homogeo, wasser

ktnr, UD \ leicht gliinzend er cheint... Ha:ckel has, however, also found Remak's

IC ntrale Fa crbtindel. and agree with him, that it might be possible that such a

one 0 cur in all n rv tI tube.

~) ccording to Faivre the content of the nervotl tubes arc granulous. »Une

tube cle ,'nng ue e compo e de deux partie : l'enveloppe et Ie contenu. L'enve

I ppe e t anhi te, an tructure appreciable, snns noyaux, - Ie contenu des tu

bcs t forme par nne sub lance finement granuleu e et d'une con i tance molle,

meme n. l'etat frai .- n ler high power of magnification lhi ubstance is seen to

on i t f ery minutt' granule »agglutines par tine orie de sub tance intermediaire

om rphc",

6) w jaonikow suppo e the fibrillou appearance of the tubes to be a

I tmorlem pr duct, /lnd he doe oot helieve, that »Ie tuyaux. described by Stilling

(in the nerv 1I fibre of vertebrate) really exi t in living nervou fibre,
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BRIG,'} YUNG, I~RIEGER, and la:ely such an eminent authority :lS

LEYDIG. In his work »Zelle und Gewebec (Bonn 1 '85) thi \. teran

histologist appears to have changed his view of the strllctur I" th

nervous elements, at all events to some extent. 2) HAN SCH LTZE.

HERMAN T and those other defenders of the fibrillous tru tur are,

he says, altogether wrong. »Bei Aulocostomum gewahren unt r

Anwendung der gewohnlichen Linsen die ervenfas rn den Ein·

druck einer kornig streifigen Materie. Di jetzt moglich n \. r

grosserungen lassen aber finden, dass das » tr ifige c von Lan

zugen eines schwammigen Gerustes herriihrt und rla »Ktirnige« :luI"

die Knotenpunkte eines feineren Zwi chennetze ZlI c1eut nit. Die

Haupt- und Langszuge des Maschenwerke rllfen di • bgrcnzun in

»Fibrillen c3) h rvor, aber zwischendllrch zi ht in zart s . chwam

gefug , in de c;en Raumen die homogene, eigentli he er\'ensllbstanz

enthalten ist. c

HA S SCHULTZE'S »Primitivfibrillen are, con quently, according

to LEYDIG, only parts of, or longitudinal fibres in, a, usually, rath r

spongy supporting substance which he calls Qspongioplasm", 'whilst

SCHULTZE'S »Interfibrillarslibstanze, according to LEYDIG, i th r al

nervous substance, diffused in the caviti s of the pongioplasmatic

reticulation; he calls it "hyaloplasm".
I think this is enough to show that the discussion whi h has,

now, for 40-50 years b n going on, regarding th fibrillou or non

fibrillous structure of the nerve-tubes is not y t finished.

I) Buchholz describes the c~llprocesscs and nervous fibres as ribands of a
homogeneous substance without any sheath; they are to be considered as - nackte
Axencylinder•. - Solbrig's description is '-ery like that 01 Buchholz: -Allen cr·
,-enfasern d~r von mir untcrsuchten Gasteropodcn fehll cine _Schwnnn'sche Scheide',
und sie ercheinen sis htillenlose Axenfasern mil scharf begren7-lem Rnnde.· ...
_Die Nervenfnsern der Mollusken bestehen nus einer festweichen, elnslischen, ho
mogenen Masse von schwach gliinzendem Aussehen, die in nil ihrcn Eigenschaflen
mit jener eiweisartigen grundsuhslanz, auS der sich die Ganglienzellen aufhauen,
ilbereinstimmt.•.... -Durch die Annahme rler Nichtexistenz einer Schwann'schen
Scheide mus nattirlich auch die iiltere Ansicht, da del' rnhalt del' evenfaserJI
aus einer fHissigen Masse bcstehe, fallen. Denn eioe f1Ussige Suhstnnz ohoe um
htillcnde Memhran iSl geradezu undenkbar.. The nen-e-fibres have also according
to Solbrig a Rat form (-die Form "on Biindern odeI' welliglcns von plnllgedrUcklen

Cvlindern •.)
. ~) This work I ha,-e already mentioned CJn an earlier occasions, vide: l3idrn~

lil Myzostomernes Anat. og Hist. p. 32 .

•) Hermann's and H. Schultze's •Fibrillen·.
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b) The structure of Lhe gangUo n ce~ls.

Regarding the structure of the ganglion cells there has been
the same disagreement.

A great many writers describe a fibrillous structure, whilst othel
stick to a homogeneous protoplasm.

Amongst the adherents of a fibrillous structure REMAK comes,
also here, first. He describes a concentric striation in the proto
plasm occasioned by granular fibres circulating round the nucleus.
These fIbres do not, however, enter into the processes.

WILL and especially WALTER have also described a fibrillous
structure. LEYDIG has in Gasteropodes described a concentric fibril
lous structure of the protoplasm of the ganglion cells and a stria
tion of the processes (1865, vide: list of literature. Taf. XIX fig. 3,
Gangli nkugeln des Unterhirns von Helix hortensis).

Further, ScHWALBE can also be named as an adherent of the
fibrillous structure.

BUCHHOLZ supposes the protoplasm of the ganglion cells to
consist of two substances, of which the one can, by squeezing,
easily be 'xuded in form of hyaline pearls.

This hyaline »Grundsubstanz«, »in welcher gleichmassig suspen
dirt in ander r, in Form feiner Punktchen erscheinender Karper er
scheint«, is »in allen ihren phy ikalischen und chemischen Eigen
schaft n auf das Vollkommenste ubereinstimmend mit derjenigen.
wei he die Zellenfortsatze bildet, sowie auch. . . mit derjenigen,
wei he fibrillar angeordnet den Inhalt der peripherischcn Nerven
stamm bildet.« I)

') It is really ostonishiug that so conscicntious a writcr, as lions Schultze
seems to bc, can sO seriously misunderstand anothcr author, as he has donc, when
he snys lhnt Buchholz describes 'nn der G.lnglicnzellen l.wei ubstanzen, von denen
die inc leicht durch Druck in Form hyalinc Tropfen auspre bar, die zurUck
l>leib 'ndc, kl:lruigc Ms e abcr durc!taus gleichwcrthig der fibrillar geordneten In
hlll13m seder 'rvenstiimme er chien.. As will be seen, thl\! is quite the con
trnry of whnl lluchholz, hn rcally, said. Thnt and similar lUi understandings
rcgnrding Buchhulz scem, olso, to hove descended to other writcrs. In the quite
rcccntly puhlishe.1 pnpcr by R(uviez we find a similnr cunfusion. This writcr com:
pare .lIu·hhob.'s hyaline Gnmdsub tnnze' with thc rcticular substance described
II)' himself; II mistake which eertoinly ought to have been "cry difficult if Rawitz had
k.ok'd 0 little mor' corefully at the de cription of -der in feinen PUnklchen er
s heinclldcn Sub Innz .. ,in c1eT h)'olincll Grundml\S C gleichmiissig vertheilt. given
,.y Buchholz in hi c. cellent paper (p. 252). In reference to the report of Uuchholz's
pllllcr gh·en by ViUllal, there is, indced. littlc elsc to say, than th"t it is thoroughly
mi lenlling.
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BOLL (186g) says: >Die Ganglienzellcn der MolllIsJam bt'st~hen

ebenso wie bei den \Virbelthier n aus zahlreichc-n in dt"n wrs hie·
densten Riehtungen verlaufenden au~ erst feinen Fibrillen und aus
korniger interfibrill~rer Sub tanz. Eine besondere Membran [chit.
I. e. 186g p. 19. >Die Nervenfa ern, die Fortsatze lkr Gan lien·

zelle gehen stets aus der ~ubstanz deNelben hen'or in cler Art. da:
die Fibrillen an den Abgangsstcllen der Fortsatze dne be titl1lnte
parall I Riehtung annehmen und ieh zu mehr der minder feinl:n
,-trangen zUS<lmmenlegend on dem Zellenkorper abtrelen:.

DIETL (18n) describe a concentri striation of Ih cell·proto·
plasm, in prt'parations treated with mic acid. Thi triation he sup·
p ses, however. also to exist in the live·st'lle. The striati n cir ulate
round the nucleus and can always be traced dire tly int th pro·
ce ses of the ganglion cell. In the brain of Telh.'1s fimbria he de .
cribes ganglion cells containing a peculiar >protoplasmatisches HOlik n·
netz, das die Verbindung des Zcllkorpers und tit s Fort:atzt's vcr·
mittelt. (I. c. 1878 p. 524),

CADIAT (1878) doe' not, xactly, tell whether he 'upposes the
ganglion cell of the Crustaceans to have a fibrillar tm ture in the
live· tate; their protoplasm i , however, in hi opinion, f)uitt' id 'nti al
wilh the contents of the nerve-tubes, and in th ~ latter h ha'
occa ionally obsen'ed tibrillce. He further slate - that, n appli ati n

f nitric acid he ha seen a triation in th nen·e·tu es and ,la m me
striation e voit ur Ie cellule et leu prolongelll nts illlmcdiat .c

Th author who has mo t di tin tly declared himself for a
fibrillar ·tructure, and who. in my opinion, ha. ma Ie th!.: I. l"1 and
mo I convincing inve ligation on this ubject i Hi
(I 79). H ha defined the point in d bate, and ha
hi in estigations upon it, but neilher has he been f)uite ,uc c sful.

According to the r suit of his inv tigation, Ih' prot pIa 111

111 the ganglion cells, as well a in their proce es and th' n 'rv .
tube, consists of "Primitivtibrillen. and ,Inl rfibrillar·.'ul stanz.;
t:veryon of the fibrillce is urrollnd d by interfil rillar subSl.<ln·p,
they must, con cquently, in a manner, swim in it. If that,
however, is correct, why then has Schultz , as wdl as 'veryon!.:
else, uce eded so badly in is lOlling Ihese freely swimming fibrill<£?
why an w only oblain a ort of is Jalion of th III in the ex
tremities of t ased processes or lube, and not in th ell-pr loplasm
il elf?

To this question 'chultz has giv n no reply, nor has any
body I-e, 0 far as I know.

3
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FREl:I>'S description (1881) of the structure of the cell-processes
is very similar to that of H. ScHl:LTZE. The cell-protoplasm has

however, accordIng to his opinion, another structure, it consists of a
reticular substance and a homogeneous one. He says 1. c. 1881 p. 31:
• Die i'\ervenzellen im Gehirn und in der Bauchganglienkette bestehen
aus zwei Substanzen von denen die eine, netzformig angeordnete,
sich in die Fibrillen der :'\ervenfasern, die andere, homogene in die
Zwischensubstanz derselben fortsetzt.•

KOESTLER (J 883) describes the ganglion cells of the frontal
~anglion etc. of Periplaneta orientalis, as having no membranes: .sie
sind nie mit einer HUlk versehen und erscheinen als membranlose,
weiche Ballen.. Upon treating the ganglion cells with vapour of
osmic acid, and examining them under high powers of the microscope,
he has been able to observe .eine koncentrische Lagerung des kor
nigcn Proloplasmas., .und zwar so, class das Protoplasma in Schich
ten geordnet erschien, die rosettenfarmig clen Kern umgeben« (1. c.
p. 585). Of the origin and structure of the processes he says I. c.
p. 586: •EigenlhUmlich erscheint das Verhalten des karnigen Proto
plasmas an c1er Ursprungsstelle der Kervenfasern, Wahrend sich
di se granulare Zellsuustanz sonst in Schichten koncentrisch um den
Kern lagcrt unci cler Zelle' ein rosettenformiges Aussehen \"e'rleiht,
g ,h'n die au sersten Ringe am Ursprunge cler l'\ervenfa ern, ihre
koncentrische Schichtung verlassend, in <liese Uber. Es ist also
eli s r Fortsatz nul' als cine Fortsetzung cle Zellinhaltes aufzufassen,
d I' sogar Anfangs noch etwas karnig. spater erst in die fein ten
Fibrill 'n z'rlegbar erscheint.•

VEjDO\'. K\' (I 84) ha' not succeeded in obsen'ing a fibrillar
strll tur' in the protopla m of the ganglion cells of the Oligocluztes;
• nur <lil' au Jen ZC'llcn austretcnclcn Stiele zeigen ein J utliche
Zu amm 'ns 'lzung au: den fein ten Nervenfibrillen. (I. c. P.90). On
an thl'r 0 asion he says. however, of the ganglion cell that.b reits
idl rl' 10' rs her eine fibrillarc Allllrdnllng der Plasmaelemente icher
g~stl'lIl hah'n. (I. c. p. 91.)

1\m ngst tho e who clo not believe ill a fibrillar structure the
foil wing auth rs may, here. be Ilamed I):

I) When speakin~ or the gnnglion cells Fail:l'c sn)'s ol'en,'eloppe est solide
t con i tante: Ie contenu grnnuleux. cOli-Ouide. o HlZckel snys or the gnnglion

cell or AstI\C\l!: oJcde \'on ihncn ,tcllt eine mehr oder weniger rundliche, nn
gehnlkhe II1n c ,111r, deren zartc Zcllmcmbrnn, oft "on einer tlichten Bindegewebs
kap!cl eingc~chlossen eine trltbc k "ruige Flu iikeit cuthiilt in tier cin sehr grosser
mit einelll Kcrnkorl'erchen "cr ehener Kern schwimmt.. Walde!!tf' denies the
existcnce or the striation or the cell-protoplullI ,Iescribed by Waittf'. BllChhob
is alrcad\' mClllione,1 nbo,·c.



Ow JAl\~IKO'Y de cribes the ganglion cells of the lobster (I. c.
1861 p. (39) as having un contenu assez liquide« in which he has
observed fibrill~, »qui semblent penetrer dans Ie milieu de la cellule.c
The ganglion cells of the Mollusca he describes as having a semi·
fluid protoplasm vV'hich »erst nach dem Tode fest wird« (I. c. 1870
p. 681). Here, he mentions no fibrill~.

CHERON (1866) describes (in Cephalopoda,) apolar, uni-, bi· and
multipolar ganglion cells ha\'ing granular or homogeneous contents.
In the »ganglions de bras« he describes, for instance: lId s cellules
unipolaires a contenu granuleux, et de cellules bipolaires ou tri
polaires a contenu liquide sans granules.«

CLAPAREDE says (I. c. 186g p. 593): »Die Zellenkorpcr be then
aus einem kornigen Protoplasma ohn erkennbare Membran.«

SOLBRIG'S opinion (1872) was that, the concentric fibrillar apl ear·
ance was a postmortem one and was, partly, artificially produced
by folding of the cell-surface etc. According to his view, the proto
plasm of the cells, as well as of the proce' es, is a homogeneous
or granular »fest·weiche« substance. A great many oth'r writers
are, also, of the same opinion.

STIEDA (I 874) says in his d scription of the Cephalopoda, that
the protoplasm of the ganglion cells have, in fre h stat , an extr mel)'
minute granular appearance; »an den Zellen del' Schnittpraparat Iii st
sich eine homogene Grundsubstanz erkenncn, in welcher ausserst
feine Kornchen eingestreut sind.e The proces es have the same
appearance (I. c. 1874 p. 92).

Even HERMANN (1875) is no adherent of a fibrillar structure of
the cell-protoplasm; in his opinion it i rather granulou or homo
geneous. l )

YUNG (1878) describes the protoplasm of the ganglion cell as
being fluid, and homogeneous or granular.

BELLONeI (1878) describe the protoplasm of the large
ganglion cells of Sguilla, as having »till aspetto finamente

J) According to Hermann the protoplasm of the cells consists of two sub·
stances: -Die eine umfasst weitaus seinen gri.issten Theil. erscheint gleichmassig
homogen, oder in einigen Fallen feingekornt, nimmt tiberall die iiusseren Schichten
des Zellkorpers ein, gibt ibm seine Gestalt, und bildet allein den Fortsatz .• ....
•Die andere fiubstaDz erscheint als aus griiberen Kornern bestehencl nnd ist
in ungleich grossen MasseD urn den Kern berum ge1:agert. (I. c. 1875 p. 30).
The processes of the cells h3\'e, c(\nsequeDtly, in Hermanns pillion n homoceneolL~

structure.



granoso c. I) Of the peripheral cell-process he says: that it ~ non
presenta aJcuna particolarita strutturalec ; in Tav. IX, fig. 3 (I. c.
1878) he illustrates a ganglion cell with a peripheral process (»pro
lungamento perifericoc) exhibiting a distinct longitudinal striation
which he does not, however, mention in the text so far as I have
seen. Some large fibres, he says, have a fibrillar appearance.

NEWTON (1879) designates the cell-protoplasm ac; being granular;
he says that ~the granular cell contents may be seen in some in
stance, extending into the fibresc (i. e. the cell-processes).

KRIEGER (1880) describes a granular cell-protoplasm and a
homogeneous process.

VIGNAL (1883) seems to have taken up no distinct position regard
ing the fibrillar or non·fibrillar structure of the ganglion cells. About
that of the Mollusca he says: »EIJes sont formees d'un globe
gangJionnaire a la surface et dans J'interieur duquel se trouvent de
fines fibrilles qui forment le ou les prolongements de la cellule; entre
les fibrilles se trouvent de fines granulations graisseuses, quelque-
fois diversement coJorees (I. c. p. 342). Regarding the ganglion
cells of the Hirudinea he reports in somewhat similar terms. »ElIes
sont formees d'un globe ganglionaire a la surface duquel se trouve
un noyau; il est recouvert par de fines fibrilles qui en constituent Ie
prolongement« (I. c. p. 372).

Regarding the ganglion cells ef the Orztstaceans and Oligoch(Btes
he seems, however, to be of quite another opinion. About those of
the Crustaceans he says e. g.: »eIJes sont formees presque toutes par

') Of the largc ganglion cells he says (I. c. 1878 1'.523): .Esse posseggono
una sOllilc parete e 50no circondate da un invoglio (Ii tessuto conneltivo nucleato.
II contcnuto ha un aspelto finamente grano 0, rna al polo dcl prolungamento peri
ferico i granllii sono piu filii e (ormano un conn distinto, la cui base e la com
spondente parele del nueleo e il cui vertice e I'origine del cilindro assile.< In the
small ganglion ells hc cI'en bdieves to have seen .il cilindro assile. penetrate into
lhe nucleus and terminate .in uno spazio chiaro e rOlondo che si lrova nel centro
di 'Iuesto.< To this apparent connection of the peripheral process or, as 1 za\l it,
nervoll proce 5, wilh the nucleus, Bellonci ascribes great importance, il shows, in
his opinion, lhat the nervous impres ion .si propaga al centTo della cellula e pro
priamenle al nucleo, il quale nella cellula nervosa, come in tullt> Ie altre, e il vero
centro de\l'allivita vitale.< We will relurn to this subject, and to my view of it.
al lhe conclusion of the present paper. Of great interest is, that Bellonci expressly
accentuale lhat each gallglioll cell has ollly on.e real tlervous proces (.cilindro
assile<) .destinatv a formare un c1emento del nervo, tutti gli altri non sono che
prolungamenli destinati atl nnire fra di loro le cellule di una slessa massa cellulare. c

In the Intter lntemenl I do not, howe er, agree with him (vide sequel).
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une substance visqueuse, epaisse, granuleuse et tre' malleabl.«
About the Oligoch~tes he says: •Les cellules nen'euses .. , . sont
formees par une substance demi·liquide visqu u ,excessivement mal·
leable, peu granuleuse. Elles contiennent un noyau refringent ho·
mogene et granulations graisseuses ituees a on voisinage,«

If we look through the modern literature having reference to
the invertebrate nervous system, and compare the many difrerent
views of the structure of the ganglion cells, w meet with a con·
fusion on the subject which is far from encouraging. om writ rs
distinguish between granulous cells and homogeneoll ones, othcr
writers believe in a concentric striation, or ven a longitudinal
striation (ROHDE). I)

Some writers distinguish between ganglion cell with a proc s
originating in the nucleolus (.K rnkorperfort 'atze«), or nucleus and
ceUs with a process originating in the protoplasm (. Protopla mafort
satze«). Others, e. g. HALLER, I s rib cell having both kind
of processes. A great many writ rs howe' rdcn)", or doubt, anyexi"
tence of processes originating in nucleoli or nuclei, etc. etc. All th
distinction and differences of opinion exist, although we rtainly
must feel inclined. a priori, to suppose that there must be uniformity,
to some extent, through the whole animal kingdom in this I' sp ct,
and that the differences must have ari en in the development of les
complicated structures to more complicated one

1) In E. Rol~de's paper on the Nematodes (1885) we meet with a descrip.
ti(\n of the structure of the ganglion cells which is of Do somewhllt peculiar kind.
The writer describes ganglion cells havinl: different modes of striation, a radiate
striation, a concentric one, nnd a lOllgitudinal one (I. c. p. 16-17; fig. 14-34.)
As I have not examined the nervous system of the Nematodes I can n It, of
course, deny the correctness of this stntement; if I may judg", however, from the
results of my investigations on other animals, I feel inclined to believe thal these
descriptions arc caused, at all e"ents partly, by optical illusion.

It may here, also, be mentioned that Yung (1878) describes n longitudinal
striation of the protoplasm of the ganglion cells of AI/tacus as being a post·
mortem appearance produced by the influence of acids (picric or nitric acid 
I. c. 1878, p. 424-425). In the fre h state he describes the cells M having -un
contenu liquide ahsolument identiques it celui des tubes nerveux 11 ('ctat frais.-

The American cieotist Packm'd gi"es a very strange description of the
gaoglion cells of A eUt'S (1884), he says that they -have not, as in the brain of
the lobster, n simple nucleus and nucleolns, but they usually have numerous, from
10 to 20, ouclei, the nucleolus of each nucleus readily receiving a stain and forming
a distinct dark mass.- How this description is to be explained I certainly can not
tell; he .Ioes oot mention the stmcture of the cell-protoplasm.
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The latest important contribution to the literature on this sub
ject is, so far as I know, to be found in LEYDIG's »Zelle und Ge
webe«. According to Leydig's description, the contents of the cells
consist, also, of the same two substances spongioplasm and hyalo
plasm, which are mentioned in respect of the nerve-tubes. As in
the nerve-tubes the striation - the concentric one in the gang
lion cells, and the longitudinal one in their processes - is a rather
apparent one, occasioned by »Hauptziigec in the otherwise reticular
spongy spongioplasm, through which the hyaloplasm is diffused. On
a previous occasion he has expressed himself in somewhat similar
terms (vide I. c. [883, p. 56).

In my memoir on the Myzostoma ([885 p. 30-31 & p. 74) I
describe the protoplasm of the ganglion cells in a somewhat similar
way. It conc;ists of the same two substances: spongioplasm and
hyaloplasm; the spongioplasm I am, however, »inclined to regard,
more, as isolating the hyaloplasm into fibres, than Leydig appears
to be.« J) The spongioplasm extends, also, into the cell-processes
and there, I believe, partly isolates the hyaloplasm into small tubes.c
This is, as will be seen, a description very similar to that of Freud,
but our opinions regarding the nature of the two substances are
quite oppo ed to each other.

In FRANZ VO WAGNER'S work on the nervous ystem of Myzo
stoma (which appeared at about the same time as my own paper) the
author describes the ganglion cells as having a granular protoplasm
or al 0 a homogeneous one.

That is, generally speaking, our present state of knowledge
regarding th structme of the invertebrate ganglion cells. As will
be seen, there are, still, almost as many.views as there are writer .1)

c) The structure of Leydig's dotted substance.

We have mentioned in the foregoing, the history of the nerve
tubes an I the ganglion cells of the invertebrates; but there yet
r mains th most c1iffi ult point in debate, viz. the combination of
the ganglion ells with each other and with the nerve-tubes, and
the real structure of the interposing rna ,LEYDIG'S »Punktsubstanze.

l~ In the present review of the literature my attention hilS been especilllly directed
tll the statements re~arding the structure of the protllp1:l m of the ganglion cells,

as I take this to be the most important point for my present researches. As to
the various statements regarding the existence or non-existence of a cell-membrane
etc. and regarding the structure of the nuclens etc. I will, if necessary, refer to
them (luring the description of my own investigations.
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Regarding the combination of the ganglion cells with the
nerve-tubes, there are two various opinions which have especially
been prevalent. According to a great many writers, there is an
immediate combination of the cells with the tubes. these being di
rect continuations of processes from the cells. Another opinion is
that, there does not exist any immediate combination between tubes
and cells but that the tubes have an indirect origin, i. e., in a fibrillar
mass.

The opinion of some authors is, that both modes of origin are
present.

A direct origin of the nerve-tubes in ganglion cell' has long
ago been maintained by HELMHOLTZ.

Amongst the later adherents of this opini n the following may
be named: HA~NOVER,WILL, BRUCH, WE])L, FAIVRE, O\VSJA~NIKO\V,l)

BUCHHOLZ, CHERO~. BRA~J)T.2) STIEDA, BERGER, YUNG, CLAUS,

LA~G, SPE~GEL, MICHELS, FREUD. KOESTLER, ROHDE, POIRIER.

WALTER, SOLBRIG, BELl.ONCI, BOt-BlIG, HALLER and NAN. EN~) hav'

I) OtO~janllikotV states (1881) that in the CI'I~$t(\ce(llls the nerve-tuhes
arise directly from ganglion cells. The large longitudinal nerve-tubes nrc formed

hy the ullion of several processes from vnrious cells; nnd they - formcnt un systeme
particu:ier, etablissant la relation entre les cellules des nO)'l\ux .Ie In chaine gnng
lionnaire et les cellules du cerveau- (I. c. 1861, p. 136). Of the comhination of
cells, situated oposite to each other, he says: -Les cel1ules nerveuse .I'un c6tl: sont

partont nnies aux cellules de I'autre par des commissures.- The nerve-tubes of the
11lolluscs Owsjanuikow also describes (1870), as arising direclly from gangliun cclls.

In most tubes he has, however, ohserved a division into two brnnches, Lhe one of
which passes into a peripheric nerve, whilst the other one passes -Z!l <ler ent
gegengesetzten Hii:fte (les Nervenknotens-. -Es Hisst sich aber auch femer nach

weisen, dass einzeine C:angliengruppen auf ehendieselbe Weise mit einander ver
Imnden sind.. Of interest is, that Owsjannikow (like lIuehhol,.) -nn mnnchen

primitiven Nervenfasem auch solehe Kebeniistchen cntdcckt habe, die sich fast
plolzlich in eine sehr gros e Anzahl hochst feiner Astchen dritten ullcl vierLen

Ranges theilten und endlich so fein vl1f1len, das sit' der stiirksteu Vcrgrosscrllng
entgingen.- -Diese A tchen- he supposes to he similnr to Deiter's protoplasmic
processes, in which suppositi/)n I do not, however, agree with him. It mny also
be mentioned that Owsjannikow, like Walter, describes -multipolarc Nervenzdlen.

situated -an manchen primitiven Nervenasten-. These cells are, however, in my
opinion, not ganglion cells hut neuroglia-cells.

2) Brandt (1870) designates the -l'ullktsubsLanz« or -Mednllarsubstanz- ill the
ganglia of Lepas altatifera as consististing of feinen Komchcn. Its function or
importance he does uot, however, mention. The nerve-fibres (-welchc <len Achscn
cylindern der markhaltigen Nervenfasern dc:r Wirbelthierc und einiger WirbP.11osen
entsprechen -) are direct continuations of the processes of the ganglion cellJi.

J) Lately, a paper by Ra.witz has appeared, where vicws arc expressed vcry
like those of Haller. This paper will he referred to at the ~oncll1sion of the pre·
sent chapter.
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described a direct ongm of the tubes in cells, but at the same time
have also described an indirect origin as being present, W ALTER,
SOLBRIG, BOHMIG and HALLER even suppose this to be the prevalent
mode.

W ALTER desribes the indirect origin as being produced by
interposed multipolar cells, whilst the other writers presume a more
or les fibrou' or reticular substance as being the interposing me
dium; thi substance is principally formed by proce es from the cells.

HALLER and HA S SCHULTZE (as will be mentioned later) de
scribe both modes of indirect origin.

Upon several occasions I, myself, have described an indirect.
as w II as a direct, origin of the nerve-tubes and upposed both
modes of origin to be present to a somewhat similar extent, as, in
my opinion, the -nerve-tubes having a direct (never isolated a
most writer maintain) origin should be motoric ones, whilst those
with an indir ct origin should be of a sensitive nature.

Amongst those who maintain an ind'irect origin of the ne,·ve·
t~,bes from a granular-fibrous mass, and, as a rule, den) the existence
of a direct origin, the following writers may be specially named:
LEY] IG, ALDEYER, HERMANN, HANS SCHULTZE, KRIEGER, VIGNAL,
PRUV '1', VIALL NES, F. v. WAGl ER Some of these, e. g. Leydig
and \Valdey r, admit a direct origin to occur quite exceptionally.

LEYDIG is the first writ I' who has given a somewhat detailed
d scription of the central mass of th ganglia. He calls it
'-Punktsul stan;". :lnd charact rise it as a :&netz~--rmig ge trickte
G wirr fcinst I' Fa erchen.. Thi :&Punktsubstanz. rec ives on one
sid' the bran hing proces s of the ganglion cells (the e loose them
s Ive into the fibrou lIbstance) on the ath I' side it give origin to
the periph ric nerve-tube.

This not \ ry d tailed description by L ydig has b ('n suppl m nted
by very few scicnti ts. Mo t writ 1's sel m to be 'ati tied with it,
they U' the name without ent ring mol' closely upon this difficult
subjc t. and do not try t define the structur of th central mass
m r' exactly. \-\: LDEYER characterises it a a ~G wirr fein tel' Fa
d 'n •. which should originate principally in the divi ion of the c ll

pI'
B IlIIOLZ (I. . I '(3) call' this ma s ~jenes leinsfe Fasersystem,

w'l hes tiberall il1l\erhalb d I' 'en'encentren verbreitet ist.. He has, in
my pinion, ill many respe t . arriv d at a very corr ct view, whi h is
scarcely surpa ed by any oth I' writ r. The fibrillce of thi .Fa er
system« an" extremely lend r. .Die r prllng wei e derselben i t
nUll. wie allg'cdl'utct. cine doppelte; cinmal namlich gehen ie, wie
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an den multipolaren Zellen zu bemerken ist, aus unmittelbar von
dem K6rper der Zelle entspringenden, ursprunglich breit n Zellen
fortsatzen hervor. welche sich ganzlich in derartige feinste Fibrillen
aufl6sen, das andere Mal dagegen entspringen sie nicht ullmitt lbar
von den Ganglienzellen. sondern werden erst von d n breit n F rt
satzen abgegeben, wobei sie alsdann gewohnlich sogleich als sehr
feine Fasern sich darstellen. welche oftmal 110ch in ganz au r
ordentlicher Entfernung von der Zelle selb t ntspringen; ohne da "S

die breiten Axencylinder durch die Abgabe d rartiger feinster
Reiserchen irgend merklich ich verschmalerten,« - »Die fein tl::n
Reiser entspringen sehr haufig mit ein r sichtli hen plattcnformigt'n
Verbreiterung von der breiten Stammfaser.« The »f, in t n Rei r
generally subdivide »so dass au den 'elb n eine au erordentlich gro "
Anzahl unmessbar feiner Fasern hervorgeht, welche ub rail manni h
fach sich durchkreuzend im Inneren der ;.Jer\'encentren vorhanden
sind,« I) These »unmessbar feinen Fa ern« ar the small t alld
finest elements which Buchholz has been able to ob erve in the
fibrous mass, still, however, he is not sure whether they do not ub
divide, or if they really are the ultimate branches by which thc corre
spondence between the ganglion cells is produced,

Regar ling the appearance of these fibres he says: »dass die·
selben je nach der atur der FlUssigkeit, in welcher dies II en is 
lirt wurden, mehr oder minder c1eutlich unregeJm~issige Vari 'ositiiten
7.\1 zeigen pflegen,«

The fibres are, as he supposes, separated from each other» lurch
eine gewisse Menge scroser Fliissigkeit«, whic.h in the preparations
have the appearance of »einer fein granulirten 'ul stanz;, the gra.
nular appearance is, however, prol ably artiticially produceL!; perhaps
it is, also, to some extent produced by destruction of some of the
nervous substance. And he say': »bei dem v61ligen Mangel gcformkr
Bildungen zwischen der nerv6sen Elementen lasst sich dahcr fur die
Centraltheile ehenso wie fur di [t:rvenst~-imm' als huchst wahl'
scheinlich annehmen, dass die geringen Z\\'ischenr~iuJ1le, wei he
zwischen den Gangliencellen und den Fasergebild n ubrig bleiben,
ebenfalls hier nur von einer d s Ganglion durchtrank ndl:r Zwischen
flussigkeit erH.illt werden.1I:

As to the origin of the nerve-tul es, he consid rs that all of
them originate directly in ganglion cells; but their course thr ugh
the fibrillar mass is, as mentioned, not an is olat· c1 one. Ea It

I) L c, p. 289.
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cell has, generally, only one process forming nerve-tubes; as a rule
this process, however, sooner or later, divides dichotomically; how
many divisions there may occur he has not ascertained. ~Doch

scheint zum mindesten eine dichotomische Theilung stets vorhanden
7.U ein wenigstens sind mir in mehr bedeutender Lange erhaltene
Axenbander ohne jegliche Theilung niemals begegnetc (1. c. P.283).

Thlls, ev rat tubes must be supposed to originate in each ganglion
cell, and r ally unipolar cells do not exist, according to hi view,
or if existent they are very rare, and of a small size.

Regarding the form of the ganglion cells (the larger as well as
th smaller ones) »~o linden wir allerdings den unipolaren Habitus
dllr hallS vorwiegend. c Really multipolar cells are, how ver, also
pres nt; th yare generally of a larger size. »Die Fortsatze dieser
multipolaren Zellen zeigen nun, .... ein verschiedenes Verhalten an
derselben Zelle. Bald namlich theil n sie sich schon nach kurzem
Verlauf g~inzlich in ungemcin fI ine Fasern, I) bald ver-
laufen . ie in sehr gross r Lange, ohne sich aufzulosen mit ziemljch
gl ich ] leibender Breite fort, wobei si nur hin und wieder v reinzelt
s hr fcine Fibrillen ') abgebenc (1. c. p. 276).2)

According to B CHHOLZ, an in lirect origin of the nerve-tubes,
a maintain d by LEVInG and WALTER, never occurs. »Es kommt
nirg'11 I v r, dass breit Primitivfasern von feinsten Fibrill n erst zu
';lmmenges tzt werd n, auch sind sie selb t als homogene Bander
und keinesvege . selbst al Bunde! ~ inster Fa<;ern anzusehen ~ (I. c. p. 305).
The fun ti9n of »jenes fein ten Fasersystemc i , con equ ntly, not to
form nerve-fibres with indire t origin, but to produc carre pondence
b tween the ganglion cell, which never have a direct connectio1~

with c;Jeh other as \ ;lIt rand th r writers maintained. ». oft
i h al 'I' au h cinen c1erartigen Zusammenhang zwischen Zellen zu
~ hen glaubtc, hab ich mich loch imll1er wieder in j d m einzeln n
Fall davon i.ih rzeugt, das di ser Anschein allf ganz bestimmt
Ilachweisbarcn T~iuschungel1 beruhte~ (I. c. p. 293)·

1) ·mfr. what is abovc mcnl ioncli regarding the origin of the slender fibrilla:

tlf the fibrous mass.
• ) According to Buchholz npolar gnnglion cells do not exist. About this

he ay': .Es i t llcn vornngehenden Arbeiten wfolge kaum niithig hervonuheben,

dass Gnnglienzellcn ohne Fortsiilze gar nicht vorkommen.. ~eeiDg that Buchholz
(anti before him Ow jannikow) has already ex pre ed himself so very :iecideclly on
lhnl point, it i really very curious to lind this phantom haunting the br3in of,
even, quite recent II'riter~. Reg:trrling the n('n-existence of proces e issuing from

nil lei or nucleoli Huchhol-, niSI!, expresses him elf very deci<ledly.
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'v\ e will close this report of BUCHHOLZ'S paper with a refer nc to
his description of some corpuscles occurring in the fibrous mas. bout
these he says: »Pnifen wir namlich die !einen Faserzuge, welche neben
den breiten Axenbandern uberall anzutreffen ind, so bemerk n wir
an sehr zahlreichen dieser Fasern erhebliche Anschwellungen, welche
mit deutlichen ovalen Kernen ve.rsehen sind.« »Es sind fast immer
langgestreckt spindel(ormige Gebilde, welche nach beid n 'eiten hin
in feins~e Fasern unmittelbar sich fortsetzen, od r \'ielleicht richtiger
gesagt in den Verlauf derselben einge ehaltet sind.« »Di Kern
enthalten einen oder mehrer sehr feine, punktfc'rmige ucle Ii.«
The extremities of the fibres is uing from tlli »Gebildc« l' emble
»in ihrem ganzen An ehen, sowie durch da Vorhand ns in \'iclfacher
\ aricositaten auf das Vollkommenste den fein ·ten \ 'rzweigungen
cler Ganglienzellen.« Besides these »in reichlich tel' Am~ahl vorhan
denen regelmassig spindelformigen Faseran 'chwellungen gi bt s ab r
noch eine anclere Art kernhaltiger, mit den feinsten nervoscn Fas rn
in Zusammenhange tehender Bildungenc (I. c. p. 290-291).

These have generally a multipolar shape, and hav nu lei of
quite the same appearance as those just m ntioned. Buchholz does
not exactly know which nature he ought to a 'crib to th' ell ,
I think, however, there can be no doubt but that these c lis are
what I have described as neuroglia-cells (vide sequel). I)

This report of Buchholz's paper is, perhaps, omewhat prolix.
I have, however, made it thus circumstantial, partly because I hav
seen no correct report of the beautiful research s of this cmin nt
investigator, and also, partly, because I con id r those researches to
be of the highest import, and it really se I11S as if they are far too
little known.

WALDEYER (1863) describes »das molekul~ire mittlere 'tratum«
as peine Art Flechtwerk, welches eben del' Feinheit d l' Faden we
gen, aus denen es besteht, sehr schwer ZlI entwirren j t. ~ Thi
»Flechtwerk«, is formed of the three following elem ntary I arts: »rein
Auslaufer del' grossen Zellen, kleine Zellen und I ren f, inste Aus
laufer.« »Die kleinen Zellen liegen sehr dicht neben cinancler« in the
central mass. This last description does not suit for my 9tcuroglia
cells, which in Mollusca (which Waldeyer has specially a 10pteJ

I) It is indeed very strange that Rawitz has not o!Jsen'cd Buchhol7:s descrip"
tion of those corpuscles, as he has described nnd figured 'I"ite similnr ones (cmfr.
the subsequent .eport of R.'s paper), The multipolar cells of }{aller, situated in
-dem celltrnlen Faserllelz«, are also, undounterlly, the same cells ns those multipolar

-Gebilde« of Buchholz.



for his investigations) occur somewhat sparingly; in spite of this, J
do not doubt, however, that what Waldeyer has called »kleine Zel
lenc: (»kleine bi- und multipolare Zellenc:) is what I describe as
neuroglia-cells.

Of the results of his investigations »tiber den Ursprung der den
Axencylindern gleichwerthigen Axenfibrillen der Wirbellosen« W al
deyer, himself, gives llS the following summary: »Stellen wir ....
das Endresultat zusammen, so ergiebt sich: dass dieselben (i. e.
»Axenfibrillen der Wirbellosenc:) in den von mir untersuchten Fal·
len direct aus feinen Allslaufern kleiner bi- und multipolarer Zellen I)
ihren Ursprung nehmen, entweder aus einem solchen Zellenauslaufer
ohne Weiters, oder so, dass erst Theilaste de5selben die Axenfibril
len sind. Niemals aber gehen direct Auslaufer der grossen unipo
laren crvenzellen, welche die Randpartien des Ganglion constituiren,
in periphere erven tiber. I/.

Thus Waldeyer denies the existence of what we would call a
dircct origin of the nerve-tubes from ganglion cells.

According to CHERON (1866) the nerve-tube of the Cephalopoda
hav , as a rule, a direct origin from ganglion cells, usually in such
manner that several processes of small cells unite to form one large
nerve-tube. In some cases he supposes that one large ganglion cell
alonc »fournit dir tement un tube« (vide 1. c. 1866 p. 94). The
ncrve-tub s of the »systl~me stomatogastrique« have another (in
direcU) m de of origin. Of the central mass of the ganglia he
se ms to have no distinct view; he describes it as :tune matiere
fll1em nt granul use, absolument amorphe.«

CLAPAREDE (1869) quite agrees with LEYDIG in his description
of th dotted sub:tanc. »Die Zentralmas e des Bauchstranges von
Lumbricll hat Leydig ganz richtig als eine sehr feine Punktsubstanz
mit larin gel genen dUnnen Faserchen beschrieben. Andere Nerven
fa rn gi bt s nicht, weder im eigentlichen Nervenmark noch in
Icn Ten'en selb t. Die e meist ge chlangelten Faserchen verlaufen

in den v rschied n ten Richtungen die Mehrzahl jedoch der Lange
nach; die von d n Terven stammenden strahlen nach allen Seiten
in das Bauchmark hinein.« 2) It is quite evident that Claparede's
.Faser hen«, which he beJi ves to be the real »nerve·fibres«, are the
sheaths of the nen e-tub , which, tran sected longitudinally, very
often h;:\\, the .geschlangeltec: appearance which he mentions. Tn

1) s 1ll~lltionerl above, it is the e cells which I call neuroglia-cells.

~ I I. c. 1869 P' 593.
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his description of a connective tissue, or »VIRCHOW'S Neuroglia ver·
gleichbare Stiitsubstanze in the nervous system, he says, even, that he
has not been able to distinguish the fibres of this "Stt'4tJSsubstat~JS"

,von denjenigen der centralen, fibrillaren Punktsubstanz .... auch
scheinen sie in dieselben unmittelbar iiberzugehen. Ueber die ner
vose Natur der letzteren kann aber kein Zweifel obwalten. eI) The
mode of origin of these »nerve-fibres« CIaparede scarcely mentions,
and it seems as if he agrees with LEYDIG, al 0, in regard to it.

In his last memoir on the Annelids (1873) he gives a descrip
tion very imilar to what i above quoted.

SOLBRIG (1872) describes the »Punktsubstanze as a granular
fibrous mass which, in a successfully i olated preparation, may be e n
traversed by »einem merkwiirdig feinen Fasersy tern, de n Fibril
len an dem Rande des Praparate oft auf weite trecken hin isoli rt
verfolgt verden konnen.e He compares this »Fa ersy tem« with
the capillary reticulation of the vascular ystem, and uppose that a
part of its function is to produce the correspondenc of the unipolar
ganglion cells with each other. Besides a dir ct origin of th
nerve-tubes from ganglion cells, Solbrig aJ 0 distinctly maintains an
indirect origin from this »kornig-faserigen Mas ee, the latter mode
being the most common one. In this ase the n rv>·tubes ar
formed by the union of several »Fibrill n des feinen Fas rsyst mSe.

STIEDA 2) (1874) suppo es the nerve-tubes of the Cephalopoda
to be direct continuations of the processes of the ganglion cell .
Ouch a relation, he has been able to ob erve in om few ase.
»Ein anderweitiger FaserurspTllng 130 st ich mi~ Sich rh it nicht de
monstriren.« He mentions some ,feinsten ervenfas TIl, kaum me 's
bare Faden, welche ein im Centrum des Knoten befindliches schw r
zlIr entwirrendes I etz bilden.« His view of the import or function
of this l> etz« he does not, however, give.«

The writer who has paid most attention to, and has mad' the
most minute investigations upon, the central fibrous mass f the inverte
brate nervous system is, in my opinion, HER 1A (1875). This emin nt
investigator has, in his really classical memoir, given a v ry circum·
'tantial description of this substance, describing it as bing granular
fibrillous, and in which he very particularly indicates the course and
origin of the fibres (I. c. p. 84 etc.).

1) J. c. p. 595 .
• ) [ regret to say that to Trinchese's memoir on the nervous system r the

Cephalopoda (1. c. 1868) [ have had no access, as we do not posess it in the
library of Bergen's Museum.



The extremely slender fibrill~ of the mass spring, partly from
cell-processes, partly from peripheral nerve-tubes, and partly from
the longitudinally and transversally running fibres of the commissures.
The fibrilla: unite in »Knotenpunkte« not in such a way, however, as
to form a real reticulation.

»Der Zusammentritt zweier Fibrillen versehiedener Herkunft von
denen die eine z. B. von den Zellen entspringt, die andere den
Commissuren angehort, gesehieht in der Weise, dass die eine FibriLle
- in Foige der Verlaufsriehtung unter nahezu reehtem Winkel 
in die ander unmittelbar ubergeht. Nur eine kleine Verdickung
die ieh oben Knotenpunkt genannt habe, ist an der Verbindungs
stelle zu bemerken. Tritt an denselben Knotenpunkt noeh eine
c1ritte oder vierte Faser, so verwischt sieh allerdings das charakteri
stische Bild unci es ensteht der einer multipolaren Zelle ahnliche
Kcirper, uber den ieh bereits meine Ansicht mitgetheiit habe.« 1)
.Sorgfaltigst angefertigte Zupfpraparate bringen jene Knotenpunkte
besonders clann gut wr Anschauung, wenn sie nieht zu feineo Durch
ehnitten cntnommen sind. Doch zeigen auch frische Praparate c1iese
Verhaltnisse. wobei je loch die U nt rsuchung einmal durch die un
gemeinc masse d r Fibrillen erschwert ist, ferner dadurch, class aile
nieht vollstandig zerzupften und so durch die Mannigfaltigkeit der
Veri inuung n netzformig erscheinenden Theile in den Lucken zwischen
Fibrillen und Knot npunkten eine helle, nahezu halbflussige Zwisehen
substanz erkennen lassen, welche durch ihren Reichtum an Kornchen
die Deutlichkeit d s Bildes beeintrachtigt« (I. e. p. 84-85),

This is quoted, thus circumstantially, because I propose to refer
to it in de cribing my own investigations. From what is quoted, i
will be seen that Hermann suppa es the central mass to be formed
by librilla:~, and by a granu!ous, viscous, .Zwischensubstanz4'..

I) Although lIcrmnnn hDS never obsen'ed nuclei in these multipolar corpuscles,
nor in thc usual .Knotcllpunkte', hc says of the former (I. c. p. 36): .Ich kann
<licsc klcinw Vcrbin<luug kbrpcr den Ubrigen Ganglicn7.elleD zwar nicht gleichsteUen,
halte fUr sie aher doch den l¥e'l'th 1II't1ltipolal'e1' Zcllen aufrecht, iDsoferne, als
ieh sic als Uebergang, clemente betmchte, welche die'Verbindung zwischen den ZDr

l'eriphcrie 7.id,cndcn Fibrillcn unci dell im Obigcn bcschriebencn grossen Ganglien
ktirpcrn, scien es die -unipolnren', oder die -multipolnren., vermitteln.. Whether
the e liermann's .\ erbindung"kbrper' are identical with the interposed multipolar

cells which Wallel' describes. I can not positi"ely <Ieny, but am, however, not dis
posed to think so. Wnlter's cells nre, I think, identical with Haller's .Schalt

zcllen', which I cnll lIetll'oglia-cells, whilst Hermann' .\'erhindungskbrper' nnd
.Kllotenpunktc' nre, I think, thickenings of the neuroglia-filaments which nre
al 0 perhnp , to n certain extent, artificially produl-ed by tensing or splitting of the

slcndcr tube-shcaths. Their diameter is, he says, ,0005-.0006 Mm.
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}{egarding the ongll1 of the nerve-tubes, Hermann's 0p1l110n is,
that a direct origin from ganglion cells is "ery rare, a a rul they
have an indirect origin, and are formed of fibrill~ originating in 3
different ways:

I) from ganglion cells. »Diese Fibrillen sind abl"r flicht, wi
etwa vermuthet werden konte, di,.ekte Auslaufer del' Ganglienzellen,
sondern entspringen stets \'on einem K1wtenptmktec (I. c. p. 8S).
On a careful examination of sections this is easily seen. »Die yom
Zel1vorlsatz abzweigende Theil-Fibrille« generally penetrates to th
middle of the fibrous mass of the ganglion. Here it unites with
»Fasern anderer H rkunftl in a »Knotenpunkt, \'on dem aus rst
die Fibrille in die Bahn del' Tervenwurzd, oft unmittelbar neben
dem Zellfortsatz, ruckJaufig ubergeht. c

2) from fibrils of the longitudinal commis ur s, in su h mann r
that a part of these »in Knotenpunkten endet, von denen andere
Fibrillen entspringen, um zur en'enwurzel zu zi h n.«

3) and finally cli1'ectly from librils of the longitudinal commissul' ,
without their passing through any »Knotenpunktec.')

In some cases Hermann has been able to detect a direct origin
of dorsal tubes of the longitudinal commissures in aanglion ells,
the mode in which these tubes terminate he has, however, not I en
able to decide, Further, he has stated the mutual interpa sage of
the processe of ganglion cells from one side into the nerve of
the other side etc.

Besides what is above quoted Hermann ha describ d a great
many interesting particulars regarding the minute inner structure,
which, however, it would occupy too much space to mention here.
It seems, however, as if later writers have paid mu h too little
attention to these exellent investigations, which, indeed, contain an
amount of persevering accuracy, which can not b too highly
estimated, and which in my opinion a great many subsequent writ
ers have rather failed in affording. 2)

DIETL (1876, 77 and 78) describes the central mass which he
calls »Marksubstanz« as »ein goberes odeI' feineres, unentwirl'bares
Netzwerk feinster Fibrillen«. The fibrill~ principally originate in the
processes of the ganglion cells. »Die Auslaufer del' Ganglienzellen
(des Gehirns) tauchen in die Marksubstanz ein bild n hier ein rich>
Zerfaserllng zum grossten Theile das Substrat derselben lind schlicss-

') \1)' view of Hermann's .Knolenpunkte o and fibrilla> will be seen from the

description of my investigations on that subject.
2) The report of Hermano's memoir given by Vignal (I. c. p. 297-298) is,

in several respects, quite incorTect anrl misleading.



lich ordnen sich die Fibrillen neuerdings zu verschieden starken
Bundeln aus denen die peripheren Nervenstamme sich entwickelnc
(I. c. 1877 p. 24). He does not, however, deny the possibility of a
direct origin of nerve-tubes existing. »lch habe aber unter gewohn
lichen Verhaltnjssen nur ein solches Verhalten nicht mit untruglicher
Klarheit zur Anschauung bringen konnene (I. c. 1878 p. 487).

RABL-R CKHARD (1875), in his paper on the brain of the ant,
has scarcely paid much attention to the histology of the brain. He
calls the dotted substance »jener feinkornigen, homogenen, keine
Zellenstructur zeigenden Substanz, die so vielfach an der Bildung des
Centralnervensystems der Arthropoden betheiligt iste (I. c. p. 489),
and his mention of this subject almost confines itself to that.

FLOGER'S paper on the brain of Insects (1878) has scarcely any
more interest for our present researches as neither has he paid any
particular attention to the nervous elements. In the fibrillar parts 01

the brain, he distinguishes between masses of »netzfbrmig gestrickten
Substanzc and masses of »Iangsfaserigen Substanze, of which he gives
no distinct description. The real structure he has not recognised;
he says for instance (I. c. p. 561) that the fibres of this »Iangsfase
rigen SuI stanz e, transv rsally transsected, have the appearance of
1oints or dots (» bei Horizontalschitten erscheint das Ganze aus zahl
losen Punkten ZlIsammengesetzt«). As far as I have seen he does
not m ntion the relation of the nerve-tubes to the ganglion cells;
judging from his various descriptions I think, however, that he
suppose an indirect origin (i. e. in the central fibrillar substance) of
th tubes or fibres, as he would call them, to be the rule.

E. BERGER (1878) maintains a direct origin of the nerve-tubes
from ganglion ells; this he has been able to, especially, observe
in conn 'cti n with the origin of the antennal nerve-tube's in Musca
vomito,.ia which he therefore recommends as a good subject for
examination to convince oneself of this mode of origin. He does
nl)t, however, deny that an indirect origin may possibly occur, and
beli v sit, ven, to b probabl (I. c. p. 3)·

YUNG (,878) believes in a direct origin of the nerve-tubes
fr m ganglion cells. »Les tubes,« he says, »ne sont bien en
rblit que de simples prolongements cellulaires.« Still it seems as
if he, to a c rtain extent, e. g. in the origin of the nervi optici,
supposes a kind f double origin (direct and indir ct?) to exist,
this origin is not, however, definitely explained (p. 454)· His

iew of the central fibrous substance seems to be of a some-
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\vhat peculiar kind; he describes it as :tune substance medulaire,
finement ponctuee, clivisee en masses plus ou moins cubiques par
de fin s lamelles conjonctivesc (I. c. p. 459). Altogether, hi ex
planations are certainly very indistinct, in another plac (1. c. p. 453),
regarding the central masse of the brain (he calls it :t ub tan m .
duJlairec a translation of DIETL's :tMark ubstanz c) h -ays: )il~ re
sultent, en effect, d'un complexus de fibres et de ub tanc medul
laires que dans ces dernier temps BELLONCI, qui Ie a r troU\'e et
descrits chez la Squilla manti. a com par . aux grands lob du r
veau chez Ie animaux superieurs.c

HANS SCHULTZE (1879) gives a view of the »k"rnig fibrill;ir
Centralsubstanzc somewhat similar to that of DIETL, It has a
reticular structure with anastomo ing fibrillce; \ h n 'p aking of
it, he use expres ions like »anastomoti chen central n Fa rn tz«.
He has never succeeded in really observing a dir ct tran ition
of processes from the gangli n cell to n rv~-tub " but d l: ,

however, not absolutely deny its exi ten An indir t rigin he
considers to be the rule, there even exist two kind f indire t
origin: »cmtmlen Zell/ol'{8utee 10 n sie durch /ortgesetsle l'heiltmg
in die kornig-fibrilldt'e netzformig-versweigte Centralsubstans at/I, au
die er letzteren rst bilden sich dir~ct rvenfa ern. 13 j d n Elato
branchil£ten habe ich wiedel'holt eillen antleren Modus Ie og nannt 'n
indirecten Uebergangs beobacht t. Kleine'l multipolal'ell Ganglienzel
len ind in di Leitungsbahn ztUi chell die gro eren Zellen tmd clie
neruGse, anastomotische Centt'alsubstatlz eingeschaltet. u h ah i h
bei Gastet'opoden haufig inlercellulare Commis m·en."

This "anderell Modus" i, onsequenlly, omewhat imilar to what
is maintain d b} ~ ALTER and ALDEVER, As will b ub' quently
described, these »eingeschalteten klcinen Ganglienzell n ar , in my
opinion, nothing but neut'oglia-cell b longing to the inner :tcon ne tiv' c
ti ue or inner n lIrilcm of th nervou system.

CLAU (1879) maintains a direct origin of the n'rvt;·tubc::s
Irom the ganglion cells as bing the only mode of origin xist
ing in Phl·onimida. »Die periph rischen erven wlIrzeln Jlicht in
d r sog. PlInktsub tanz, sondern bezi hen ihre Fasern aus Gang
lienzellen thcils des entsprechend n GangJions - unJ zwar sowohl
g kreuzt als ungekrellzt - theils des vorausgehenden Gangliol1s,
theils yom Gehirne aus. c H. garding the structure of ~der sogcnannt '11

Punktsubstanz« he is in doubt; ~die zarten, al prot plasmali che
zu bezeichnenden Ganglienfortsatze c have probably th sam relation
to thi sub tance in the Arthropods, as they have in the Vertebrat ·S.

4
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»Warscheinlich handelt es sich in der Punktmasse zum grosseren
Theile um eine bindegewebige der Neuroglia der Vertebraten ver
gleichbare Substanz zu der die kleinen ovalen Kerne gehoren, welche
im Innern der Marklager auftreten.c

EWTO , in his paper on the brain of the cockroach (1879),
has not advanced much further than FlOger in the knowledge of the
dotted substance. Under a high power of the microscope, he says
that, it exibits a fme reticulation the meshes of which are »extremely
difficult to define«. In another part of the brain (the pedu~c1es), he
describes a .similar network, but not quite so fine, and the meshes are
more elongated (fig. 14), especially towards the upper part, and it is
this which gives it a fibrous appearance, It is, in fact, a bundle of
fibres which freely anastomose with each other.« From this descrip
tion, an I from the illustration, it is quite evident that the appearance
which ewton describes as anastomosing fibres is produced by the
sheaths of the slender nerve-tubes, they being transversally or semi
longjtudinally transsected. Newton says that »the manner in which
these remarkable nervous structures are connected with the other
parts of the brain and nervous system has yet to be e tablished.«

either does he mention the origin of the nerve-tube or their
relation to the ganglion cells. On another occasion, he also mentions
a network extending I etween the ganglion cells. He thinks it,
however, to be pml able .that connective ti sue combine with
nervous tissue to produce the appearance presented by tl)eir sections,«

MICHELS (1880) has penetrated more closely, into the innel
minute structure of the brain and ventral nerve-cord of Oryctes, He
describes, \'ery circumstantially, the course of the bundles of fibres
and cell-processes through the fibrous mass. Though he has not quite
under toad the real nature of this substanCe he has, however, a view
of it whi h is mon.: correct than that of many other writers. He calls it
»Fasersuhstanz« instead of »Punktsubstanz«, »weil ich nach Anfertigung
von L~ings- lind QlIcrschnitten einc 1ll0lekuJaren PlInktmasse, wie Leydig
von len Tcn'cncentren del' Arthropoden beschreibt. nicht habe auf
lindl'n kijnnen, \'iclmehr immer nul' lIlannigfach sich durchsctzende
L~ings- und (.Jucrfaserzi.ige wahrzuhncmen im tande gewesen bin,«
The gr 'atest part of these »Fa erzi.ige« especially the •Querfaser
zi.ige< 'pring, in his opinion, from th processes of the ganglion
ell ; hi' opinion cvidently is also that most l)el'iphel'al nel've-tubcs

sp'l'ing dil'ectl'!} from such lJ1'oces es. J:-Ie de cribes numerous ~Quer.

f:lserbi.indel«, -die, au den Ganglienzellen del' einen Seite ent
stehend, den periphercn l'\ rven der alldel'en Seite bilden, jedoch
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zusammen mjt einem Bundel, das in den EinschniinlIlgen von
den jedwede Bauchmarkshalfte durchziehenden dr i Langsziigen ab
tritt. c: These »Langszugenc do not, however, originat in »einer
peripheren Gangljenmassec nor in »einer centralen Punktsubstanze,
~sondern sind bloss Fortsetzungen jener nach hinten an Dicke ab
nehmenden Uingsfasen,:uge, die sich durch die Schlundringskommis
Sl1ren bis zum Gehirn verfolgen lassen.« They run through the
whole length of the ventral nerve-cord.

An interesting view of the central mass is, in my opinion, found
in KRIEGER'S paper (1880) on the nervous system of Astacfls. He
prefers LEYDIG'S name "Punktsubstanz« to DIETL'S »Marksubstanz«,
finding the former one characteristic, whilst the latter one is mi 'kad
ing. »Die Punktsubstanz ist (he says I. c. p. 540) ein Netzw rk
oder vielleicht richtiger ein Filz von fein ten Fa-ern.« This i~ easily
seen by help of high powers of magnification, in thin tran ver
sections taken from ganglia treated with osmic acid, it can al 0 be
seen in macerated preparations (obtained by mac ration in O.Ol %

ammonium-bichromate). In such, carefully tr ated, preparation »wird
man deutlich wahrnehmen das die Punktsubstanz aus ausser t feinen
einander durchflechtenden Faserch n besteht.« Regarding a dir ct
transition of cell-processes into n rYe-tubes, he does not deny its
existence in Astacus, but has, however, not succeeded ill really
observing it. He supposes an indir ct origin of th tube to be the
most common mode. »Die Ganglienauslauf, r 10 en sich, indem sic
sich in immer feinere Aeste theilen, in d r Pl1nktsubstanz auf oel r i
bilden vielmehr dieselbe, indem die dl1rch ihr Th ilung n -ntstan
denen feinsten Fasern sich auf die ver chiedenste Weise durchAech
ten, und anderseits kommen die peripherisch n Nervenfas rn aus d n
Punktsubstanzballen hervor, nachdem sie sich durch dje \ reinigung
verschiedener solcher fein ter Fa ern constituirt haben.« The livision
is not produced in such a way that »shon vorher g trennt neb neill
ander herlaufende Elemente (Primitivfibrillen), nm ihren gem 'illsam n
Verlallf aufgeben, sondern der vorher gemeinsame Inhalt cineI' Fascr
theilt sich in mehrere Aeste wie sich das Wasser in dL:n Rohrcll
einer Wasserleitung theilt, di die verschiedencn Hauser ein r Stadt
Zll versorgen hat lind in ahnlicher Weise verschmilzt der Inhalt d'l"
einzelnen Faserchen die zu einer peripherisch n ervenfaser zusarn
mentreten, nach meiner Auffassung benso zu einer gem insamcll
Masse, wie sich das Wasser verschi dener Bache ZlI einem Flus 'e
vereinigt. «

J. BELLONCI (1878: 80, 8l and 83) has supplied several beautiful
4*
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contributions to our knowledge of the central fibrous mass of different
invertebrates (Squilla, Sphceroma, ephrops), as well as vertebrates.
He has, very correctly, described it as consisting of connective tissue
and nerve-fibres, he has, however, not succeeded in finding the
real relation between these two substances: :tSeion moi, la sub
stance grenue-reticulee est formee d'un stroma conjonctif et d'un
reseau ncrveux. Le stroma conjonctif reticule est excessivement fin
dans les parties centrales du cerveau; au contraire, dans la peripherie
des ganglions il est plus grossier et ne differe pas beaucoup de celui
dont se compusent les capsules cellulaires« (I. c. 188 I p. 178). Through
this reticulation of connective-tissue, extremely slender nervous fibrillre
run in all directions, anastomosing with each other and forming another
reticulation of nervous nature. These fibrill;e are partly derived from
processes of ganglion cells, and, partly, they are constituents of peri
pheric nerve-tubes. He says of them: :oils proviennent des nerfs
peripheriques et des celh,les nerveuses et se ramifient en une foule de
branches grandes et petites qui, les reliant entre eux, forment un
veritables reseau.« Be ides an indirect origin of the nerve-tubes in
this Hescau«, there exists, however, also a direct origin from gang
lion cells: :ocependant it est certain que beaucoup de fibres peri
pheriqucs proviennent directement du corps des cellules centralcs et,
dans les plus grandes cellules j'ai remarque deux prolongement qui
partent du meme pole; I'un forme directement une fibre nerveuse
peripheriquc, I'autre se resout dans Ie reseau de Ja sub tance grenue.«
As will be seen, these observations are, in several respects, very
similar to mine on the nervous system of Myzostoma and of the
As idians ct . and, also, to many of those, on various nervous systems,
which will be described in thi' I aper. Bellonci has found the same
»substance gr nu('·reticulec« in the nervous system of the various
animals examin'd by him.

AHNOLD LA)/G has, in hi various papcr (I 79, 1 '8 I, 1884),
af{; rd· d some valuablc additions to our knowledge of the histology
I f thc n n ous system of th Polyclade, Tt'ematodes etc. In my
opinion. he has form d a very correct idea of the structure of the
fibrillar substance in the nerve and ganglia. Of the nerves he say...
for instance (I. c. J ' 4 p. 190): »Das spongiose Aussehen auf dem
Ouerschnitt kommt da lurch zu _ tande, clas der Nerv aus lauter
I;eincn Jkilkchen Zll I esteh n cheint, we1chc alle miteinander ver·
bunckn ind un 1 welche zahlreiche rllnc1lichc. verschieden gros e
I.i.icken 1ll11schli('s cn..... Auf gllten Praparaten aber sind sie
(i. e. die Lucken) ang fUllt von eitler feinkornigen blassen Substanz,
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die an einzelnen tellen Zellen und Kernen Platz macht....
die blasse, zarte, feinkornig ubstanz ist nichts anderes, als ein
Querschitt einer ervenfaser. Das spongiose Balkennetz ..... er
weist sich also als ein StUtsgewebe del' ervenfasern. Auf Lings.
schnitten del' Nerven ist natUruch von einem spongiosen Bau d
Stiitzgewebes nichts zu sehen, da die Balken derselben in del' Richt
ung del' Nervenfaser ausgezogen sind. In jedem Nerven bildet d:l
StUtzgewebe deshalb mehr odeI' wenige zahlr iche, miteinander ver
schmolzenen Rohren, von denen jede eine ervenfa rums hliesst.« \)
Of the central mass (dotted substance) of the brain he 'ay, aft 1'

wards (p. 190): »Ich glaubte frUher, dass sich das Stlitzcrewebe der
erven bei den Polycladen nicht ins Innere del' Gehirnkap el fort

setze, habe mich abel', nachdem v. KE NEL 2) die ntgegengesetztc,
Behauptung ausgespl'ochen hat, davon Uberz ugt dass diesel' For Chl'f
im Recht ist.« Lang's opinion mu t, can equently, be that the spongy
looking »l'eticulatioll« in the dotted substance of the brain, as al a
in the nerves, is produced by a »Stutzgewebe« or, as I call it, mm

roglia, which in reality forms tubes; an opinion in which I do quite
agree with him, as will be seen from my subsequ nt description
and also from my pI' vious papers.

In his description of the brain of the T"ematodes, h even x
presses himself quite unmistakably in favour of thi view. He
says: }) Vergleicht man chnitte durch das Gehirn mit hnitten
durch einen del' starken Lang nerven, so ist man tiberra cht von
den Almlichkeit del' Bild l'. Auch im G him tr ffen wir, \ViC'
T ASCHENBERG 3) richtig bemerkt, auf Schnitt n, die in d l' Ling·

') These nerve-lubes, he de cribes, at first, ns nun.tomosing with ea h other.
-Die Nerven besteheu aus ausserst zarten, mit einnnder nnastomosirenden ....
Fasern< (I. c. 1879 p. 485). Later, in his O\10nograph (1884), he uses just the same
words, dropping only the expression .mit einander nnastomosireDllen<. From this
it seems as if Lang has, prollabl)', partly changed his view regarding the anastom
osing of the fibres, and if so, he is, [ sup pose, right if [ mal' judge from my in
vestigations on the nervous system of other animals.

In his cle cription of the nen'es of the Trematodes he says (1. c. 1881 p. 37):
.In Folge fortgesetzter Theilung solcher Lumina dureh neue Seheidewanfle kommen
die kleineren Hohlungen der spongiosen Slrall!:"e ZlI Stancle. Es clnrf tins ..Ieshllll>
nicht verwllndern, da s wir in den feinsten peripheri chen Nerveniistchen nicht mehr
<111S Bild des spongiosen Stranges sondern hloss das einer unregelmassig punktirten
Flache erhalten; nenn hier sind .durch wiederholte Theilllng der sehr fein gewor
denen Faserscheiden die Luminll auf cine ausserordentlich geringe Grosse reducirl.<
This is a description which, in my opinion, is also quile suitnble for the .Iutted
substance.

~) Vide Kennel 1. c. 1879 p. 153.
3) Vide Tao;chenberg I. c. I 79 P' 19.
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richtung der Thiere geftihrt sind, dasselbe spongiose Gewebe, wie
in den erven auf Querschnitten. Bei beiden sehen wir auf Flachen
schnitten dasselbe System mit einander verbundener Rohren und
in diesen Rohien liegen bei beiden gleichartige Ganglienzellen. c 1)

In the >Sttitzgewebec Lang even describes what he calls:
"Faserkerne" (vide I. c. 1879 p. 485 and Taf. XV, fig. 5 and Taf.
XVI, fig. 7, fk.); they have completely the appearance of neuroglia
cells. Although Lang does not say anything regarding his view ot
the nature of these nuclei, I do not think there can be any doubt
of their real neuroglia-nature (vide also Monograph 1884, Taf. 32,
fig. 9, d, e, f, g, and also Taf. 3I, fig. 6, g z 3, g z 4). Lang even
describes small nuclei adhering to the processes of the ganglion cells,
(>Auch der kleinen, den Auslaufern der Ganglienzellen anliegenden
Kerne mUssen wir, als allgemein vorkommend. Erwahnung thun.«
Mon. I ~84 p. 183, Taf. 32, fig. 9, a). These nuclei have, also, quite
the appcarance of those belonging to the neuroglia, as will be seen
from Lang's illustrations. It is, consequently, a situating of neuroglia
cells quite similar to what I have previously described in MIJl!ostoma,
and to what will be described, particularly ot Molluscs, in this paper.

In the Trematodes there must, in his opinion, be a direct origin
of the nerve-tubes from ganglion cells, so far as I understand him. In
his description of their brain he says, for instance: »Auf ltickenlosen
Serien von Quer-, Lings- und FUichenschnitten ist es moglich, aile
Einzelheiten des Faserverlaufs Zll erkennen und die Fortsatze wenigstens
der gross rn Ganglienzellen bis in die erven runein zu verfolgen. c2}

Whether the nerve-tubes of the Polyclades have a direct origin in
ganglion cells of the central nervous system, or an origin in the
central fibrillar substance, he does not mention, and neither does
h' giv any distinct description of th dotted substance in these
animals besides what is above quoted (vide p. 53!. The central
part of thc brain, hc says, consists :oaus einer ich sehr chwach
farbcndcn, ausscrordentlich feinfa erigen ubstanz, in deren Inneren
w d r Kcrnc noch Gangli nzellen vorkommen.c From thi d scrip
tion it i , however, evident that we have a similar structure of the

J) Regarding these cell situated in the nerve-tubes, "ide foot note 2 .

• ) 1n the pcriphernl nen'es, he describes nerve-tubes wich are direct processes
"f ganglion cells situated in the nerves. The nerves of the n'ematodes, he says,
[I. c. I I p. 37) consist >zweitens aus .ler Nervenfaser, die. in diesen J{0hren ein
!:e chlosscn, die Fortsiilze der ebcnfnlls in ihnen Iiegendeo Ganglienzelleo darstellt.·
As I hnve not examine.1 the Trematodes, I can, of course, form no opinion of

the eorrcCllles of thi statement.
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dotted substance in Polgclades as in Trematodes, and al-o in Molluscs,
A'melids etc.

SPE 'GEL (1881) describes in Oligog'natlutS large ganglion cells
with processes directly forming large nerve-tubes. LEYDIG'S and
CLAPAREDE'S gigantic nerve-tubes, he supposes to b, -imilar cell
processes. These nerve-tubes have sheaths of connective-tis u , being
continuations of the connective-tissue enveloping tlle ganglion cell .
Spengel gives no description of tlle dotted substance; he supposes,
however, the observations just quoted to b of importance for
our understanding of this substance. (»Aber auch flir die Frag'
nach dem Wesen del' sog. Punktsubstanz werden diese Elem nt
eine Bedeutung gewinnen mi.issen.«) I suppo'e hi opinion is, that
it is also probably formed by » ervenrohrec \ itll ht:atll - at all
events to some extent - and here he is, in my opinion, quite right.

FREUD (1882) does not seem to have paid any spe ial attention
to the structure of the dotted substance. Th relati n of the gang
lion cells to the nerve-tubes, he supposes to be th same in invet'te
brates as in vertebrates, and he believe, to a certain ext 'nt at all
events, in a direct origin. He expresse himself, howev 1', very in
distinctly on this subject.

VIGNAL (1883) believes only in an indirect connection of tll
ganglion cells with the nerve-tubes by means of a gramJlar fibroll'
mass. In his description of the Crustaceans, he say, for in tan e
(I. c, p. 325): »Le centre des ganglions st forme par d 's fibres
nerveuses d'un cote, des prolongements cellulairc de I'autre; l'S
fibres et ces prolongements se melent intimemcnt d forment un
plexus d'ou partent les nerfs. c

KOESTLER, in his paper on »das Eingeweidenervensystcm von
Periplaneta« (1883), mentions the structure of the :tStirnganglion«
(Ganglion frontale). Of the minute structure of the fibrillar substance,
he says nothing, but that it exhibits beinen netz- od r geflechtartig
gestrickten Charakter.« His opinion of the importance of this
substance he does not give; he seems to suppose the direct origin
of the nerve-tt'bes in the ganglion cells to be the n,le when he says:
.Ganz deutlich ist del' Ursprung del' ervenfasern aus den Gangli' n
kugcln ZlI beobachten.« The ganglion cells are, in his opinion, all of
them, unipola1·. Their relation to each otllcr he does not mention,
he only says that from them 'ausgehenden N rVt:nfasern g ht:n
nach del' Punktsubstanz hin und fast regelmassig so, dass si h die
von mehreren Ganglienkugeln ausgehenden Fas rn v reinigen und
ciann gemeinschaftlich in die Punktsubstanz eintretcn.«
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VIALLA 'ES'S voluminous papers (1884, 1885, 1887) on the nervous
system of Atheropods have not much interest for our present re
searches, as he has paid no special attention to the minute structure
of the nervous elements. Regarding the structure of the dotted
substanc , he only quotes the general opinions of other authors,
and seems, especially, to believe i~ the descriptions and views
afforded by Krieger and Vigna1. The nerve-fibres (he distinguishes
between three kinds: tubes ner't"eux, fibres fibrilloides and fibres
{ilifonnes> have no dit'ect origin in ganglion cells, neither have
the ganglion cells any direct combination with each other. Of
the dotted substance (substance ponctuee> he says for instance (1. c.
1l:l84 p. 14): »C'est d'elle que tous les nerfs tirent leur origine,
c'est clans elles que les prolongements des cellules ganglionnaires
viennent tous se jeter, Ainsi les cellules ne pem'ent communiquez
entre elles, les nerfs ne peuvent communiquez avec ces memes
cellules que par I'intermecliaire de la substance ponctuee. c:

BOHMIC (1884) has himself given the following summary of the
results of his investigation of the dotted substance etc. of the Gastero
pods. »Die Markmasse wird von einem Punktsubstanzballen gebildet.
Unter Punktsubstanz hat man ein inniges, filzahnliches Gewirr von
Primitivfibrillen, aus welchem die Zellfortsatze gebildet werden, Zll

vcrstchcn. Aus del' Punktsubstanz gehen die Nerv n durch eine

Parallele Anordnuna del' erst wirren Primitivfibrillen hervor. Durch
t>

eindringende Bindegew bssepten werden die Fibrillen zu secundaren
BUnclcln vcreinigt. Eine directe Uebergang von Zellfortsatzen in die

r rven, al'o ohne vorherige Auflosung in del' Punktsubstanz, kommt
VOl'; unci zwar fast bei allen 'erven. Jecloch ist diese Erscheinung
selten« (I. c. p. 45). As will be seen, thi \'iew is somewhat similar
to that of S LBRIC; th nerve-fibt'es may have a' di"ecf o,.igin as

'well as an indirect one.
PA KARl) (1884) 111 akes, in my opinion, some very interesting

statements rt'g:wding the structure of the brain af Asellus communis.
As to the structlll'e and importance of th clotted substance, or
»myeloid substance« as he caBs it, he doe not think himself in
;'\ position to say anything with certainty. He says of it (1. c.
I '84 p. 6): »This latter substance does not exist in the nervous
s\ stem of the vertebrates, and just what its nature and function
cl ad)' are in the im'ertebrates has yet to be worked out.« »His
own opinion from what little he has seen is, that the. m)'eloid sub
stance is the result of the splitting up into a tangled mas of very
fine fibrill<-' of c rtain of the fibres thrown off from the mono-polar
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ganglion cells, i. e., such fibres as do not go to form the main
longitudinal commissures. c As to the origin of the n rYe-fibres, and
their relation to the dotted substance and ~le ganglion cell , it will.
already, from what is just quoted, be seen that Packard does not
quite agree with Leydig; I. c. p. 5 he says for instance: »thefl:
is no doubt but that all the ganglion cells give rise to Ii.bres. om
of which at least pass directly through or abO\'e or around the
myeloid substance of the cerebral lobes and form th commi mes
(i. e., the transverse as well a the longitudinal ones. Thi indep n
dence of the myeloid ubstance appears to be mor gen rill ill th
Assellidce. at least this we would infer from Leydig's stat m 'nts pr \.j

ously quoted.c Packard even thinks it to be »Iittle doubt but that in
all Arthropoda certain nerve-fibre arising in the pro cerebral lob -5

(from ganglion cells) pass uninterrllptedly to the last \ entral ganglion«
(i. e., through the whole central nen'ou sy t m).!) A great man)"
peripheric nerve-fibres, he supposes, however, to originate in the wa)"
which Leydig ha indicated; he says that in the »myeloid substance«
a great many processes from ganglion cells becom »broken up
into a· tangled mass of fibrillce, which unite finally to form the fibres
constituting the nerves of the appendage.« \\'h ther he suppo 'L"

all peripheric nerve-fibres to originate in thi way. or not. J have not
understood from his description.

FRAIPONT (1884) affords some intere ting informations r gard
ing the histology of th nervous system of the At·cheannelids.
Judging from his description, I think there is no doubt. I ut that
the central nen'ous system of these primary Annulates has a
histological structure which is, principally, of quite the same type
as that of the central nervous system of hightr Annulates.
Arthropods and other invertebrates. to be treated of in this
pap r. He distinguishes between two constitu nts, an external
layer of ganglion cells and a central fibrillar mass; for the
latter he uses various designations: »substance Iii ro-nerveuse «,

»substance ponctueec, »substance nerveUSe fibro-pon tuee c , »Illass
finement ponctuee et fibrillaire« etc. It is evid nt that he sup
poses this mass to consist of a web of slender fibrilla::; I. c. J 884
p. 267 he says, for instance: »Figure 5 (pI. Xf), on pcut voir au
milieu des cellule:; ganglionnaires les sections trausversal s Oll obliqu S

I) As will be seen in my memoir on Myzosloma (188,), p, 35 & 7" I
have expressed myself in very similar terms upon this suhject, alHl have said that

I believed simi1:lr longitudinal nerve-fIbre' etc, to he genernlly present in AWletidli
and 11'lIl1'opod ,
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de fibrilles tres minces melees a une substanse finement ponctuee.«
Whether he considers these fibrillce to spring from the processes of
the ganglion cells. he do.es not distinctly say, though I suppose this
is his opinion. The ganglion cells, he says, generally send their
processes into the fibrillar mass, and here they can sometimes be
traced only for a short distance, sometimes he has seen them,
even, penetrate the whole fibrillar mass of the ventral nerve·
cord (~dans toute son epaisseurc). Whether he supposes a direct
origin of the nerve-tubes in ganglion cells or an indirect one, I am
not quite sure. In the head of Polygordius he describes two masses
of ganglion cells in which :temerge un faisceau de fibrilles nerveuse
formant un gros nerf qui constitue l'axe de chaque tentaculec (I. c.
p. 263). P. 270 he says; :tBeaucoup de prolongements de ces
cellules penetrent dans la masse fibrillaire et contribuent a la forma
tion du faisceau longitudinal; d'autres traversent verticalement Ja
region fibrillaire.« Of the tentacular nerves ofProtodrilus and Sacco
cirrus he says, however, that they take their origin »de la masse
centrale fibro-ponctuee du cerveau. c The same he, also, says of the
commi sures.

VEJDOVSKY, in his Monograph on the Oligocluetes (1884), gives
us no distinct description of our subject though he mentions it rather
circumstantially. The fibrillar »Punktsubstanz« he describes as con
sisting of slender nervous fibrilla:. Of the fibrillar mass of the ventral
nerve-cord he says, for instance, that it :taus feinen, nur in del' Li.ngs
richtung verlaufenclen und clicht neben und aneinander liegenden
Nervenfibrillen besteht clie bald einen gleichen kaum mehr als einen
Bruchtheil eines Mikromillimeters erreichenden Durchmessel' haben,
bald, unci dies in del' gro seren Anzahl in c1er Mitte mit einer
spind I~"rmig n Anhaufung eines feinkornigen Plasmas verseh n sind
(Taf. 1fT. fig. 2 '). W cler ine besondere Membrann, noch ein
K rn kOlllm n an cliesen, wohl den letzten nervosen Fonne1ementen
zum Vorschein; inclem sie, wie wir spater unten erkennen werden,
d m Zcrfall inig -r wenigen ur prUnglichen Ganglienzellen ihre Ent-
tehung v rclank n.« 1) Thi description is written from observations
n th' living animal. Vejclov kj does not mention any interfibrillar

'ub tance lik Hermann, and oth rs, it is, therefore, very difficult
to say ~hethcr h has seen the sheaths of the nerve-tubes, and
Icscrib d thcm as fibrilla: like most writers, or if he has really seen

the n rv -tube , but not ob 'en'cd their sheaths. I ~ I disposed to

') 1. <: p. 9/.
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think the latter supposition to be the right one. - The relation of this
fibrillar substance to the ganglion cells, and to the peripheric nerves.
as also the origin of the nerve· tubes. Vejdov ky define very
indistinctly, and I have not, indeed. succeeded in getting any clear
idea of his real opinion. Once he says that in Dendrobama he ha
observed the processes of the ganglion cells penetrate into the
fibrillar substance where they subdivide nviederholtenmalen in die
feinsten Fortsatze, um ein merkwi.irdiges Fibrillennetz ztl bew rk·
stelligenc (I. c. p. 90). ~ Diese Fibrillen sind jed ch ganz and r r
Art als die jenigen, welche in der Uingsaxe des Ball hstrange' ver·
laufen. Sie stellen namlich keine elbstandigen Elem nt \·or. ond Tn

entspringen aus den Ganglienzellen in denen bereit ~iltere Forscher
eine fibrillare Anordnung der Pia maelemente ichergestellt hab n.«

How this ought to be understood, and what the importan of
»diese Fibrillenc is, in Vejdovskfs opinion, I c rtainly can not tel1.')
Afterwards he tells us, that in other species of Oligochcetes and
especially in the larger one, he ha observed th gangli n lis
send their processes directly into the fibrillar sub tance to form
»quer und schrag verlaufende FibriIJenbiindel«. Th relation of thes
»Fibrillenbiindelc to the nerves he do s not mention, tH:ither loes he
say anything of the origin of the nerve, 0 far as J have s n; he
only tells us a little of the views of previous writers, especially Will,
Walter and Waldeyer, and it really looks as if he agrc s with th se
old authors.

SCHIMKEWITSCH, in his paper on »l'anatomie de l'cpeir « (1884),
has suplied no important adition to the knowledge f our present
subject. Like Viallanes, he refer to des riptions, by other authors,
of the structure of the »substance ponctuee« the signifi anc of
which he states to be very difficult to understand. H suppos s
the peripheric nervefibre to originate in this ubstance, and, thus,
he does not believe in a dir ct origin of the fibre. in ganglion 'ells.

REMY SAINT-La P, in his paper on »l'organisation de Hirudi·
nees« (1885), agrees with Vigna] regarding the histology of th
nervous system and has therefore not taken up this subject for his
own investigations.

') P. 92 he says that of these fihrilla: -sich offenhnr nur cin Theil nn cler
Hildung c1er queren und schragen FibrillenbUndel betheiligen. Die Ubrigen feinen

Fibril1en schHingeln "jeh zwischen der fibrilHiren SlIbstnnz und dUrftcn wo!ll zlIr
Entstehllng besonderer Hohlrallme wesentlieh beitrngen.. These .Huhlraume' which

he describes ::IS .meist kreisformige, f::lrblose. lIndellllich contourirle Fel,lchen' nre

evidently nothing hut trnnssecteu nen·e-tubes.
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Of the numerous papers on the invertebrate-nervous system,
which have appeared in recent times, we will only refer to a few.
The most remarkable work in the latest literature on this subject is
LEYDIG'S ~Zelle und Gewebe« (1885) which has been already mentioned.
There, he has modified, or to a certain extent changed, his previous
view of the dotted substance. The fibrillar reticulation, which he and
others have described, becomes nothing but a spongy net-work of
supporting substance, spongioplasm, in the cavities of which the homo
geneous, really nervous substance, hyaloplasm, is diffused; the gang
lion cells as w 11 as the nerve-tubes consist of the same substance.
The nerve-tubes originate in this way: the spongioplasm, which in the
central mass is quite diffusively arranged, unites and forms longitudinal
fibres and sheaths which envelope the hyaloplasm like tubes; any
isolation of nerve-tubes or fibrillce in the central dotted substance
can thus, as a rule, not arise. It will be seen that this is a rather
radical revolution in the views of most histologists. To a certain
extent, in respect of the supporting substance of the central mass,
it certainly reminds somewhat of Claus; in all other respects, however,
Leydig holds a view quite different from that of the author named.

PRUVOT'S view (1885) of the dotted substance or »matiere
ponctuee« seems to be of a somewhat peculiar kind; he has not,
indeed, succeed· d in finding its real nature. In the brain, he de·
scribes it in the following way (I. c. p. 232): »C'est une matiere
homogene, refractaire aux colorations, offrant un fin pointille qu' un
grossissement suffisant permet de resoudre en petites granulations
reguli'r ment espacees et traversee seulement par quelques rares
fibres anastomosees qui proviennent de la substance corticale.«
What th sc »granulations« and »rares fibres anastomosees« reall)'
are in Pruvot's opinion, I dare not say, I think it is evident that his
pow rs of magnification have not been sufficiently high.

In his »conclusions generale« (I. c. p. 323) he gives the follow
ing summary of his res arches on this subject: »En effet tous Ie
el m nts f"ibrillaires nerveux (prolongement des c lIules, fibres des
nerf:' 't des connectifs) traversent sans modifications la substance
orticalc, mais au niveau Ie la substanee medullaire se fragmentent,

se re 'olvent n petites granulation' d'abord tres rapprochees et dis
posee' ~n series lineaire5. qui s'e pacent peu a peu et se perdent
au mili u des granulations voisine pour constituer la matiere ponctuee.

elle i 'st donc un intermediaire entre la cellule ct la fibre, entre
('el llIcnt entral et ('element conducteur .. ,.« As will be seen,
this is no ,'cry di'tinct description; his idea of the dotted substance
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seems to be somewhat similar to that of Vignal, and also to the
old one of Leydig. The nerve-tube have no direct ongin in gang
lion cells, but always in the dotted substance. »Ainsi les nerfs
prennent toujous leur ongine rt~elle dans la matiere ponctuee et
toutes les fois qu'ils semblent partir du milieu d\m connectif, qui en
est depourvu ainsi que de cellules nerveu e on peut etre assure
qu'il n'y a lil qu'un simple accolement de leur fibres et qu'il en
faut chercher l'ongine dans un centre superi ur ou inferieur.«

According to PRUVOT the nerve have two roots. He says
(I. c. p. 253): .Chaque cordon (i. e. of the ventral nerve-cord) est
luimeme divise en deux et les nerf<; de la chain y prenn nt leur
ongine rt~elle par deux racines, une anterieure et une po terieure.
Les nerfs pedieux etant chez les Annelides inconte tablement mixt s
par leur fonctions, il Ile serait pas impossible que rune en representat
la racine sensitive et l'autre la racine motrice.«

This is con equently 'omething similar to what HERMAN and
others have already described in ~nnelids. EWPORT ha all' ad}'
Jescribed a similar arrangement by Insects I ' 34 (vide 1. c. 1'34).

POIRIER (1885) describes anq illustrates the nerve·fibre· of
the l1rematodes as being tubes with a granulou non·fibrou· n
tents (containing nuclei and bipolar cells), but he dol'S not give
any distinct description of the clotted substance of the ganglia.
He calls it :tune sub tance speciale finement granuleu e«. In his
opinion, it, however, includes nerve-tubes of which he . ays: :tIes
tubes nerveus c1u cerveau et de sa commi ure sont I' 'l11arquables par
Ie peu d' epaisseur c1e leurs parois et Ie faible cJevcloppem nt c1e la
substance amorphe, qui reunit c s tubes et forme leurs parois.« He
seems, thus, to have partly recognised the I' al.natur of the ntral
mass of the ganglia. It seems as if he supposes the nerve·tul es, a a
rule, to originate dit'ectly in the ganglion cells. Of the cells of the brain
he says: »Les prolongements de ces cellules n rveu 'cs se continu nt
c1irectement, soit clans les divers nerfs qui partent du ccrveau, soit
dans la large commissure transversale qui reunit ses deux lobes, et,
de Iii apres avoir parcouru une partie du lobe oppose a cclui dans
lequel ils ont pris nai sance, ils penetrent clans les tron s nerveux
'lui en partent« (1. c. p. 605)·

BELA HALLER, who, half a year later than Ley Jig, put lished his
paper on the histology of the nervous ystem of the Rhipidoglossa, may,
in certain respects, be quote I as a contrast to Leydig. A corJing to
his de cription, the dotted substance - which he calls »das central
J\ervennetz« - consists of a net-work of nervous fibrill~, which I y
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infinite ana!>tomoses form minute meshes; these nervous fibrilla:
spring from cell-processes, as well as from nerve-fibres, If Haller's
illustrations of the central ~ ervennetz«, are compared with Leydig's
of the dotted substance, the resemblance must certainly strike every
body, The only difference is that, Leydig calls his reticulation a
spongioplasmic one, in the cavities of which the real nervous sub
stance is diffused, whilst Haller calls his reticulation a nervous one,
the fibrilla: of which are surrounded by interfibrillar substance. It
may indeed be the same so far, because in both cases there must
be a quite diffusive distribution of the nervous substance or nervous
reticulation in the central nervous system. The cell-processes which
contribute to the formation of this reticulation are, according to Haller,
those which do ~ot directly unite with other cells, and which do not
directly form peripheric nerve-tubes; the latter he calls »Stammfort
satze«. He even illustrates isolated cells with processes forming a
reticulation.

The nerve·tubes have two modes of O1'igin, some tubes originate
directly in ganglion cells, and are direct continuations of »Stamm
fortsatze«, other tubes originate in the central »Nervennetz«.

o previous writer has so decidedly and emphatically maintained
an infinitely anastomosing, reticular, character in the central dotted
substance,

At about the same time as Bela Haller, the writer of this
paper published a Memoir on the structure of the Myzostoma and,
subsequently, a paper on the nervous system of the Ascidia and
Myxine. We have there maintained views very similar to those
which wiJl be laid forth here, and will therefore now refer to them
somewhat cursorily only. The dotted substance is no anastomotic
nervous net-work, but a complicated web or plaiting of nervous
fibrilla:: or tubes. In transverse sections a reticulation is certainly
seen, it is, however, to a great extent produced, by the transsectiol1
of the sheaths of tube-shaped fibres traversing, or rather forming, the
dotted substanc ; th reticulation is thus a rather apparent one and
is of a "spongioplasmic" nature. It is, consequently, the same
substance which Leydig has d scribed under this name, but it has
not, in the writers opinion, the reticular structure he has ascribed to it.

Ea h cell has only one, -really .nel'VOUS pl'ocess", if the ceJl
has several processes, then the other ones are protoplasmic pro
cesses with a nutritive function. The »nervous processes« pass
to the »dotted substance«, and, there, they - either quite lose
their individuality and sub-divide into fibrilla::, losing themselves in



the fibrillar plaiting - or they maintain their individuality, and pass
through the dotted substance and into a peripheral nen'e, forming a
nerve-tube. They have, however, no isolated course, and o-i"e off
extremely slender fibrillar branches to the fibrillar plaiting, 011 their
way through the dotted substance. The nenJe-tubes have two mode
of origin, they - either spring directly from gatlgliOtJ cells (o1Oit1lQtJt

isolated COut'se as above mentioned) - or indit'ectly, from the
fibrillar plaited texture.

FRANZ \ ON 'N AG);'ER (1886) who, at th same tim a I m)'sell~

has described the nervous system of ]fyzostoma. I) uppo e the
nerve-fibres or net'Ves 2) to have otlly arl indh'ect o'/'igiw i. '. in th
»Punktsubstanze , which he believes to be »ein di htes GeR cht
fein ter Fa erchen, welche aus der pinselfOrmigen uRo ung der
protoplasmatischen Fortsatze der Ganglienz 11 n hervorgehen. u
dies m maschigen Filz treten die Nen'en heraus.« »Das chwammig
netzige G ftige«, which Leydig describes. in »Zelle und G webe«,
v. \\1 agner has also observed; his opinion of the nature of this
substance he does not, however, give.

Towards the close of la t year another paper by BELA HALLER
appeared. In it the author states his re ult of s me investigati n
on the stnlcture of the nervous sy tem of Annelids, At·tltropods
(Tobanus bovinus) and some Vertebrates. He compares th s
results with his previous description of the nervou ystem of th
Rhipidoglossa. In the dotted substance of the latter he found
no connective tissue, the substance consisted, exclusively, of a entral
nervous reticulation springing from the processes of the ganglion cells.
In those firstmentioned animals th cas is different. In th ir nervous
system the dotted substance is formed by a reti ul.1tiol1 of connec
tive-tissue, as well as by a real nervous one.

This is a de cription very similar indeed to that which BELLON I

already, some years ago, on several occasions. has given of the central
nervous system of Ct'ustaceans a well as V rtcbrates. Hall r
seems however not to know this Italian author.

In his opinion the nervous ystem of the Mollusca r presents,
thus, a very primitive state, being diffici nt in a rcti ulation of con
nective tissue, it is in tlus respect like that of Coelente1·ates. In inv rtc-

I) 1 have previollsly mentioned the memoir of \Vagner in a paper 011 the
nervous system of Myzostoma, which will, I hope, ~oon appear in • Jcnnischc
Zeitschr. fUr Nal.' 1887 .

• ) v. \Vagner does not belie,'c that the nerves of the Myzostomes arc really
differentiated into fibre (vide I. c. p. 48.)
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brates, as well as in vertebrates, he describes clirect anastomoses
between the ganglion cells.

Haller also quotes the writer's papers on Myzostoma and
Ascidians etc. As they are mostly written in orwegian, he seems,
however, not quite to have understood them. - As will be shown
in this paper, HaUer's supposition of no conn ctive tissue in the
dotted substance of the nervous system of the lower Molluscs is
incorrect.

<I) Trle c mtine i n of t~e gang ion cella with each other.

R garding the combination of th ganglion c lis, two opinions
have especially been pr val nt. F.ith r, a clirect combination by di
rect anastomoses is describ d and as erted - or the existence of
such a ombination is d nied, th latter view is, strangely nough,
maintained by very few writ rs, and earcely by any modern writer.
The form r view is especially defended by W ALTER and W ALDEYER,

and is certainly, without c mpari on, the most pre\'alent view amongst
histologi t , and ha ·xi t d from a \' ry arty pc.:riod.

Amongst it m re modern adherents ar HAN SCHCLTZE,

R H~IlG, BELLONCI and others; a very zealou adh r nt i BELA

HALLER, wh carcdy illustrates a ganglion cell which doc not
anastom e with an ther. According to this vi w, or rather theory
fa dir' t c mbination, there is a prominent dispo ition in pap' r 00

the nerv liS sy ·tem to fll1d multipolar cells everywhere; Bela Haller
'v n says, with VIRCHOW, that the more closely the central nervous
y tem i inve tigated th' le's numerous will the unipolar ganglion
dl be, if th'y d not ind 'cd quite di appear. The fact i , that

Illultip Iar dl' and direct anastom ' wer neCl::; ary to the theory
of the ombination of th' nervou cl m nts and the producing of
reflex-mo\"Clllent, and what it is n e ary to hnd to upport our
th rics i' \'l'ry often t ea ily een. I) A a c n equense of thi ,
there ar ,'cry few weiler who ha c enture I to deny direct
ombinatiun or anastom scs between the ganglion cells.

mong t tho ' who have expressed them elves most em
phatically;1 to their non-existence, wc may rank B ~HHOL~ and

LBRI ,wh in opp ition to ',: 'alt 'r and \ 'aldeyer qUite d cldedly
d ny any dirL'ct coml ination. Th combination between the cell is

') 11 ma)' hcre be mentioned that the .neuroglia-cells- and fibres, which. :ue

intcr!'\) cd \)ctwcen the canglion cell, have certainly a si ted a great ~3ny wTlt.ers
to ce ana tomoses, as they have not understood the real nature of th,s upportlng

tis ue.
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according to both writers produced by the »frinsten Fasersystemc
in the dotted substance.

CLAUS (1879) seems not disposed to believe in a direct com·
bination, neither VIALLANES, F. V. WAGNER and others.

The writer of the present paper has, also, on several previous
occasions firmly denied a common existence of dir ct combinations
between the cells, not having found any case of indubitable ana to
moses between cell-processes.

As the present paper is just about to be completed, a m moir by
Dr. BERNHARD RAWlTZ on »Das centralen Nerven ystem der e
phalen. appears in last volume of »Jenaische Zeitschriftc. A it
treats of our subject, I will mention it here.

First, it may be said that the powers of magnification used by
Rawitz do not seem to have been high eno\lgh, which he al 0

states himself; to this circumstance may perhap be ascribed ome
of the results at which he has arrived.

Regarding the structure of the ganglion cell , Rawitz suppo
like Buchholz, Hermann, Freud and others, their ontent to con·
sist of two substances, »von den der eine cine netzformig angeord
neten der andere eine Zahe unter Umstande olartige Tropfen bildende
Substanz ist, die in den Maschenraumen der ersteren su p ndirt
ist.. Rawitz's mistake regarding Buchholz's d scription of th
protoplasm of the ganglion cells, we have aIr ady before mention d
(note on p. 32). He is not sure whether the r ticulat d substance is
the real nervous one or, »ob man nicht vielmehr die in Tropfen aus
fliessende Substanz als die igentlich nervose, die n tzformige (Buch
holz's hyaline) nur als Sti.itzsubstanz anzusehen hat, will ich d lini
tiv nicht entscheiden, mochte ab r, die letztere Auffassung der
Buchholz'shell vorziehen. c As mentioned already, this omparisoll
with Buchholz is quite misleading, Rawitz has ind d just the
same view as Buchholz regarding the hyaline substan , (»in
Tropfen ausfliessende Substanze., Buchholz's »hyaline Grundsub
stanz«) which Buchholz decidedly supposes to be the really nerv
ous one (dr. my report of Buchholz p. 32). As will b s n from
my description, I agree with Buchholz and Rawitz in this respect.

Rawitz does not think a librillous arrangement in the ell to
be very probable.

It is very strange, indeed, that Rawitz seems not to know

5
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LEYl>IG's work: "Zelle w~d (;eu;eIJr;", \\'hicb a ppcared, at l~ast, Olll'

and a half )"ear previous to l{;mitis parX.T, and i.-; Inc'ntioned
IJ)" Haller in his paper On the Rhipidogk)ss~: a papL';' \\'hich is
quoted IJy Kawitl, It is So much the more strange, as Leydig in
this work describes the pr()toplaslll ()f the gangliqn cdb quitl- simi:,
arly to J(awitz.

Regarding the shape of the ganglion cells, Ka\\"itz describe::;
unipr!l;ll', biprJlar and ll1ultiprJlar cell,'; apr,!ar ganglion cells dl) not

exist; neither has he obsl:rvcd celb \\'ith pl-'JCCsses originating in thl'
nuclei or nucl<:oli. The largest cells of all the three kinds occur in
the visceral,ganglion, and are motoric, "homolog lind analog clen
\'ordcrhQrtlzdlcn im RUcken:11ark (II:r Verlc!Jl-atL'n.({

,'J Unipolarl: Zellcn im Sinne dn alten Histologice clo exist, a5
\\'c:l1 in inverfcU1'ates as also in thl: spinal ganglia of vertebrates, as
previ()usly proved by the Same J.uth,)!". That Leydig (I S6:;) denies
the cxist<:nce of such cl:lls is of but little importance; "denn ('inmal
hat Leydig in cler citierten Arbeit (vide list of literature I ~G;) dir.:
Canglien nul' in toto, nicht an Schnittserien studit'rt, und clal1n leug
nen die Physiologcn iilwrhaupt das Vorkommell von nerv()sen Zellen
die nicht mit andercn Zellen in direkter Veri indung stehen, weiI dies
mit del' Theorie nicht in Einklang ZlI bringen ist. Darauf abel'
kommt es allcin all: ob es wirklich nervose Zellen gicbt, die mit
bcnachbarten Zellen nicltt in direkler Yerbindung stehen. Ob del'
Fortsatz sich weitcrhin tcilt, in cin GeAccht feinster Heiserchen sich
CluHiist, ob ctieses Geftecht mit ahnlichen ancIercr Zellfortsatze eine
netzfiirmige VerbincIung eingeht, ist \'ollstandig irrevelant. Es s..:i
<lcnn, class man annimmt, jede einzelne Fibrille k(jnnte gleichzeitig
zL'lltrifugal ullcl zentripetal Icikn. - Nun giebt is abel' nicht bloss
solch' unipolare Z<:Ilen, welche nicht mit ancIeren in ullmittclbarer
Vcrbinclung stchen, wahrelld del' Fortsatz sich in feinste Reiserchen
zerspaltct, sonc](-rn cS giebt auch solche, deren Fortsalz ?illgcfeiU in
den allS dell! GIUl[llion cnlsp,'il1gcndel1 IJerilyheren Ne1~venstmm/l. ?~be'r

.Qcltt."') In anothcl' place (p. 410) RAWITZ also says: »Die Phy,
siologie mag sich stl-:iuben, so viel sie will, sic muss mit del' Exisknz
1L,irkliclt unipolarer Zellen irll Sinnl' del' alten Histologie rechnen,<l.
1-10\.... much my vie-w differs from that of Rawitz will. I suppose,
become e\'idcnt from my description in this paper (vide sequel), as
also from my previous IJapcl's on ~~[yzostollla, Ascidians etc. \\'hat
is aJlO\'e Cjuuted is, I think, enough to 5110\\' into how many dilemmas
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the olel physiological \'ie\\' of thl functil1n and ombinahon of tILt'
nervous elements has brought histologists.

Ra\\"itl. chides thc~ ganglion cL'11:; accMding to their jHU ~e~SSc'"

into different kinds, as this, bO\\l'n-r, in my opinion. is l,f but littk
importance J shall pay no further attention to it here. This mudl J
shall only say. th3t. \\-hat he calls »Schaltzellellc - which ;.rl' mul
tipubr cells h3\-ing only 'protoplasmic procesSl's\- (efr. sl'!jud) ann
situatl"cl only in the centr:ll ,i\"C!YCnlletl.« 1) - aI',' in lll:-- opinion
not at all g:1I1glion cells, but cdls belonging tv thc11€I//"oglia_

R:mitz denieS the pre-st.'ncc of any conlH'ctilT ti%uI' in:-:.i de' tIll'
outer neurite'tn-sheath; this is the morc surprising as on the onc
hand neuroglia-cells, accorclin~ to my inH'stig:ltions, occur in great
number in ~MolllIscs. and all the other hand hI: himsclf~ hesides tilt'
,.Schaltl.ellen« abo\"t' fjuoted. describes (p. 422) anJ illustrates (fIg. ,9)
some, in his opinion, remarkable corpuscles Ii-om tllL' cerchral g-:lng
lia or enio pictorum and Anodonta ;tnatin:l. He ha - not bCl'n abk
to undt:rstalKl the signillcancc of these corpuscles; he ralL~ them
"gcsclmanl.te Kerne«. I do not think thl'rc call bl' much doubt.
but thClt they are the cells which Buchholz has also mentioned, ;md
which I descriLJc as new'oglia-cells in the »clotted substancc'(, _ They
have, certainl~', quite the same appearance and Sl1:Jpl',

Rawitl. describes numerous direct combinations I)('t\\,c('n the
ganglion cells of different kinds. These statements are, howevcr. of
but little importance to me, all much the more th:Jt H.awitz has 110t
employed for his im-cstigatiol1s lenses of vcr)' lligh powers 01" ho
mogeneous immcrsion; his observ:Jtions cannot therefore Ix con idered
:lS quite reliable in all respects, and especially not in these, where
the best lenses are decidedly quite necessary. if you are to obtain
a position to be able to state anything with certainty_

The processes of the ganglion cells h;l"e, according to I\:lwitl..
numerous "\'arikbse Anschwellungen«, from w11ich extrcillcly slender
fibrilla:: very often issue.

The cell-processes Iw divides into three kinds according to
their course:

I) "Siamm(v,·tsiilze", »die dirckt lind stet::> ungethc-ilt zum peri
phcren Nervenstamm gehen.«

2) "Ma-rk/m·tsiiize" which penetrate into the: • Marksllhstam~~.
and are, there, broken up into fine fibrilla~.

J} .tll welches sie eingeschaltct simi, um es in scin~r Funktion w ,-erst:ir~cD,

tlnd d:ls sic mit ihren Fortsalun bilrlen helfen.«

5*
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3) "Protoplasmafortsatze" which produce the combination of the
ganglion cells with each other. They have the same appearance as
the cell· protoplasm.

The :tStammfortsatzec are rare and only occur in unipolar cells.
The »Protoplasmafortsatzec occur in bipolar and multipolar cells as
wel1 as also in the smal1est unipolar ones, which should, conse
(]uently, completely want »Markc- or »Stammfortsatzec.

In his description of the »Markfortsatzec he expresses himselt
somewhat indistinctly. :tMarkfortsatze«, he says p.416, occur in all

ells, besides those which have a :tStammfortsatzc, and this he says
after having just described cells wanting >Markc- as well as >Stamm
fortsatzec. At one point he says: :tDie geminipolen Zellen (consp
quently bipolar cells) haben nul' Markfortsatzec. Immediately after
wards he says: :tKeine Zelle hat zwei Markfortsatze, sondern immer
nul' einen c (I. c. p. 4] 6). How this is to be understood is not, I
think, very easy to say.

Immediately afterwards he says, again, that :tdie oppositipolen
Zellen (consequently bipolar cells) sind diejenigen Gebilde, welche
noch am ehesten als solche betrachtet werden kbnnen, welche zwei
Markfors~itze haben. He is, however, disposed to »auch bei Everte
braten wie bei Vertebraten (cmfr. his previous paper ]883 Arch. f.
mikr. Anal. XXI) die oppositipolen Zellen als Nervenzellen sensu
strietiori nieht anzuerkennen, sondern sie nul' als kern- und proto
plasmahaltigen Interpolationen del' ervenfortsatze resp. -fasern zu
crklaren.« A view in which perhaps I, to a certain extent, can agree
with him; though I have only succeeded in finding extremely few
himilar cells or formations.

Rawitz describe, in the Acephales, an arrangement of the cells
som· what 'imilar to what I, on previous occasions, have mentioned in
.Asci,liar~ tc. In the outer layer, unipolar cel1s exclusively occur, in
th middl layer, all kinds of cells, unipolar, bipolar and multipolar ones,
and in the inner layer, close to th >dotted substance« multipolar
cell prin ipally occur. This is, as I have previously declared, in
the lose t relation to what I call the nutritive function of the
prot phsmic proce es, and it ha not, in my opinion, the significance
which Rawitz ascril es to it.

»Der Markfortsatz odeI' Hauptfortsatz del' multipolaren Ganglien
z Ilen«, f the Acephales are, according to Rawitz, >das Homologon
d Deiters'shen Fortsatze del' polyklonen Ganglienzellen im Vorder
horn des Riickenmarkes del' Vertebraten.« And he believes it to
be »morphologisch durchau. neben achlich, ob, wie bei dem Axen-
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cylinderfortsatz der Wirbelthiere, ein direkter Ueber ang, od r, wle

bei dem Markfortsatz der Acephalen, ein indirekter Uebergang zur
Peripherie durch Vermittlung eines interponierten etz s tattfindet.e
He believes, thus, the unipolar, »geminipolene and »pseudobipolarelH
cells to be the only ones from which »eine n rv"s Erregung au .
gehen, resp. in denen sie al1ein perzipiert werden kanne, whilst the
multipolar cells are »Sammelorte fur diese Reizee and the »oppositi·
polene cells must be considered as »Faseranschwellungene (vide 1. c.
p. 422).

Regarding 0 the structure of the »dotted ub tance e, h' arrive at
th re ult, after having mentioned orne previou \ rit rs: »da twr
HALLER die truktur der Marksub tanz rkannt hat, DIETL die elb
zu ahnen semen, wahrend aile ubrig n Autoren i h mit B m rkun·
gen wie »Filz feinster Fasern«, »Gewirr ft iner F' rchen« tco abo
findenoc If RAWITZ had known work such as, for in tance, that of
HERMAJ.'lJN, which he does not seem to know, h would ertainlr
have aknowledged that, also, other writ rs have tri d, and n t quite
without succes, to pen trat into thi difficult ubject, I a\ itz' 0

observations ar even in ome r p cts very lik tho!> of H rmann.
RAWITZ adopts Di tl' designation »Marlcub tanze, a it i , in

his opinion, more characteri tic than »Punktsubstanze, which h ven
dec1ar s to b incorrect; th reason why he do not, how v r,
say. Upon the whole, I think it a v ry doubtful thing to gi e
new designations where an old and well known on i pr nt
and generally used, which is the case hr. I think it th more
so when the new d signation can scarcely be said to b a mol'
characteristic one as to the structur ; that it is a a to the cant nts
does not even seem to me to be quite evid nt. »Marksub tanze i
not used for the same r ason that Di tl uses it, viz. beau e it i'
situated in the »Marke or centr of the ganglia but becau it,
according to Rawitz, contains »eine nervenmarkahnlich ub tall?,
welche unt r gevisse B dingung n di charact risti chen Ersch inun
gen des My lin darbiet t.e That it really is »Marke or myeline
Rawitz has observed, I do not think is at all prov d in his des rip
tion; why may it not be a substance similar to the hyalin sub tance
of the ganglion cells, and, indeed, r suppose it to b th sam~,

though one, certainly, a priori, may feel disp sed to uppose
myeline, or a similar substance, also to be pr s nt, ven, if not in
the wa) suppo ed by Rawitz, i. e. diffusively extended in th m 'he
of the net-work describ d by him and Haller.

Of the structure of this central » ervennetzc he giv s a dc-
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!lcription quite similar to that of HaUer. It is a anastomotic net
work of slender fibrilJ~, which is diffusively extended through the
whole dotted substance, and which is formed by the »Markfortsatze c

of the ganglion cells, as also by the »Schaltzellenc:, mentioned above.
The only difference between Rawitz's and Haller's descriptions is:
that Rawitz ascribes to his »Nervennetzc: numerous »VarikosiUiten c,
whilst Haller does not mention anything similar; they occur at the
points where the fibres forming the meshes unite; they appear »im
mikroskopischen Bilde als dunkle Punktec; and they are real vari
oceles and not merely optic products (I. c. p. 429). Besides this
»Nervennetz« and the »nervenmarkahnliche Substanzc: there is, in
the »Marksubstanz«, a third constituent, i. e. slender fibrillce which,
in macerated preparations, may be isolated for long distances, and
which arc also varicose. »Sie sind ausserordentlich schmal aber
nicht smaler als die peripheren Fibrillen. . . . . Sie stellen das Pro
dukt des centralen Netzes dar, aus dem sie sich ... durch Ver
schmelzung von 2 oder hochstens 3 etzfibrillen entwickeln.« ...
• Die Fasern seiber treten durch die Maschen des Netzes hindurch,
urn vom ihrem Bildungsort zur Peripherie zu gelangen und werden
wohl durch die markahnliche Substanz von den Fibrillen des etzes
isolirt.« ~trange to say, RAWITZ supposes, here, the importance
of this substance to be only isolation, whilst the substance he
found in the ganglion cells, and which he suposes to be similar to
this one, ought, in his opinion, to be considered as the real nervous
substance strictly speaking, and the reticulation in the cells a sup
porting substance; that is consequently quite a contrary view.

According to RAWITZ, connective-tissue occurs neither in the
central n rvous system of the Acephales nor in their nerves inside
the outer sh aths, and in spite of thi statem nt he describes cells,
occuring in the nerves as well as in the central nervous system, so
strikingly similar to those of the neuroglia, or inner neurilem, that
[ do not think th re can b much doubt about their identity (e. g.
comfr. his» chaltzellenc:, .geschwanzt~ Kerne«, round nuclei and

oblong nuclei in th n rves etc.).
Regarding the structure of the n rves of the Acephales he says

that »die rvenfasern einfach ein primares Bundel von Axenfibrillen
sind. c: This i , in my opinion, a mistak , in whkh he, how ver,
agr with HALLER and other writers.

Rawitz wonders that HALLER did not know the paper by
BELLO, Cion the .Tectum opticum der Knochenfische c (Zeitschr. f.
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wi'>S. Zool. Bd. 35) but at the ame time he, himself, does not seem
to know the papers by Bellonci on the nervous system of inverte
brates, which would s em to be of even higher importance to his
investigations.

I think it is, indeed, also very strange, that neitl1 r Rm itz nor
Haller (nor most modern writers) are acquainted with the xellent
papers on the central nervous system of vertebrates by GOLGI;

they quote a great many otller and less important writers, but they
do not seem to know this eminent histologi t who, in my opinion,
has really introduced a new epoch in our researches into the tlllC
ture of the nervous system. I)

If we look back at this review of the lit rature and compare
the statements of the various authors with the result of my in
vestigations, it will be seen tl1at in mo t respects, and thes also the
principal ones, I can scarcely agree with any of them; the author to
whose views I feel most related is LEYDlG. As to the n r -tube
and ganglion cells, we have seen that almost all writers, xccpt
Leydig, who describe a fibrillar structure suppose the n rve-tub's
to consist of nervous fibrillce and interfibrillar substance, and in the
ganglion cell most of them describe a similar structure, whilst some
writers describe a reticulation. Only LEYDIG has decisively expr s
sed himself in favour of the »interfibrillar 'ubstance«, hyaloplasm, bing
the real nervous substance, whilst the fibrill<£ should belong to a sup
porting substance, spongioplasm. As to the clotted 'ubstanc , we have
seen that most writers who have seen a reticulation or fibrilla:: etc.
in it, have agreed in calling th reticulation a nervous ne, and the
fibrilla: ncrve-ftbrillce. Some writers have cert:linly described a nervou
reticulation as well as a rcticulation of onnective-tissue, but LEYDlG

is the only writer who ha deci ively said that the whole reticulation
was of supporting nature, and that the real nervous substan e was
the homogeneous one extended in the cavities of the reticulation.
Though I do not agree with Leydig, he is, however, th author to
whose views my observations are most related, the points in which
we essentially differ will be seen in the description of my investigations.

•) Haller cerlainly quotes from Unger a pnper hy Golgi, this is, however,
an old paper (1872) nnd is relatively of hUl little importance when compared with
Golgi's later puhlications.
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2. The material examined.

For my investigations I have u ed representatives of different
groups of invertebrates as also vertebrates, I have chosen classes as
little related to each other as possible, partly, in order that if I found
uniformity in these classes as to the histological structure, the ob
servations might be assumed to be of general importance to the
whole animal kingdom, excluding those lower classes which have
not, yet, got a relatively more developed nervous system. The
Echinoderm and Coelenterates I will pay no attention to in this
paper, as I intend to keep them for a separate paper.

As a representative of the lower Molluscs I have chosen Patella
vul.qata, it being a large species which r could obtain in abundance
in the neighbourhood of B rgen.

f Chmtopodes r have examined different species of Nereis, a
well as, also, species of other families, e. g. Leanira, ephty etc.

Of Oligochmtes I have investigated Lumbricus ag1·icola.
f Crustaceans I have particularly inve tigated the Romarus vul

garis, as also, occasionally, Neplu-ops n01'vegicus and some Amphipods.
f Ascidians I have had for my in e tigation specimen of

Phalusia mentula, Ph. obliqua, Ph. venosa, Ph. lJrunl.tm, Ascidia
scab1'a, COt'ella parallelogramma, Ciona intestinalis and species of
Cynthia.

Of vertebrates, it i' pecially those from th lowest stage of
volution, viz. Amphioxus lanceolatu and Myxine glutinosa to which

I hav paid attenti n. I have, howev r, al 0, xamined other
vert brate e. g. Gadus morrht4,a, Tinca vu.lgm·is, Rana temporm'ia,
Mt' mU8cl.(,lus, Felix; rlomesticus, HOnlo sapie11 and even Balenoptera
,'ostrata,

A , how v r lint nd to writ a eparate pap r on the n rvous
sy ·tem f th vert brate . I \ ill not pay much att ntion to the e
inv tigati ns on high r v rt brate in this pap 1', only so much may
h said, h w vel', that I, very wh re, have found the most beautiful
lIni~ rmity in relation to most of the observation I' ported in this

paper.
A' to the \"L'rt brate , [ shall confine my If to mention -orne

ob I'\'ati n n Amphioxus and Myxine. I got Amphioxus in
abundanc' at aples wh re, by Prof. DOHRN'S extraordinary gen
erosity, I wa all \ cI t tudy at the zooloCTical station, in the
pring of In t year in pite of orway having no working table at

the tation. uite re ently r received a package from that tation
containing numeroll pecimen of Amphioxu mo t exellently pre-
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served, in different ways, by SALVATORE Lo'BIANCO, For thi , an I
many other services, it is a pleasant dutr to return Prof. DOHRN
my most sincere and grateful thanks.

Myxine I have had in abundance from the n iahbourhood of
Bergen (Alverstrommen).

3. Methods of Investigation.

If mr researches, in ev ral re pect, contribut· l11ewhat to
advance our knowledg' of the minute tructure of th nen'ou el
ments, as I hope the) will, and although J, in everal I' pt. have
arrived at re ult very different from mo t other writer::>, J think
that must principally be ascribed to my metho I of im e. tigation. and
especially to the methods employed for fi.xing, hardening, and staining.

I have employed fresh isolated preparation, as well as ma ra
tions and ections.

The fresh preparation W re, usually, either examined in Iarg r
piece (commissures or nen'e) in th blood of the animal a re
commended by FRE D (I 2) or th y were mad in thi' way;
the structures (nerves or ganglia), w re taken a rapidly a po ible
from the living animal, and th n by help of fin n· dies I) w r
tea I in the blood of the animal, and afterward' xamined a' fjui kly
a' po ible. \ err oft n, at o. I took as thin secti n. a po sibl
from th fresh animal. examined them in blood, or t a and
isolated the element from them, by help f ne die. in th, sam'
fluid. Th la. t method i esp ially to be re omm nele I for su h
Mollusc " . g. Paiella.. as hav the pedal n rYe-cords and n'rves
imbed led in the trong muscular ma s. A p r~ t i 'olati n i,
ho\ v r, a a rule, not possible in this "ay. anel th I' ~ re macera

tion becomes neces ary.
Th fluid recomm nd eI by B. HALLER i not bad for the purl' st'.

It consists of a mixture. acetic acid 5 parts. glyce"in 5 parts, Aqua desf.

I) For this purpose I would especially recummend J;lass-ncecllc., which arc,
believe, originally recommencled by Strick"!,, They are cleaner, smuother and,

in several respects, beller than any metal-nce(lIes. They nre, e rtninly. callily broken,
hut they arc. "Iso, on the other hand, very ea ily made from a glnss-rod, wilh the
aid of :: J;a -jet. if the hairlike extremity of the needle is passe(1 through Ihe

name before u e, n ver)' g od point i obtained, blunt enough not t hrellk or cut
Ihe elements when cautiousl)' isolated. bUI till \'err fine and pointed, llllo\\'ing Ihe

010 I delie"te m'lIlipulation.
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20 parts. I treated the structures, cut into as small pieces as possible
with this fluid for one or several hours (sometimes even for a
whole day), then teased them in glycerin (50 °/u) and examined;
or washed out, and stained with ammonia-carmine or picro-carmine; or
diluted luematoxylin (DELAFIELD'S solution) which I, for many purposes,
can specially recommend, as it gives a very distinct staining, and
the isolation is not very difficult afterwards.

This HALLER'S maceration-method is very convenient in many
cases, and is an extremely quick one; the isolation is often possible
in less than one hour, and in such quickly isolated (or stained and
isolated) preparations no change of import in the form or structure
of the elements was perceptible.

Another, and for some purposes still better, method i' with a
weak solution of Alcohol. I tried different dilutions from RANVIER'S

lAlcohol au tiers« I) (30 %) down to alcohol of 25 ulo or 20 °/0
and even 17 u/u (as recommended by SOLBRIG). I have found the
weaker solutions especially very good. The structures - freshly
cut sections or pieces (always as small as possible however) 
were mac rated for one or several days, sometime even weeks,
th n stained in ammonia-carmine diluted with an equal quantity of
macerating fluid, for 24 hours, and teased in glycerin of 50 °/0'
Picro-carmin and DELAFIELD'S hcematoxylin were also employed as
staining agents, the latter agent gives, also, h re, when employed
for a short time, good results.

I usually sk1.in before teasing or isolating, because I think it
much mol' practical, and when one is careful not to employ too
strong solutions, and to dissolve or dilute the staining colours in the
macerating fluid when possible, it does not at all disturb the facility
of isohtion in any notable degree.

ft'r having tease I the sections or small macerated piece' in
glycerin, [ always protect them with coverglasses on wa.x-fe t, in

rder that r may improve the isolation, if not sufficient, by careful
kno king on th' covergla. with a pencil, or a needle.

Be. ides the above mentioned m tho Is I hay , of course, also

I) Jluw Rnwitz arrives nt the conclusion he mentiuns, lhllt H.Rlwier's

_Alcuhol IIU tiers-, which consequently is nbout 30 nI .. , preserves less perfectly
thnn the ,lilution recummended by him elf, which contnin nbout 2S 0/" alcohol
ur Ie s, nnd how he, in tbe lntter fluid, can keep the preparations (or 6 weeks
withouth nny defurmntion, whilst in the former fluid fungi grew ~fter n few days,
[ renlly do nol understand. In my opinion it ought to be just the contrary, if nny

dilTerence is to be perceived in thnt re pecl.
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employed the classical. diluted solution of potas iwm-biclll'omafe
(0.03-0.1 %). Maceration in this fluid for several day • and tain
ing in ammonia-carmine diluted with or dissolved in the macerating
fluid I) gives very good preparations. A shorter staining with diluted
luematoxylin may also be recommended. Upon the whole, macera
tion in potassium-bichromate is a method which cannot po sibly be
omitted, if the most delicate structure is intended to be disco
vered and explored with good results; it is certainly one of the
oldest methods but also one of the be t.

By the use of ammonium-bichromate, in very diluted soluti n
(0.03-0·1 %). results are, I think, obtained very similar to tho e
obtained by potas~ium-bichromate. The cijfference is, at all events,
not so great as to make it nece'isary to dwell upon it h reo

A maceration-fluid which is, I think, for many purpose very
good, is that originally suggested by LANDOlS, and ub equently
recommended and de cribed by GIERKE. 2) It con 'ist of a mixture
of: chromate of ammonium (concentrated solution I part), phosphate
of potassium (cone. sol. 1 part), sulphate of sodium ( one. sol. I part),
Aqua clest. (20 parts).

The sections or small pieces are macerated for one or sevt:ral
days, then stained with C£lnmonia-carrnine, picro-car'Rline or diluted
hannatoxylin. The dilution of ammonia-carmine with thi macerating
fluid, as recommended by GIERKE, i • according to my exp ri n e,
not possible, as the carmine is precipitated. The i olation by thi
method is a very perfect one. The more delicate structure.' are,
however, slightly vi ible, as they become too transparent.

The most important thing in researches upon the histology of
the nervous elements is, beyond comparison, to get good sections from
well fixed and stained preparations. This is, no doubt, the sur st
and most decisive method. A very careful preparation i, here,
however, of the great st importance.

A splen lid fixing, anJ at the sallle time hardening, agent i the
chromo-aceto-osmic acicl (FLEMMING'S strongest ~ rmuln). which for
our purpose affords really excellent results. I have employed both
of FLEMMI G's formul<e and think the strongest one the best. It is:

Chromic acid I % 15 parts
Osmic acid .. 2 % 4 »

Acetic aci I . » or less. 3)

') As recommended hy Gierke (1885, .-\~ch. ll1ikr. Anat. Btl. XXV p. 447)·

.') I. c. 18 5 P' 446.
") Fleml/ling: Zeit chrift f. wiss. :'>1icroscopie Bel. 1. 1884 p. 349·
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success, as I think may, ultimately, probably be obtained. Still, I have
also obtained staining here in several groups of invertebrates and,
in further experiments, it may probably be possible to find a modi
fication of the method, by which it would succeed on a larger scale.
In Homarus I have already obtained very good results; as com
municated a year ago I) I have tried it on Ascidians, with some
success. In Mollusca, I have also seen so many signs of a be
ginning reaction that I feel convinced that it is possible to obtain
good staining, if only the most suitable modifications are employed.
This perhaps a near future may enable us to succeed in.

As I am still experimenting on this subject, I shall, for the
present, only quite shortly communicate the method I at present
employ for the spinal nerve-cord of Myxine gl~'tinosa.

The nerve-cord is cut out of the living animal. It must not be
isolated, but must, necessarily, be taken with the surrounding sheaths,
muscles and corda pinalis if any reaction at all is to be obtained.
It is, however, also necessary to take care that the surrounding
mass is not too thick, because in that case the hardening agents
will penetrate too slowly; the half thickness of the corda spinalis
may, therefore, very well be removed. This done, it is desirable to cut
the preparation into short pieces (one or a few centimetres long) or, if
one wishes to keep it in longer pieces. then, to make, in these, deep
incision with a sharp knife at short intervals. This done, the pre
parations are laid in a solution of potassium bichromate (2-2·5 %)
for about an hour, then the solution is changed and made a little
strong r (up to 3 % or more). Here they remain for about 24 hours; if
there is plenty of solution it is not generally necessary to change it
again. After 24 hours the preparations are put into a new solution con
sisting of 4 parts of 3 % solution of potassium-bichromate, and I part
osm'ic acid (1 % sol.) in this solution they remain for about three days
(7 2 hour); if there is not sufficient solution, it is necessary to change
it after 1 or 2 day. Sometimes I have also employed solutions with
more osmic acid (I part osm. ac, [I %1 and 3 parts potass.-bichr. [3 %j
as r commended by GOLGI) ometimes also with less osmic acid (I part
osm. ac. and up to 6 or 7 parts potass.·bichr.) The good results
of the e different solutions depend much upon ~he temperature
maintained in the rooms where the preparations are kept. After
thre days, or about that time, (the duration must be tested by
re ults) the pr parations are directly treated with silver-nit1·ate. At

I) Ncltlsen I. c. 1886.
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first it is well to wash them in a weaker solution (.5 %) of silver
nitrate and then afterward:> place them in stronger solution (up to
) Ufo)· After one day the staining is generally complete. If one
wishes, however, to keep the preparations for some time before cutting
them, they must be kept in a clean solution of silver-nitrate. It i
best, of course, to keep them in opaque bottles; kept in that. way
they are not destroyed even for months. If we wish t.o take c
tions we may cut them, directly from the silver solution, with a
sharp razor, under alcohol. The .sections need not be very thin;
when cut, they may be, preliminarily, examined at one in glycerin,
if the staining proves to be a good one - i. e. if ganglion cells \\ ith
all their processes, and nerve-tubes with their ramifications, app ar
quite dark or black on a transparent fi ld, - then n VI section
are made and \.\ ashed well in alcohol of about 90 or 96 0/0'

This washing I have usually performed in the following way:
the inferior end of a funnel with a rather wide tube i clos d with
a plug of cotton so as to form a kind of filter. Th ction are
placed upon the cotton, then the tube of the funnel i filled with
alcohol and another plug of cotton i" pushed down th \ube to
a certain distance above the sections; the sections are tIm situat d
in a small tube-chamber filled with alcohol. When now, howev r,
the body of the funnel is filled with alcohol, a tream will lowly
filter through this chamber and thus th alcohol in it will b con
stantly renewed. 8y putting more or less cotton into til tub on
may regulate the velocity of the stream through the chamb r. When
the sections ar sufficiently washed (in 4- hours) th yare pia d in
absol1.tte alcohol. If there are many sections, the alcohol is chang d
once or twice. Then (after some hours) the s ction:; ar plac I for
some time (some hours or more, even a day) in pure tU1-pentine which
has to be changed several times. Then they are placed on the slide
in dammar-resin dissolved in turpentine and P"otectcd by no coverglasses
if you wish to keep the preparations for a long tim. The dammar
is at once dried in a warmbath or in an incubator, where the
turpentine is very rapidly evaporated and the dam mar becomes quite
hard and smooth; a coverglass prevents the turpentin and other
volatile oils evaporating. If the dam mar is not qllite smooth in
some places after drying, a little more dammar is added to tit se
places, and the drying repeated. A very good method of mounting
is, of course, that recommended by Prof. GOLGI, it is, however,
a little more complicated. Prof. GOLGI mounts the sections, in
dam mar, on coverglasses, the coverglasses are again mounted on
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wooden slides, in the middle of which square apertures are cut to
suit the glasses.

This is an exellent method and admits of the employment of
oil immersions, another advantage is, also, that the sections can be
examined from both sides, which is often of great importance when
the sections are thick. For many purposes the above mode of
mounting on common glass-slides will however do. The preparations
ought to be kept in darkness when not used. Series of sections
stained by this silver method were obtained in the following way.

A piece of the spinal nerve-cord was disected out from a stained
preparation, and treated quite In the same way as above indi
cated for the sections: washed in alcohol, transferred to abs. alcohol,
then to turpentine. The only difference is that, I Jet the stream of
alcohol pass quicker over it. From turpentine it is transferred to a
solution of paraffin in turpentine which is placed in an incubator heated
to 560 C. and to which solution paraffin is again added, then into pure
paraffin and then imbedded. The sections are now made at once,
then fixed on the slide or coverglass by collodion, and mounted in
dammar in the above indicated ways. This method may be recom
mended also for general purposes, even where no series are required,
as it is much quicker and more convenient than the other method
where each section must be treated and mounted separately, though
it certainly does not afford sections with distinct staining of such
pennanency.

If convenient, the sections of sliver-stained' preparations may also
be stained with colours dissolved in alcohol, e. g. eosin, sa:franin,
methylen-blue etc. In this way very nice looking preparations may
be obtained.

There are probably a great many ways in which this really
xellent method of GOLGl may still be improved, and I would re

comm nd it to every histologist of the nervous system, for further
xperiments.



Description of my investigations.

I. The structure of the nerve-tubes in invertebrates.

Homarua vulgaria.

The nerve-tubes of the lobst r (Hontams vI'Zgal';'s) consi t, as i
well known, of an external slleatl~, with nucl i, and a vi-cous con

tents. They have a rather homogeneous and refractive app arance
with doubly marked outlines when they are examined in the live-state
under low powers of the microscope. I) On application of higher
powers, a longitudinal striation, not very prominent but still qui te
distinct, is seen to form an axis in the centr of some large n rve
tubes (vide PI. II. fig. 12, A & B). This striated axi i, in some
tubes, very narrow (fig. 12, A) and in the rest of th tub -cont nts
no striation is visible, but only a few lines close to the axi. In
other tubes the striated a-xis is broader, and more numerous lines
are seen in the contents round it. In some tubes the striate I a.xis
is even very broad (fig. 12, B), and lines arc visible almost through
the whole contents except in the peripheral layers ; th Y do not u ually
occur there or are, at all events, very rare. Upon a careful exa
mination of several preparations it is, in fact, possible to find every
stage of striation, from tubes with a striation through the whole mesial
parts of their contents, to tubes with a v ry narrow striated axis in
their centre, in all these tubes it is, however, possible to obs rve a
concentration of the striation towards the c ntre of the tub s, in such

I) For examination of the tubes in the live-state, I think it is lIest to take long
pieces of the nerves or eommissures with their sheaths, ns intact ns possible, nnd
examine them quickly in the blood of the animnl; n method which is especially
recommended by Freud (I. c. 1882). The oesophagenl commissures I found to he
very suitnble for the purpose as tbey are not too thick and cnn be very quickly
extricated. I have, of course, also isolated the tubes in the bloud of the nnimal,
and think this method to be very good, for some purposes, when it is quickly

performed.

6
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manner that the intervals between the lines are narrower in the
centre than they are more peripherically, and this is all the more
prominent the narrower the axis is.

This striation in some large nerve-tubes is already observed and
described by REMAK, and subsequently to him a great many other
writers have described it, even HiECKEL, who describes the tube
contents as being homogeneous, has seen it (as mentioned p. 30
foot note 4) in some tubes. FREUD assures us, however, that a
similar striation is visible in all nerve-tubes in a quite fresh state.
In spite of this statement of FREUD's and in spite of the application
of the best lenses (Zeiss's new apochr. lenses) I must confess that,
J have found it extremely difficult to observe a striation in a great
many nerve-tubes. In the greatest number of the slender tubes
and tubes of middle size, and e"en in some large tubes, it required,
certainly, a predisposition to see a striation, and I really think that
an uninterested eye would, in many cases, see no striation, even
when the nerves or commissures were instantly taken from a quite
fresh and living animal, which FREUD states to be a quite neces
sary condition if a striation is to be seen in all tubes. I have
also, in some rather slender tubes, observed a but little prominent
striation (fig. 12, b) but there are a great many tubes and, as men
tioned, even large ones which have left me very doubtful as to
their striation in the fresh state.

I do not think this, however, to be decisive as to the fibrillar
or non-fibrillar structure of these tubes in the live-state, because, a
priori, I think it to be very probable that if there are two sub
stan s in the tubes, their refractive difference is perhaps so small
that, when one of the substances is present only in very slender
filaments or membranes, the whole contents look as a homogeneous
mas , and that the refractive difference must be altered by chemical
(fixing) ag nts if the ubstance are to become easily visible. That
such i th ca e, and that a distinct striation becomes visible in all
n rv -tubes wh n treat d with various fixing agents (chromic acid,
o. mic acid, picric acid, acetic acid, nitric acid, potassium-bichromate,
etc. etc.) i-a so well-known fact that it, certainly, need not be
further mentioned here. (PI. II, fig. 15 & 16 epresents some smaller
nerv ·tub s; macerated for ome hours in glycerine, acetic acid and
water; a striation was distinctly vi ible.)

Almo·t all writers who have seen a striation in the tubes in
the live-state have agreed in declaring the darker thin lines of the
striation to be nervous fibrillce (» Primitivfibrillen«) swimming in an



interfibrillar substance, this also explains their anxiety to find a
striation in all tubes. As will be seen from my present paper, I do
not agree with any of those writers, and when the further re ults of
my investigations are known I hope we shall find a reliable x
planation of the reason why a striation is not more generally \ i ibl
than it is.

LEYDIG forms an exception to most other writers in declaring
the dark lines of the striation to spring from a structural support,
spongioplasm, and not from nervous fibrillce (vide Leydig I. c. 18 S.
mentioned before, p. 31). He has no doubt arriv d at a more
correct view than any other writer, but neither i he, in my opinion,
quite correct, as will shortly be seen.

If the view that fibrillce and interfibrillar substance ar pre nt
in the tubes. was correct, it ought, in my opinion, to be easy
to isolate these fibrillce by splitting the tube-sheath longitudinally.
This is, however, very far from being the ca e. I have split large
and small nerve-tubes in the fresh state longitudinally and no fibrill~

of the kind were visible, I have teased them very carefully and
some thicker or thinner filaments becam vi ibl in th extremitie
of the tubes. I never ucceeded in obtaining, in spit of my most
persevering care, neither fresh pr paration nor macerated ones with
brushes of regular fibrillce in the extremities of the tubes similar to
those illustrated by H. SCHULTZE in Molluscs and Annelids. The
filaments or fibrillce vi ible at the extr mities of the n rv -tubes had
always a somewhat irregular appearance, with varying thickne sand
length, and they certainly looked as if they belonged to a supporting
substance and were to a certain extent artificially produced.

A viscous homogeneous substance, as stated by SCHULTZE, was
certainly also visible between those filaments. This substance never
occurs, however, in such a way that I can say it formed an int r
fibrillar substance, and was diffusiv Iy extended in the nerve-tube.
At the extremities of the nerve-tubes it always appeared on pI' s
sure in the form of regular small pearls issuing from the tube-contents.
I never saw it appear in large pearls, not even in the large nerve
tubes where this substance, according to a gr at many writers,
forms a thick layer surrounding a central bundle of fibrillce. It had,
in fact, always the appearance of these small pearls of viscous
substance issuing from a great many extremely slender tubes or
channels contaning the substance, situated clo e together and
forming the whole contents of the nerve-tubes, and this we shall
see is really the case. The filaments visible at the extremities of

6*
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the nerve-tubes gave always the impression that they could have
been produced by the sheaths of those slender tubes being' split
longitudinally and thus forming fibrillce. The viscous substance is
certainly very often seen adhering to these fibrillce, but if we look
carefully we will see that it always is in the form of small pearls
adhering to the sides of them; I have never observed pearls quite
surrounding, or embracing, a filament, which certainly ought to occur
occasionally if the filaments were round fibrillce swimming in an
interfibrillar substance in the nerve-tubes.

I have not been able to obtain any further information regard
ing the structure of the tube-contents from fresh preparations. I)

If we examine macerated preparations we will not become
much wiser, and neither do they suffice to solve the riddle as to
the real nature of the fibrillar structure.

The quickest and easiest method of maceration is that indicated
by BELA HALLER (cmfr. p. 73-74). In that wayan isolation of the
tubes is possible even after a lapse of one or two hours; the tubes.
exhibit a distinct sheath, with sheath-nuclei, as well as a distinct longi·
tudinal striation of their contents (fig. IS); a staining is not necessary.
In successful preparations yOll may find nerve-tubes with extremities
more fibrillar and brush-like than any of those obtained in fresh
preparations. With a good will and skilful hand you can, by
teasing with fine needles, even improve this fibrillar appearance,
nay. you can split not only the tube contents but also the sheaths
longitudinally into filaments or »fibril1ce~. This shows, however,
that these fibrillce can be artificially procluced, because most writers
agree in declaring the sheaths to be homogeneous membranes of
connective substance (neuroglia). If we now examine the fibrilla::
under high magnifying powers we will find them all to have the
same, somewhat irregular appearance both, those from the tube
contents as well as also those springing from the tube-sheaths. If
we try other maceration fluids (e. g. weak sol. of alcohol, ammo
bichr. 0.03 %. potass.-bichr. 0.1-0.03 %, LANGDOlS'S fluid etc.) we
obtain very imilar results. By all these methods we arrive at the

1) 111 PI. IT fi~, 13 all appearallce of the nen'e-tubes is illustrated which [
have often noticed in the fresh state, alld which easily could ~ive rise to serious
mistakes. a, It nre the hyaline-lookinlX contents of the nerve-tubes (belonging to a.

peripheral nerve); b, b are the sheaths from which septa (c, c, e') aparently issue
and penetrate into the contents of the tubes. These apparent septa are, however.
an optic illusion ollly artificially pmduced by a slight bending- uf the nerve in

which the nerve-tubes are situated.
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conviction that a fibrillar structure is present but how this tructure
is to be regarded, that is the point respecting which we remain
in uncertainty.

There remains then only our last but at same time best r source
and that is to try what information we can obtain from trans\ rse
and longitudinal sections taken from preparations fixed, stained, and
hardened in the best wa)' our present histological technology can afford.

As a very good method, for this purpose, I would especially
recommend the following: the nerves or commis ures, taken directly
from the living animal, are treatod with FLEMMING'S fluid (chromo
aceto-osmic acid, strongest solution cmfr. p. i S-i6) for 12 to 24 hours,
then washed for some hours in running water, and stained with alum
hcematoxylin (DELAFIELD'S formula), or in an aqu ous olution of
hcematoxylin (0.5 00), and afterwards treated with a solution of
potassium-bichromate (0.5-1 %) as recommend by HEYDENHAIN

(vide p. 76). Now the structures are wa hed, again and hard n d,
somewhat quickly in alcohol gradatim. Preparations treated in thi
way can, as a rule, be very easily cut into thin ections, dir ctly
enclosed in paraffin only (vide p. 76). Embedding in elloidin or
paraffin can of course also b employed; this can not, however, b
performed with too great care as we have here to deal with struc
tures of the most delicate nature.

In preparations carefully treated in thi way, the ncrv -tubes,
with their contents, are fixed in th ir natural position and stat , and
no visible change of the form ha taken place.

If we now examine good and thin longitudinal sections, it will
already, under low' powers of the microscope, be ea. y to 01 rve
a distinct longitudinal striation in the larger as well as the smaller
nerve-tubes. The extremely slender longitudinal lines or »fibrillcec
have got a distinct blackish staining, and are situated with intervals
between them, just similar to what we have found in the fr sh state.
The substance in these intervals is not stained, and ha a homogen ous
or rather a slightly granular appearance. If now, how ver, thc
stained fibrillce are real fibrillce swimming in this homogeneou un
stained substance, it is evident that they, in thin transverse secti ns
of nerve-tubes, must appear as minute black dots or points, just
similar to what, VIGNAL for instance, has also really described and
illustrated.

But what do we find? - Instead of black dots, toe find in the

sections of the tubes a delicate "eticulation, with minute circular
meshes, aP1?arently formed by ext,-emely slender filaments (fig. 2; fig. 5, t).
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In these filaments we certainly find small dark granules (fig. 6, a)
which, occur however, only in the point or knots where several
filaments unite; they never occur in the centres of the meshes. And
the same reticulation is extended through the whole transverse sec
tion of every nerve-tube, and fills the whole space inside the
tube-sheat.

H we, now, compare the impressions which transverse sections of
the nerve-tubes give, with those obtained by longitudinal sections, there
can, in my opinion, be no doubt left but, that the "fibrillte" of most
writers belong to a substance, spongioplasm, forming a bundle af
slender, cylindrical tubes or channels enclosed in the neurilem-sheath
of each nerve-tube. These primitive t~tbes, if we may call them so,
are (illecl with the homogeneous, viscous substance, hyaloplasm, wllich
we already know from fresh nerve-tubes. I) The granules in the transverse
sections show themselves to be transsected thicker longitudinal fibres
of spongioplasm which, occur especially along the longitudinal edges
where several tubes, usually three, meet. If we imagine the spongio
plasm as forming cylindrical tubes laid or pressed together, it will
be evident, that the spongioplasmic walls of the different tubes will
unite and form septa, as the spongioplasm cannot, of course, be
considered as a quite solid and unadherent substance; it will also be
evident that, in the corners where several tubes meet the spongio
plasmic walls will be still thicker. 2)

In this way, I think, we may easily understand why it was so
extremely difficult to isolate and get a clear idea of SCHULTZE'S

~ Primitivfibrillen 4'. As we have seen, they do not exist in the way
he has explained; what he called fibrill:e, are the spongioplasmic walls
b tw en the real »primitive fibrillce« or p1'imitive tubes as I have
called th m.

The above description refers to the tructure of nerve tubes,
which ar', I think, in the most primary state.

Ther are, however, in the longitudinal commissures, as well as
aloin the peripheral nerves a great many tub s exhibiting a kind of
conc ntration towards an axis in their centre. - As described p. 8 I,

a more or less concentrated longitudinal striation was visible in the

') The primitive tubes have a eliameter of about .0015-.0017 Mm.; their

size vary, h wever, :lOel is very difficult to measure.
• ) There occur, however, besides these grannies larger dark grnnules, as well

in trnnsyerse section as in longitudinal ones. They are usually "ery sparingly spread,
especially ncar the centres of the nerve-tubes, as will shortly be mentioned and
hey nrc always situated in the spongioplasmic walls of the primitive tubes.
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centre of many large nerve-tubes. If we now examine imilar nen e
tubes in transver e and longitudinal sections we will find that, their
contents con ist of a bundle of slender cylindrical primitive tubes,
quite in the same way as that just mentioned. The only difference is
that, their central primitive-tubes have a smaller diameter and thicker
walls, and are more deeply stained than the peripheral ones, it
seems, indeed, as if they may have been pressed more tightly
together and thus been obliged to occupy a smaller space, as they have
on the other hand got a firmer con istency, with thicker walls. In
this axis, and in its neighbourhood, larger dark granule, a mentioned
above, also occur more frequently than anywher 1se, which
perhaps contribute somewhat to the dark r staining. In ome n rve
tubes this concentration and forming of an axi is so far d vcloped
that it, in transverse sections (fig. 3), appears a a, by osmic-acid
and hcematoxylin, deeply stained spot in the centre of the tube.
In this spot it is not easy to distinguish any structure or primitive
tubes, but in extremely thin sections, and by very high p wers, it
is, however possible to see slender tubes with thick, de ply stain d,
walls or membranes in which granules occur. In longitudinal sections
a longitudinal striation appears as in fig. 4. In on end (fig. 4, a) this
section has passed through th periphery of th axis and, h re, a
striation is distinctly vi ible; in th other end (fig. 4, a') th section
has, however, passed more through the centre of the axis and, h r',
tlie staining is 0 deep that almost no striation is visible, all the less
from the section being somewhat thick.

Usually however this concentration is not so distinctly developed
as here. Nay, we can indeed find every d gree of developm nt,
from the primary state where no concentration at all can possibly
be traced to have taken place, up to an CLxis as described.
Fig. 2, t, t', t" thus represent sections of fibres with different d grees
of concentration, from a very slight one wher we can only see
that the primitive tubes are somewhat deeper stained in this central
part than in the rest of the tube and in some nervn-tubes v n this
is not visible (t').

It is the nerve-tubes with such an axis that, previous writers
have called myeloid fibres; with what right w will, on a later
occasion, have an opportunity of xamining.

However we consider this formation of an axis; in one thing
we cannot be in doubt, viz., that the whole contents of the
nerve-tubes, wether they have an axis or not, i of real net'VOtt8

nature, because the constructing element in the whole contents through-
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out is, as we have seen, the "primitive tube"; that is the thread 0

which the whole rope is woven.
In transverse sections of some nerve-tubes, largish vacuoli or,

as it were, primitive tubes, can be seen (fig. 5, t', t", tm ; fig. 2, d).
These vacuoli often occur in a peripheral layer just inside the
sheath of the nerve-tubes (fig. 5, t', tn ). I suppose, however, thi5
appearance to be to a great extent artificially produced. In some
cases the whole contents of the nerve-tubes has the same appearance
(fig. 5,';) and looks as if it were principally constituted of large pri
mitive tubes, amongst which only some few primitive tubes of the
common size are seen. I do not feel disposed to suppose this
appearance to be only an artificial and postmortem product, though
I cannot with certainty account for its nature at present.

We have, hitherto, only mentioned nerve-tubes of a relatively
large diameter; these are especially numerous in the longitudinal and
oesophageal com missures, as will be seen from jig. I, which re
presents a transverse section of an oesophageal commissure. We
find, there, transsected nerve-tubes of very varying diameter. I) In a
great mallY large tubes (t, t', t.) a deeply stained axis is Visible; in
other large tubes (t") no axis is visible. n.t represent somewhat
smaller nerve-tubes running in a thick bundle along the centre of
the commissure. s.nt r present very small nerve-tubes situated more
peripherically.

Large nerv -tubes, usually having an axis, occur very frequently
also in thc peripheral nerves, vide fig. 7, t; they have generally, as
will be l;cen, very stout sheaths, and are prominent.

On thc other hand there are, especially in the peripheral nerves,
a gr at multitude of xtremely slender nerve-tubes; indeed, the
p ripheral nerves principally consi t of such nen'e-tubes (fig. 7, nf).

The' n rve-tubes hav so small a diameter that, I have, usually,
only ob crved som ~'w primitive tub s insid their sheaths (vide
jig. 8, nt); in a large numb I' of th m J have even detected no pri
mitive tub s, and J b Ii ve they are partly constructed of only one
primitiv tube. the sh ath of which is, however, much stouter than
th pon ioplasmic sheaths inside the larger nerve-tubes.~)

Thes lender nerve-tubes ar , in most nerves, usuall) arranged
or united in bundle , and are enclosed in neuril m-sheaths, larger
fagots f the e primiti\ e bundles are again enclo ed in larger and

I) \\'c can fine! ncn'e-tubcs wilh a diameter of more than 0.140 Mm.; and

an find nerve-tubes with n diameters of less lh:m 0.003 Mm.
") The di:unetcr of these smnUest nen·e-tubcs measures about .0017 :-101.



stouter neurilem-sheaths, and so on, concentricall)', untiU at last the
w hole nerve is enclosed in one COmtllOII external nelt,.ilem-slleath.1)

It is, indeed, ver)' difficult to tell here where the separation of indi
vidual nerve-tubes really begins, if we do not, as I have done, con
sider the smallest tubes with distinct stout sheaths as representing,
each of them, ~ nerve-tube, consisting of orne few primiti\ e tubes
only, or, in a great many cases, of one primitive tube only.

When we examine a transverse section of a n rve, we will, a
a mle, observe a great many dark granules or dot ; the e dots,
appear, howe, er, on closer examination, to be thick nings in the
tube-sheaths along the longitudinal edge where everal tube m et
(vide fig. 8, p).

The sheaths of O,e 'Ierve-tubes. - Our attention ha
hitherto been directed to the content of the nerv -tub s only. \
will, now, before we leave the nerve-tub s of th lob ter, I ay a
little attention to the sheath which envelopes the content. Thi
sheath consists of a connective substance which is, in my opinion,
the same substance as the netlroglia, or »connnctive-tissue c , a many
authors call it, which extends through til whole central Jl rvou
system of every animal I have had under investigation. Thi
sheath of connective substance, or for the sak of brevity w

will call it neuroglia-sheath, has, also, a gr at resemblance to the
spongioplasm separating the primitive tubes, and it i , in fact, v ry
often, extremely difficult to distingui h the two substanc . from each
other viz. the spongioplu.sm occurring inside the nerve-tubes and th
ganglion cells - as will subsequently be d scribed - and the
ne~tt'oglia nveloping the nerve-tube and the ganglion c lls with
sheaths or membranes; the two substances ar often so intimately
united that it is really impossible to decide where th line of de
marcation can be drawn. There is one differenc , however, viz. that
in the pongioplasm no nuclei occur, whilst nuclei 0 cur in th
neuroglia. LEYDIG'S vi w that it is the same substance, spongi plasm,
which p netrates from whithout into the nerv -system an I v n into
the nervous elements, is, in my opinion, not yet 'ufficiently well ub
stantiated. If I had to choose, I would, howev 1', much pI' fer that
theory to VEJDOVSKY'S, according to which the inn r connectiv'
substance (i. e. neuroglia) i a product originating in th ganglion
cells; I really do not understand how, in that case, to account for

I) This separation into bundles and fagots is, however, les prominent or not

prescnt at all near the origin of the nerves in the central nerve-systcm.
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the neuroglia-cells and nuclei, and how they can be produced from
ganglion cells.

In my opinion there can be no doubt, but that the neuroglia is
a separate tissue composed of cells springing from the ectoderm,
just as the ganglion cells spring from other ectodermal cells.

The doubly marked outlines which are visible in nerve-tubes
isolated in the fresh state, but which are specially distinct in macerated
nerve-tubes, are produced by the sheath which, as a cylinder, enve
lopes every nerve-tube and forms its outer isolating layer. It con
sists of one or several concentric layers of connective substance or,
as we just above called it, neuroglia, and is easily seen in transverse
as well as in longitudinal sections; the sheaths of large nerve-tubes
are especially very prominent and stout. When there are several
layers; which is generally the case in large nerve-tubes, especially
those of the peripheral nerves; then the innermost layer is the
strongest, most differentiated, and refractive one (vide fig. 15). These
concentric layers of the tube-sheaths are seen, in fig. 7, round the
large nerve-tubes (t), and in some peripheral nerves they are very
prominent.

In the sheaths, nuclei occur. These nuclei are, as mentioned,
quite identical with the usual nuclei of the neuroglia; they have an
oblong form, with a granular appearance, and are usually situated on
the outer side of the sheaths (vide fig. 2, k; fig. 5, k; fig. 8); they
occur, however, also on the inside of the sheath, consequently in
the tube itself (vide fig. 4, k; fig. 5, k'; fig. 13, k).

Nephrop norvegicuB.

'We obtain very similar results as to the structure of the nerve
tubes on examining Nephrops norvegiczts; in this respect Nephrops
so very much resembles Homarus that it is really unnecessary to
give any special description of it. We can, in fact, observe, in the
large nerve-tubes, the same tendency towards a concentration of a
sort of axis in their centre, though it is not so prominent in Nephrops
as in Homarus, and neither have I observed so narrow and deeply
taine 1 axes in the former a I have in the latter.

In the transverse sections of many nerve-tube, I have observed
similar large mcshes as those. I have mentioned in the nerve-tubes
of Homarus (cmfr. fig. 5, t I)' They had often a very regular ap
pear;lnce and looked as if they really were large transsected primi-

tivc tube .
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In the Annelids we find a stmcture of the nerve-tubes very
similar to what is described in Homarus.

Polychretee.

As representative of the Polych<etes I have examined several
species of Nereis (N. virens, N. pelagica and others) and also,
occasionally, NepMys, Leanira etc. and can only say that, in them
all, I have found the same structure of the nerve-tub s repeating itself.

In the Nereid(/!, to which I have especially paid attention, \\ e
find nerve-tubes of every thicknes , ranging from the tw gigantic
nerve-tubes running along the centre of the ventral nerve-cord (vide
fig. 14 and fig. 10) down to nerve·tubes consistina of nly ne pri
mitive tube, like what is described in Homaru . I)

. The minute structure is, of coms , easiest to study in the larg r
nerve-tubes. If we examine them under high pow rs of the mi ro
scope, in good preparations,2) we find that quite similar primitive
tubes constitute their content, in the same way as described in re
spect of the nerve-tubes of Homarus. The differentiation in primi
tive tubes is, however, not so distinctly marked nor so a ily seen
as it is in Homarus, perhaps, partly, because the primitive tubes
h3.Ve a smaller diameter,3) partly, becau e their pongiopla mi
sheaths or membranes are thinner and les distinct. In fact, it often
requires the best, len es, and very carefully prepared preparation,
to see any structure in the contents, and thi is evidently the reason
why so many authors have not und rstood these truclures, and
have supposed these large nervetubes to be lymphoid v ssel' et .
Of a concentration towards an axis, there are only very slight incli
cations in some rather slender nerve-tubes. The large nerve-tub s
(»gigantic fibres«) have always primitive tub ,only slightly marked,
and of the same size and appearance throughout. Fig. 10 repre ents
the central part af a transverse section through the ventral nerv 
cord, where one of the two central larg st nerve-tubes (t) (of th
other only a small part is seen), al<;o some more ventrally situated,
not so large nerve-tubes (il'~' l:J) and a great deal of th surround
ing small nerve-tubcs (nt) are seen. Fig. 9, b represents a longi
tudinal section of one of the largish nerve-tubes (cmfr. lig. 10, ~);

I) ]n my preparations] have found nerve-tubes with diameters measurin~

from .030 Mm. down to .0018 Mm.
2) For this purpo e the same method of fixing etc. can be rccommen<led as

we have recommended for the neve-tubes of Ilomams (vide p. 85).
3) ]n my preparations T have generally found the diameter of the primitive

tubes to be about .0012 ~lm. or les .
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nt represents smaller surrounding nerve-tubes. As will be seen.
there is, in these tubes, a longitudinal striation quite similar to what
we already have experienced in Homarus.

The nerve·tubes of the peripheral nerves have quite a similar
structur to those of the ventral nerve-cord.

The sheaths ot the nerve-tubes are formed by the neuroglia,
in the same way as they are in Homarus (cmfr. fig. 10); they are.
however, not so stout, and nuclei occur very sparingly in them.

L umbricu8 agricola.

In Lumbricus, the nerve-tubes in the ventral nerve-cord have a
more uniform and relatively smaller size (the three »gigantic nerve·
tubesc xc pt d [fig. I I, t, t, t.J) than they have in the ventral nerve·
cord of th Polych;et s examined; the nerve-tubes have, however,
a quite similar structure, their contents being composed of the same
elementary constituents, viz. the primitive tubes, which certainly have
a small diam -tel', but are, in the small nerve-tubes, only present in
limit d numb 1'; in some cases nerve-tubes consist of apparently
only on primitive tube; it is consequently somewhat similar to what
i de cribed in l' i and Crustaceans.

The nerv -tubes have neuroglia- heaths which are very prominent
in osmic-h;ematoxylin preparation , vide fig. I I, nt.

The nerve-tubes of the peripheral nerves hay a quite similar
structur to those of the v ntral nerve-cord.

In th ventral nerve·cord of Lumbricus, th re are, as is well
known, three large tube running, dorsally, through the whole length
of th nerve-cord. These tubes, which are gen rally called »CLAPA
REDE'S gigantic ner ·fibre c, have giv n rise to much dispute and in
th vic\\' of the various writ r very cliff, rent functions ha\ e been
attribut· d t them. orne writer have called them upporting rods,
th fun tion of whi h i to give upport and rigidity to the ventral
n n - ord under th many mov m nts of th animal; that is, for
instan , VEJDO\'SK{"S vi w· other writers, again, consider them as
h mol gous with th corda !'pinali of the vertebrates; som writers
call th III v scI, t. etc., and finally a great many writer call
them nerve-tub . Lately, LEYDIG has published a paper on this
subje t (I. . 1886) in which h vcry :mphatically maintains their

ex lu 'i,' Iy nervous natur .
After ha\'inu xamin d their tructure, I do not think there can

b any doubt that LEYDIG i right, and that EJDOYSK\', who ex
pre e him If \\'ith 0 much self·confidence, i ntirely wr?ng. It
was indeed to be hoped that tho e organs might at la t enJoy that
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rest wich they so well deserved and that they might now be left in
peace in the rubric of nervous elements.

Seeing that, comparatively, few authors have been in doubt as to
the nervous nature of the large nerve-tubes of the Pol) ch;ete it i really
very strange that there has been so much dispute about the e organ
in Lumbricus. - If we examine them closely under high power of
the microscope, in car fully prepar d section , we will, in tead of the
homogeneous contents usually de crib d in them, find a cont nt
with quite the same structure as above described in the large nerve
tubes of ereis, it being composed of a larg bundle of p,.imitive
tt,bes, the pongioplasmic sheaths of which are, however, v ry thin
and but little differentiated; the primitive tub are tl1ll xtrem ly
difficult to observe, and this is naturally the rea on why no author
has noticed any striation in these large tubes, and why th ir cont nt
has always been describ d as being homogeneous.

I have not been able to find any pongioplasmic I' ticubtion or
septa, similar to what LEYDIG has d scribed and illu tratecl (I.
1886 p. 594). I cannot therefore explain their ab ence in any oth I'

way, than that his preparation have not been quite ucc ful, th r~

may, perhaps, have b en some irregularities in th m produced by
shrinking of the tube-contents, which in I ed very oft n happ n ,
especially in those thick tubes. From my own sad experi nc ,I an
testify that it ometim s happens in pite of an apparently v ry
careful preparation. Judging from LEYDIG'S illu tration J houll
also say that such ha b en the ca .

The whole contents of th three nerve-tub consist of primitiv '
tubes, having th sam ize and diameter throughout, a will b en
in fig. 1 I, and no concentration toward an axis i vi ible in the

centre of th m. l
)

The sheaths 0/ the ne·t've-tttbes. - Th thre larg n rv 
tubes are urrounded by v ry thick and promin nt n uroglia-sh aths
consisting of many layer or m mbrane of conn ctive ubstancc.
Wh n LEYDIG says that they ar clo Iy surrounded by veral
slender nerve-tub s, he is scarcely quit corr t. r have certainly
observed n I've-tubes b twe n them, and in th n ur glia surr und
ing them, but th yare scarce, and, in my opinion, th thre larg'
nerv -tub arc principally surrounded by conn ctiv sub tan r
neuroglia, forming thick sh aths round them. This n uroglia doe
not, however, differ from the n uroglia of th rest of the n rv us
system, in anything, else than that it occurs in thick I' layer than i

1) Jn my preparation. the diameter of the primitive tube mea ured about

.0016 .\1m.



generally the case, and is more sparingly mixed with nervous ele
ments. As will be seen 10 fig. I I, it has, also, an appearance some
what different from the rest of the fibrillar mass, exhibiting, as it
does, a prominent disposition to form concentric layers or mem
branes round the tubes. Between the tubes may also be seen septa
(fig. I I, s), apparently of the same substance, issuing from, or rather
adhering to, the neurilem-sheath or perineurium, enveloping the
ventral nerve-cord inside the muscular layer (fig. I I, m). In the
neuroglia-mass surrounding the three large nerve-tubes nuclei occur
very often (fig. II, k), they are oblong, have a granular appearance
and are quite similar to the common neuroglia-nuclei.

The Mollusca.

Judging from the latest descriptions of the nervous system ot
the Molluscs, we should expect, here, to find very extraordinary
conditions. HALLER assures us that there exists no connective-tissue
within the nervous system of the more primary Molluscs (Chiton,
Patella, Rhipidoglossa etc.) and that there really exists no nerve-fibres
or, as I call it, nerve-tubes only »Primitivfibrillen4 which unite in
large bundles to form the peripheral nerves. The same statements
are quite r cently made by RAWITZ (as mentioned P.70) as to the
nervous system of the Acephales; this latter writer seems, however,
in the e as well as other respects, to walk very closely in the
footsteps of HALLER.

It was therefore with no small interest that I began the investigation
of this group. I chose Patella vulgata for my purpose, because it
was on the one hand a large species, and a rather primary mollusc.
and on the other hand J could get plenty of it, here, in Bergen.

I must confess, I had some doubt a to the correctness of BELA
HALLER's tatement that no connective-tissue (i. e. neuroglia) existed,
and my res arches have not at all dimini hed my doubts; on the con
trary, I f, und a well d veloped neuroglia, with neuroglia-nuclei of the
typical form, and sheaths enclosing nerve-tubes. This neuroglia is,
how v 1', not so well dev loped as we have seen it in Annelids and

rustacean.. It took me some time, therefore, to come to a full
understanding of the r-al structure of the nerves and the nerve-tubes.
Fre h isolated nerves, as well as nerves macerated in different ways,
I could, u ually, though always with some difficulty. split up into
fibrillc.e, which, how ver, varied somewhat in size (fig. 17)· In
sections, longitudinal a well as transverse, I came to similar results,
and could really distinguish longitudinally running darker stained
fib ri Ilc.e, of somewhat varying size; in transverse sections they
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appeared as dark points; in longitudinal srctions as dark lines,
and in oblique sections I could see them as short semi-erect rods.
There could be no doubt that real fibrill~ of some kind w r~ pre
sent, and I was almost disposed to consider HALLER's d scription
of the nerves, as consisting of bundles of »Primiti\>fibrillen~, to be
right. Besides these fibrill~ I could, however, in tran ver tions
see a reticulation, as if produced by transsected tub ; in thi. re
ticulation the transsected fibrill~ were alway situated in the walls
of the meshes, and especially in the junction of th walls of ev ral
meshes (i. e. nerve-tubes) the whol had, consequently, omewhat
of a resemblance to transverse sections of n rves of Ann lid and
Crustaceans. I could, however, in preparation obtained in my u'ual
ways come to no certain results. There wa . beside, al 0 another
circumstance which made me certain that those fibrillce could not
be real nervous fibrill~ as HALLER and RAWITZ suppose, this was
their staining, which was quite that specially pertaining to n uroglia,

Finally, I succeeded in finding a method f preparing the n rves
which gave a quite cl ar idea of their structur. Thi m th d c n
sists in treating pieces of Patella (the pedal mu cular di c in whi h th
pedal nervercords are imbedded) for about 4 ' hour in 0 mi acid
(I %) then washing them, afterwards cutting them an I taining the
sections as described above (p. 77).

Examination of sections obtained in thi way I ft no d lIbt a
to the structure of the nerv s; th y contain nerve·tub having di·
stinct neuroglia-sheaths, in which thicker longitudinally running fibr "
are situated (cmfr. fig. 19).1) These neuroglia-fibres ar the »Primitiv
fibrillen« of HALLER and RA\\ ITZ. Be ides this, th r occur tout r
neuroglia septa orriginating in th outer neurilem-sh ath. They
ramify and divide the nerve·tubes into larger or smaller bundles
(fig. 19, s, s'). Fig. 19, k, k are nuclei occurring in these neu
roglia·septa.

The nerve-tubes are of somewhat varying size, and are u lIally
slender and seem to contain but ~ w primitive tHbes. I m a ured
nerve-tubes having a diameter of .002-.006 Mm. In some nerves
the nerve·tubes are, however, much smaller. Fig. 20 is, for instance,

') A glance at the origin of the mall lateral nerves (l' and b' (fig. 19) ~ives

a very clear idea of the structure of the nerve·tubes. 8', 8' are the neuroglia-septa
which eparate the bundles of nerve-tubcs, forming- these small nerves, from the rest
of the great nerve. In a and b some of these nerve-tubes are transversally tmns
sected in a' and b' they are longitudinally transsected. It is very distinctly see
that the .fibrillre. in fact belong to the tube-sheaths.
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an illustration of a longitudinally transsected nerve, drawn under
higher powers than fig. 19. The nerve-tubes are, however, narrower
in fig. 20, than they are in fig. 19 (cmfr. a' and b').')

The reason why the longitudinal neuroglia fibres in the nerves and
pedal nerve-cords are isolated in macerated preparations is, evidently,
that they are stouter and stronger than the rest of the tube-sheaths,
and thus are separated from them. In carefully treated macerated
preparations it is, however, possible to see the nerve-tubes. Fig. 17
and [8 represent, for instance, such preparations, where nerve-tubes
with a longitudinal striation are distinctly visible, and even to some
extent isolated; an isolation of them is, however, as a rule, extremely
difficult, for the reason just indicated above. In the extremities 0

these nerve-tubes we can see, in some of them, isolated fib rillce,
which, partly, are neuroglia fibrillce, partly, spongioplasmic fibrillce.
Pearls of hyaloplasm are adherent to the sides of them (fig. 17, a, b, d).

The Aacidiana.

Finally, I will here mention a group of invertebrates which some
time ago were the subject of my study, the results of which I have
hitherto only given in a preliminary report (I. c. 1886). This
group is the Asciclians. The peripheral nerves of the Aseidians
have a structure very similar to what is described of the peripheral
nerves of Homarus (emfr. fig. 7), exept as regards the large tubes;
those do not occur in the Ascidian-nerves.

The whol' nerve is, in the Ascidians, divided by the neuroglia,
or inner neurilem, into large bundles, these are again divided into
smaller and these, again, into still smaller bundles, the subdivision being
rep ated until we at last arrive at the nerve-tubes, which are very
slender, and contain but few primitive tubes; a great many nerve
tubes s em to consist, even, of only one primitive tube, something
similar to what we have described in Homarus. Very often, it is
even very difficult to decide what are only primitive tubes, and what
are nerve-tubes, and again what are bundles of nerve-tubes, as ther~

i often seen, in transverse sections, a subdivision into smaller and
smaller tubes, aJld, the higher and higher we employ the powers of
the microscop· the more and mOre do we trace out minute tubes.
At last, however, under very high powers we are able to observe

I) Sometimes large vacuoles are seen in transverse section of nerves (emfr.
fig. 19, C, d); whether the.se vacuoles really are transsected nerve-tubes I am not

in n position to decide at present.
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some very slender tubes inside which no subdivision is visible, and
these we must supose to be the primitive tubes, a small bundle of
which generally forms a nerve-tube.

Fig. 21, which represents the transverse section of an anterior
nerve of Phallusia venosa, will, I hope, give easil), at a glance, a
correct idea of the structure of the peripheral nerves of the Ascidian .1)
Fig. 22 represents a part of a longitudinal section through a nen e,
seen under high powers of the microscope; the primitive tub s are,
here, visible, being transsected in their curved course, the curvature
in which arises from the contraction of the nerve. ts, ts are tlle
sheaths of the nerve-tubes. Some of them (a and b) are tout r
and more prominent than the others, those are probably trans ected
neuroglia-septa enclosing bundles of nerve-tubes. In on of the
septa is seen a neuroglia-nucleus (n).

The division of the nerve-tubes into different smaller and larger
bundles is, in the Ascidians, as well as in the Mollusc , Cru taceans
etc. less prominent near the origin of the nerves; close to the nerve
roots there is, in the A cidians, scarcely any division visibl , and a
great many of the nerve-tubes appear, even, to be broken up into
nerve-tubes of a much smaller diameter; the reason of thi appearance
we will in a later chapter have an opportunity of discussing.

The structure of the nerves of the Ascidians reminds much of
what we have found in the Molluscs. The nerve-tubes ar separated
by only very thin sheaths (cmfr fig. 22, ts) in which thickish fibres
are situated, especially along the concreting longitudinal edges; in
transverse sections these fibres, when transsected, appear as darker
dots, situated in the corners of the meshes, and are produced by
the transsected sheaths of the nerve-tubes (vide fig. 21).

Summary.

The results of, these, our researches on the minute structure of
the nerve-tubes of various invertebrates, we may, I think, assume to
be applicable to the nerve-tubes of all invertebrates of such a lugh
organisation a to posess a well deY loped nervous system, i. e. all
invertebrated bilaterates. From LANG'S memoirs, we may gather
that the Polyclades and Trematodes have nerve-tubes of the same
type described in this chapter (cmfr. p. 52-54); from FRAIPONT'S

1) The primitive tubes are not seen in this illustralioll.

7
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memoir on the ArchianneHds we may gather that this is the case
also in those animals (cmfr, p. 57), etc. etc. J)

f the results of our researches we may therefore give the
following summary:

1) The nerve-tubes of the invertebrated bilaterates consist of an

external consistent sheath with a viscous contents.
2) The sheaths are forme.j by, or belong to, the connecti\ e sub

stance xtending through the whole nervous system, and which I
call n uroglia. 2) In these sheaths nuclei (neuroglia-nuclei), occur more
or less sparingly.

3) The contents of the nerve-tubes consist of p,-illlitive tubes,
which are extremely slender tubes or cylinders, separated from
each other or rather formed by membranes or sheaths of a firm
supporting substance, spon,qioplasm, very much resembling the neu
roglia-substance; these slender cylinders of spongioplasm contain a
hyaline, vi cous substance, hyaloplasm, which is the real nervous
substance, and which very often is eXlIded from fresh isolated nerve
tubes in form of small hyaline pearls.

Fibrillce and fibres, as most writers describe them, do not, con
sequ ntly, in my opinion, exist.

4) A concentration toward a kind of axis is visible in a great
many largish nerve-tubes of RomanlS and Neplwops; this axis may
be mor r les narrow, and consi ts of a bundle of central primitive
tube which have stouter spongioplasmic sheaths and small r diame
ter than th other primitive tubes, A similar concentration in the

ntre of th ner e-tub can, a a rule, not be observed in the
th r animals examined; only a light indication of it, I belie e to

hav b o.:rvcd in ome nen'e-tlll e of !'\ereis.

2. The structure of the ganglion cells, and their processes,
in invertebrates.

Homarua vu garis,

Tho.: ontcnts of the ganglion cells of the lobster consist of
nu lcus and protopla m enclosed in a thicker or thinner membrane
or heath,

I) 111 M)"Zostoma I have previousl), indicated a similar structure,
2) 111 m)' memoir on Myzo'ioma (1885) I ha\'e calleel it -the inner neuri

I m-, a mentionetl before.
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These membranes or sheaths of fhe g(lnglio,~ cells have
the same structure as the sheaths of the nerve· tubes, and are formed
of the same substance, viz. the new'oglia; nuclei, ha\ ing the appear
ance of common neuroglia-nuclei, occur frequently in them, and are
generally adherent to their outer side; I have seldom obsen'ed nuclei
situated on the inner side as described of the nerve-tubes. The
sheaths, enveloping the cells, very often consist of several larers or
membranes, similar to what is described of the sheath' of the
nerve-tubes.

I can not decide, whether inside these larers of neuroglia-sub·
stance there also occurs a thin membrane, spongioplasmic membrane
(different from the neuroglia-sheath), belonging to and arising from
the protoplasm of the ganglion cells. \ It would, consequently, be a
»cell-membrane« as many writers describe it to be, but the exi tence
of which other writers deny. I) The importance of such a membrane
existing, or not existing, is, however, in l11y opinion, not gr at as
may be seen from the subsequent description of the structure of
the cell-protoplasm.

When several writers deny the existence of a cell-membrane,
as well as a membrane of connective substance, I think that must
arise from their examining macerated preparations, an I imperfectly
stained sections. In macerated preparations, it is often very difficult
to distinguish the enveloping membrane from the cell·protopla m, it
having a concentric striation which is very similar to the outer
layers of the protoplasm; neuroglia·nuclei are, however, usually ad·
herent to its outer side and indicate its real neuroglia nature
(cmfr. fig. 23, n).

In successfully stained sections, e. g., sections stained with
HEIDENHAIN'S hcematoxylin·method (vide p. 76), the neuroglia mem
branes are, even under the lower powers of the microscope, distinctly
visible (fig. 24-29). In such preparations, these membranes al 0

appear to be intimately connected with the neuroglia-reticulation
extending between the ganglion cells (cmfr. fig. 24), and they look as
if they belonged to that substance, which, in my opinion, is also

1) If such a special spongioplasmic membrane occurs, which is, ill my
opinion, not improbable, it would, I think, be so intimately connecteu wilh the

surrounding neuroglia-membranes (cmfr. my subsequent description of lhe cell
protoplasm ond its reticulation) and have an appearance so perfectly similar to

them that, I cannot understand how authors, working with macerated preparntiOllH,
can describe special cell-membranes as being different from the surrounding
»connective-tissue. membranes.
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the case, as will also be subsequently referred to. In some parts of
the ganglia, where small ganglion cells are situated dosely together,
the neuroglia-membranes form cavities in a similar way as the
waxen-walls in a honeycomb, anJ one ganglion cell is situated in
each cavity (vide fig. 40).

The membranes also extend into, and envelope, the processes
of the ganglion cells (vide fig. 26). Round the processes of a great
many cells, sheaths of a quite peculiar structure occur, these sheaths
will be mentioned in the description of the processes.

The pro toplasTlZ of the ganglion cells of the lobster has
been described in different ways by the many authors who have
treated the subject. In one of the later and more important me
moirs on this subject, viz. that by FREUD (1882), it is, as we have
seen (p, 34), described as consisting of two substances, a reticulated
substance, and a hyaline viscous substance.

FREUD has specially examined ganglion cells in the fresh state.
I have also examined them in the fresh state, but could not arrive
at a lucid conclusion as to the structure of their protoplasm, neither
could cells isolated by maceration afford much better information
in this respect.

I saw a kind of reticulation, as described by FREUD. This re
ticular appearance was especially distinct in macerated preparation
(cmfr. fig. 23) the meshes having a circular shape (they have be
come too distinct in fig. 23; the illustration not being a successfull
one); I could, however, not convince myself whether this appearance
was really produced by a substance having a reticular structure or
not. Besides this reticulation I could generally to some extent trace
out a concentric striation (cmfr. fig. 23, it was, however, never so
tlistinct a it appears in the illustration).

n examination of carefully prepared sections I) somewhat mor
light wa . however, thrown on the subject, though I must confess
that there are several points in which I could still wish to come

to more clearness.
Fig. 24 is a part of a ection through two large ganglion cells

in an abdominal ganglion. W can there see that the membran 5

(em) enclo ing the cell are stout, and are very distinctly marked.

I) The best preparatie'n.mclhod for this purpose 1 found to be, fixing in
chromo.actlo.osmic (leid and staining with Heidellhain s hrematoxylin (emfr. p. 76\
or fixing in Lang's sublimate-solutiun and staining in Heidenhain's h:ematoxylill
(emfr. p. 77). To give the prepllrlltiuns, afterwnrcls, a nuclellr staining by Delafield's

hll'mlltoxyliu is " very good practice (emfr. p. 76).
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In connection with these membranes we find, however. a very
strange structure. In B it has the appearance as if a series of deeply
stained oblong corpuscles were situated along the inner side of the
membrane. Upon closer examination we will see that these cor
puscles are, as a rule, connected with the membrane by very
slender filaments. In some cases these filaments are even very thick
and the dark corpuscles appear thus to be transsected fibres or septa
issuing from the membrane (cmfr. fig. 24. b). On the other side
we will, on close examination, find slender filaments issuing from
the inner extremities of those dark corpuscles or fibres and pene
trating into the protoplasm of the cells; indeed, we will see that
they anastomose and form a reticulation, extending through the
cell-protoplasm and distinctly visible in its outer layers. The
meshes of this reticulation are also largest in the outer layers near
the surrounding membrane (vide fig. 24). They have, here, very
often, an oblong form, going in a radiate direction towards the centr
of the cells, and having, sometimes, the appearance as if the meshes
were formed by filaments radiating from this centr to the surround
ing cell-sheaths; in fig. 24 B such an arrangement i very distinct.
Within these large meshes smaller meshes are generally seen (fig. 24).
These smaller meshes have, however, a somewhat differ nt appear
ance, they being not so distinctly visible; I am not sur wheth I'

they are formed in quite the same way.
Towards the inner part of the cell-protoplasm (which i mol'

deeply stained) the meshes of the first mentioned I' ticulation be
come much smaller and become similar to the small me h ju t
mentioned, indeed, they cannot be distingui hed from en hath r.
The meshes are so narrow that they are visible only under the
higher powers of the microscope, and, ven then, not very distinctly;
in small cells they are especially very difficult to ob erve.

In the filaments of this reticulation, granules and thickenings
occur, giving the cell-protoplasm, seen under lower powers of the
microscope, a granular appearance. These thickenings ar , esp cially
in the large ganglion cells, very prominent in the outer layers of
the protoplasm.

In the small meshes of this reticulation, a hyaline substance is
suspended, very similar to the hyaloplasm of the nerve-tubes.

The question which now, as regards the reticulation, very na
turally forces itself upon us is, whether is it a real spongy reticulation
extending through the protoplasm of the cells, or is it a reticulation
produced by a transsection of tubes in the same way as we have,
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seen in the nerve-tubes. My opinion upon this point is, that this reti
culation is, to some extent, a real one having partly a quite spongy
structure without the formation of tubes; to some extent the latter
must, however, also be the case, as we shall soon see. The substance
forming the reticulation has, as mentioned, a great resemblance to
the sheaths of the cells as regards its staining etc., and it is, in my
opinion, the same substance which forms the sheaths of the primi
tive tubes in the nerve·tubes, viz. spongwplasm.

Before we subject the significance of this subst.:.nce to a further
examination I think it will be well to look somewhat at the struc
ture of the processes of the ganglion cells and their origin in the
cell-protoplasm.

The contents of the processes, within the cell, its
stru,cture and origin in the cell-protoplasm. - The ganglion
cells of th lobster are, as a rule, unipolar; if they have several
processes, there is always one of the process which has a special
appearance, and which is the real nervous process; if other processes
are present they are, as I call them, protoplasmic processes, and
they hav , in my opinion, a nutritive function, as will be subse
quently mentioned.· At present we will only consider the structure
and origin of the nervous process. I)

In \V II prepared sections, a distinct longitudinal striation of these
processes i easily observed. On observation of transversally trans
s· cted proc sses, it is seen that this striation i5 produced by primi
tive tubes having the arne structure, and constituting the n rvous
processes in the same way, as described of the nerve-tubes.

As r gards the staining, the contents of th nervous processes
differs from the prot plasm of the ganglion cells; the latter having
g n rally a much dark r taining. This difference is, for in tance,

ery prominent in fig. 37 & 38, wher the contents of the longitu
dinally tran s cted proc es have a v ry light staining and a distinct
striation.

The origin of the nervous proc e differs somewhat in the
variou ell. In fig. 26 it has the app aranc ,a if the cont nts of
the n rvolls proce ari es from a convergence of primitive tubes from
the whole body of cell-protoplasm, in which they ha\ e a uniform

xtension, and to whi h they generally give, to some extent, a con-

1) 1 hnve in reality. ue\'er bserved a multipolar ganglion cell of quite in

dubitable mullipolar hape, in the nervous sy lem of the lob ter. 1 am afra.id that
it has very often been neuroglia-fibres issuing (rom neuroglia· heaths which have

j"riven ri e to descriptions of multipolar ganglion cells.
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centric stnatIon. Some of the primitive tubes we can in many pI" .
parations even trace, for some distance. in their course through the
cell-protoplasm, of which they are not, as we have previously seen
(cmfr. reticulation described p. 101), the onl) constituent, but of
which they are, however, a principal part. I) These primitiv tub s
have the same structure and diameter as those we have des ribed
in the nerve-tubes; they con ist of hyaline content , hyaloplaS1ll,
envelop~d in sheaths of spongioplasm, which has the same staining
and appearance, and is evidently the ame substance, a that pre
viously described (vide p. 101), as forming the reticulati n in the
cell-protoplasm. In fig. 27 and 28 it is very distinctly seen that
these spongioplasmic sheaths ot the primitive tube are intimately
connected with the peculiar peripherically situated fibre - (fig. 27, b;
fig. 28, b) issuing from the urrounding neuroglia-membrane.

\ In a great many ganglion cells these primitiv tubes have not,
however, such an uniform extension through the protoplasm as
illustrated in fig. 26. In the large cells they an~ generally united
to bundles, distinctly distinguished from the rest of the protoplasm.
In successfully stained sections,2) where they are tran versally tran '
sected, they are distinctly visible as larger or smaller light area
situated in the deeply stained protoplasm. Very often, wh· n the
bundles of primitive tubes circulating in the cell-protoplasm are
numerous and small, we get sections having the appearance illustra
ted in fig. 25 and 27.

In ganglion cells containing such bundles of primitive tubes irculat·
ing in the protoplasm, the nervous process arise in uch manner that
the bundles unite to form the process, as illustrated in tig. 27 and 25.
This union takes place generally within the cell-prot plasm, and the
contents of the nervous process has then, for some di tance, an lin·
divided course through the cell, protopla m, and can be tra d as a
large light area through a series of transverse sections (cmfr. fig.
28 and 29). It is surrounded by thicker or thinner deeply stain ·d
fibres (fig. 28, sand b; fig. 29, sand s') of the same substance as forms
the reticulation of the protoplasm (cmfr. p. 101). orne of these

1) That it really is primitive tubes, with slightly tained hyaline contents, and
not .fibri1l;:e. which circulate in the protoplasm of the ganglion cells, is easily
seen in preparations deeply stained by h;:ematoxylin (e. g. fig. 37); they are distinctly
visible as light concentric lines where they are longitudinally trans'sected (cmfr.
also fig. 38).

2) The fixing method and staining described p. 76 and p. 85 can especially
be recommended for this purpose.
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fibres are, in some sections, seen issuing from the sheath of the
ganglion cell. Similar fibres can also be traced into the prosesses
(fig. 27, b) where they have a longitudinal course (fig. 30, sf', s{"). Some
times, in the cel1s, they are so closely situated that it looks as if they
almost formed a sheath (cmfr. fig. 28) surrounding the process-contents
for some distance into the cell-protoplasm, where they gradually
disappear and obtain the same appearance as the reticulated spongio
plasm, which spongioplasm often apparently gives, even the smaller
bundles of primitive tubes in the protoplasm, a kind of relatively
firmer surrounding layer resembling a thin membrane, which layer
is generally more deeply stained by h<ematoxylin than the surround
ing protoplasm (vide fig. 25, 27, 28, v and 29, v, v').

Sometimes the primitive tubes are united to a few and very
large masses situated peripherically in the cell. I) Fig. 38, A represents
a section through such a cell; v and v' are the transsected masses
of primitive tubes. In fig. 39, which represents a more laterally
running section through the same cell, it is seen what an extensive
di tribution these masses can have in the peripheral parts of the cell,
the section passes almost exclusively through such a mass of primi
tive tubes. If we examine these light areas under high powers of
the microscope, we see that they exhibit the same reticulation which
we know from transversally transsected nerve-tubes and nervous
processes, and whjch reticulation evidently arises from the transsec
tion of primitive tubes.

In many ganglion cells we find similar peripheral masses, whjch
are not, however, so distinctly defined as those just described.' We
can, indeed, find every stage of transition, from cells such as those
illustrated in fig. 38, A to cells with a diffusive, uniform extension
of a lightly stained mass in their whole peripheral layers, such cells
are, for instance, illustrated in fig. 38, B and fig. 37. These peri
pheral layers, of lightly stained mass, can have a more or less di
stinct d marcation from the mesial, deeply stained, part of the pro
toplasm, or they can also have a quite Succf'ssive transition into it.

In the protoplasm of most ganglion cells we will, indeed, find a

t) III maceratecl preparations these ma"es are often een. having the ap
pearance of vacltoli situated especially in the peripheral layers of the protoplasm
of the cells and alon.l< their mnr)tins. For a long' time 1 belie\-ed this appearance
of the cells to be of artificial nature, produced by the macerating agents. It was
first on examination of successfully prepared section,; that 1 learnt their real nature.
In macerated cells, the striated process-contents could sometimes be traced into the

-;ell-protopln,m, it having, for some distance, an undivided course (vide fig. 23, Aj.
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tendency to stain most deepI) in their mesial part, whilst th
peripheral layers are generally very light (cmfr. fig.s 24, 26. 27, 37.
38 B, 40). The reason is probably, to some extent, that the primi
tive tubes occur in greater plenty in the peripheral layers, or rather
that they are situated closer together, and that they ;\re not to uch
extent separated by layers of the substance which occurs in plenty
in the mesial parts of the protoplasm and give to it th deep taining
(vide sequel). In these lightly stained layer. a spongioplasmic reti
culation, described above (cmfr. fig. 24), is generally more or less
visible. in fig. 37 it is, for instance, very distinct, ;:\nd thick tibre
also occur (vide also fig. 38, B).

In other cells such a reticulation is but slightly \ i. ibl , and we
find only circular m('shes, which probably are tran e ted pri
mitive tubes. this is especially the case in cell where the e layers
are confined to masses distinctly defined from the rest of the pro
toplasm as, for instance, in fig. 38, A. Here only a few such fibres
or membranes of spongioplasm are vi ibl (s'). I)

In ganglion cells with such peripheral ma ses of primitive tubes.
the nervous processes do not spring directly from the e rna but
seem to get their whole contents from the mesial d eply t;\ined

I) 1 think it must hn\'e [)een ganglion cells with ;;imilar 1ig-ht peripheral masses

which F'I'el,d mentions I. c. 1881 p. 29-30. He says: .An den /{ros;;en lInipol:uell

Zellen erscheint eine oft sehr breite. einen grosseren oder gerin~eren Theil cler Zell·
peripherie einnehmende Zone, welche dllrchalls hOlllog-en und dem Kerninhalt /ihn·

lich ist.- He believes .dass <liese homogene Zone dllrch den als .ZwischenslIIJ·

slanz' beschriebenen Bestanrltheil des Zellleibes gebil(let wird, aus welcher (lie
netzfOrmige, dunklere Substanz sich gegen den Kern zurUck/{ezog-en hat. Es finden
sich auch h1iufig /<enug Zellen, an clenen zwei htllllogenc Randparticll durch einen

dUnnen . 'tran/{ dunklerer, genetzkr . 'ubstanz, welcher noch all der Peripherie fest·

gehalten ist, getrennt werden.- Freud supposes, consequently, those .holllogene
Randpartien- to be appearances produced un the death of the cell. In the

sympatic ganglion cells, he (lescribes somewhat similar masses of hyaline sulJ<tallc~,

which he, however, rather believes to be a normal appearance belong-inl{ to the
live·state of the cells.

It may here, also be mcntioned that Fre'ud r1esl'ribe.' (I. c. 1881 p. 26) and
illustrates (fig. 1 & 5) nervous processes h:l\,jng a peculiar origin in the ganl:'lioll

cells. He says of them: '(n manchen Zellen ist ein ·berg-anl:'sstUck zwischen Zell·
leib und Nervenfaser nicht vorhanden; die Nervenfaser entspringt in anderer, sehr

eig-enthiimlicher Weise. Die elbe schmiegt sich niihmlich in Ge~talt eines helle II

Halbringes der Peripherie der Zelle an, um dann in's Innere des Zeilleibes ein1.ll·

treten.- K"iege1' (in his dissert. 1879) has before Freud (as Frelld him~elf state.•)

described similar appearances. I think there is 110 doubt that these Mructures arc
of the same nature as those described auo\'e rt:spectin,ec the origin of the content~

of the nen'OU, proces (vide p. 1°3-1°4).
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protoplasm. This is, for instance, very distinctly visible in fig. 37,
as well as in fig. 38, A. I have examined a great many cells having
quite similar appearance, but in them all I found the same relation
between the protoplasm and the contents of the nervous process.
Although the contents of the process is often surrounded by a lightly
stained mass at its entrance into the cell, it can, however, be seen
passing to the mesial deeply stained protoplasm (cmfr. fig. 37 and 38),
without giving off tubes to the light mass, it having an undivided
course for a shorter or longer distance into the protoplasm. In this
cour e it is, as described above, distinctly visible, amI is surrounded
by thick spongioplasmic fibres (fig.s 37, sf'; fig. 38, sn. At some
distance from the p.ntrance. the primitive tubes constituting this
process-contents spread, and are lost in the protoplasm of the
ganglion cell; generally, J could, however, trace some of them for
some distance in their course through this deeply stained protoplasm. I)

To explain what relation there may be between the primitive
tubes of the nervous process and the peripheral masses of primitive
tubes in these cells is, of course, an extremely difficult matter. In
fact, I have not been able to trace out the connection bettveen them.
We have, as mentioned, found every transition·form of ganglion
cells, from cells in which the contents of the process is spread at
once on its entrance into the cell (fig. 26), to cells where the contents
of the process passes undivided, and distinctly marked for a longer
or shorter distance into the protoplasm (fig.s 25, 28, 29. 37, 38) and
afterwards i uniformly broken up and spread in the protoplasm (fig.s
37, 38) or is to a greater or smaller extent broken up into bundles of
primitive tubes (fig.s 25, 27). \Ne have also found every transition
form, from ganglion cells having a protoplasm which is uniformly
leeply stained in the me ial part, and the staining of which gradually

pa s s ov r into a light r one towards the peripheral layers (fig. 26),
to ganglion cells with a protoplasm which is deeply stained in the

.) Sections similar to those illustrated in fi.:. 37 or fi~. 38, A, can certainly
very easily ~ive rise to a belief in nuclear processes. If one had a little pre
disposition to fin,] nuclear processes, one could easily, for instance, in fig. 38. A
combine the process with the nucleus, and suppose the renson why this connec
tion was not secn in the scction was, that the section had not becn quite successful.
( think, therefore, that the description of nuclear processes can to a great extent
be ascribed to processes like thosc 1 have illustrated, which seen in isolated cells
can of coursc, in a still higher Jegree, give the appcnrance of being connected
with the nuclei. Krieger has already made the same supposition regarding those
peculiar processes described by him, and which are, in my opinion, processes
originating' in somewhat similar way as here described (cmfr. fig. 23, A & fig. 25)·
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me ial part, but has distinctly ddlned light mas 'es in its peripheral
layers (fig. 38, A), or in which plenty of distinct, lightly stained
bundles, or small masses, of primitive tubes occur (fig. _ •.

There is e\1dentl) a great vari ty in the structure of the pr to
pia m, as well as in the origin of the nervous proc in the ganglion
c Jls. I do not think, however, that this difference of tnt ture an
ha\'e any deep physiological ignificance, because w fin I \' r
stage of transition from one form to another. The p riph ral on
stituent of the protoplasm in aJl cell ,i evidently tlle primitiv· tube.
The small circular meshes which are found in ections, l:very wh r
in the protoplasm, in the deeply tained a weJl a in th lightly
stained parts, are probably only tran ected primitiv tube \Vhi h
in the deeply stained parts of the protoplasm ar mor parate I
from each other by thicker layer of a deeply stain d ub tan
than th yare in the light parts.

Where, and how, the primiti e tubes terminat , or rath r h w

they originaJly are formed, I cannot say.
In a few cases I have, in t1l peripheral part of . mil,

believed to see slender tube pas to the enveloping n ur glia- hath.
Thi appearance can, how ver, also be occa ioned by the above
mentioned spongiopla mic fibre i suing from the heath. If uch
radiating tubes were reaJly pr ent in all ganglion II, we uld,
p rhap, a ily understand the tat ment of Dr. RA\ ITZ r garding
th ganglion cells of the Acephules; viz. that h) aline mall p arl
were xuded from the cell on pressure. The pearl' on i t, I
think, of hyaloplasm, and are probably exuded from primitivl: tub ,
\ hich mu t either terminate in the nv lop f th ell or mu t
ha b en broken by the pr sure.

If we now consider what w have learnt of th protoplasm of
the ganglion cells, we may sum it up in the following rc ults:

The cell-protoplasm is compo d of primitive tubes on i ting of
lIyalopla mic contents and spongiopla mic envelope, - furth r, of a
spongioplasmic reticttlation, ext nding through the proto pIa 01 and
al 0 intimately connect d with th t1rrounding c 11- hath .- and,
finally, of a hyaline substance having much res mblan to th . hyalo
pia m of the primitive tub s.

The primitive tube circulate, a we hav 'e n, in the pr to
pia 01, giving it often a concentrically triat d app arancc (fig. 23).
In large ganglion cells they are fr quently united into a number
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of thicker or thinner bundles, sometimes these even grow to con
siderable masses, generally situated peripherically in the cells
(cmfr. fig. 30).

Jf we try to explain the connection and relation of these con
stituents of the protoplasm to each other, we have indeed no easy
task. And it is, especially of this. I could wish to have obtained
more light,

That a principal part of the protoplasm of the ganglion cells
consists of primitive tubes, I think must be evident from what is
already described; that a great number of the small meshes, seen
in sections of the protoplasm of the cells (in the peripheral part as
well as in the mesial one) are transsected primitive tubes is, r think,
very probable,

There must, however, in the protoplasm of the ganglion cells
be something also present, besides primitive tubes, because the pro
toplasm is stained by hcematoxylin and other agents in a manner
very different from the contents of the nerve-tubes, which exclusively
consists of primitive tubes. By h~matoxylin, the protoplasm is
generally stained very deeply, except those bundles or masses of
primitive tubes which get a similar staining as the contents of the
nerve-tubes. This deep staining may, certainly, to some extent be
explained by a rich occurrence of spongioplasm (cmfr. the spongio
plasmic reticulation described above p. 101). I feel, however, dis
posed to think, that besides this spongioplasm another (myeloid r)
substance occurs, perhaps in connection with it. Spongioplasm with
thi fattish substance I) is, I suppose, situated in thicker or thinner
lay rs between the primitive tubes running through the protopla<;m,
and s paratc - each of them more widely than is the case in the
n rve,tube. 'vVithin the bundles or masses of primitive tubes, oc
curring in large ganglion cells, this substance is not present, nor is
ther apparently more spongiopla m than is generally present in the
n rv -tub s or the nervous proces es.

The structtu'e of the ne,'vons p"ocesses and thei,'
sheath, in their cou"se outside the ganglion cells. - The
contents of the nervous processes is, as already mentioned, composed

f primitive tubes. in the same way a the contents of the nerve·
tubes, In its staining it is differentiated from the protoplasm of the

1) That it is a fattish (myeloid?) substance is, I think, probable from the
dark or browni. h taining of the cell-protoplasm by osmic acid. This is, however,

also the case with the common spongioplasm.
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ganglion cell, this difference being, a we have seen, alread) distinct
within the cell itself. It has, in preparations often, the same light
staining the whole way from the origin of the nervous process till its
entrance into the dotted substance (fig. 35); generally it is, however,
stained in a quite peculiar manner by hcematoxylin. Fig. 30-33
represents various sections through a such process; it i the am
process the contents of which is also seen in fig. 28 and 29. At
the agress from the ganglion cell (fig. 30), the contents of the
nervous process has the same light staining as already describ d.
At some distance from the cell the contents b gins, howev r, to get
a darker, more black staining, especially in its peripheral layers (fig. 3l).
At the same time the diameter become al 0 diminished. At a
greater distance from the cell this blacker taining increa ,and the
whole contents is stained quite dark or black (fig. 32), the diamet r
of the process is also still more diminished. In fig. 33, th arne
process is seen divided into two branch (a and b) which hav th
same black staining as above. This black staining th y retain till
their entrance into the dotted substance. The branchlets i suing from
them are also stained in the same manner. It is, of course, very
difficult to say what is the reason of thi dark taining. I do not
think, however, that it is of qualitative nature. To some xtent it
may, perhaps, be explained by the relatively small thickn s of th
processes, and by their situation in a reticulat d n uroglia through
which the fixing a well as the staining agents easily find their way to
these tructures. It is, however, strange that, in the "arne section,
one can find some processe with dark contents, and oth r pro
with light contents, similar to the contents of th n rv -tube (cmfr.
fig. 35 & 36). The branchlets issuing from these process s hav
similar lightly stained contents, consisting of primitive tub s (cmfr.
fig. 35, br; fig. 36, br, br').

Spongioplasmic fibre similar to tho e surrounding the process
contents within the ganglion cell (cmfr. fig. 28 & 29, a1 0, generally
occur in the process itself. They have a longitudinal course along
the process, inside the sheath (vide fig. 30, sf', sf") and can oft n b
traced to a considerable distance from the ganglion cell (vide
fig. 35, sl)· They have a dark staining; sometimes it looks as if
they united to form a deeply staining p ripheral layer round the
contents of the process inside the sheath (fig. 36).

The sheaths 01 the nervous processes are formed by the
neuroglia, and are stained in the same manner as this substanc .
They have generally a peculiar structure, and consist often of a great
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many layers or membranes aranged concentrically round the contents
of the process; only the innermost layer of these membranes can,
however, be considered as the real sheath. V,That a great extension
these structures can obtain is, for instance, seen in fig. 34, where
pc is the contents of a nervous process, br is a branchlet issuing
from the process; nm the surrounding concentrically arranged neu
roglia-membranes.

The nervous pocesses are ometimes provided with similar con
centrically arranged sheaths quite from their origin in the ganglion
cell (fig. 25, sh). Generally, the sheaths do not, however, reach
th ir highest thickness before some distance from the cell, and they
do not consist of so many layers near their origin.

The nuclei of the gangli on cells are, as is a well-known
fact, enclosed by a thin membrane. That this membrane is not
se n in the live-state of the cell, as stated by FREUD, is, in my
opinion, from the same cause as makes the striation of the nerve
tubes so slightly visible in the live-state. The refracti\ e difference
between the protoplasm of the ganglion cell and the ubstance of
which this membrane consists is so small, that this diffi r nce must
n c ssarily be increased, for instance, by chemical agent, if the
m mbrane should become distinctly visible (vide fig. 23). \\ ith h~

matoxylin this membrane gives a distinct blackish staining (fig. 37,
38, 40, 42) which is quite imilar to that of the spongioplasmic re
ticulation, and to the sheath of the cell. In my opinion, it is not
improbabl that this membrane i also formed by the same spongio
plasm a form the reticulation in the protoplasm and the sheaths
of th primitive tubes. .

Th structure of the nucl i in ide this membrane varies very much.
A air ady tated by FRE D, ther appears within the nucleu a great
many hang s, probably conn cted with the life of the cell and the
nucl us. In well fixed preparations we can, in fact, also find nuclei
xhibiting th greatest variation in their structure. Fig. 41 and 42

r pr nt nuclei in variou stages. Generally, each nucleus has one
IllI I olu ituated in its centre or also near its me nbrane (cmfr. fig. 38).

ometim two nuclei are present; the nucleus has, th n very often,
an obi ng form, and one nucleolu is situated in each pole (fig. 37);
it is, h wever, not unu ual that the nucleus has a circular shape, and
that IlU Icoli arc ituated opo ite to each other, near the membrane
(fig. 41). ometimes no real nuclei are present, the whole nucleus
xhibiting a peculiar di tinct r ticulation with dark thickenings in

th point wher the fibre of the reticulation unite (fig. 42 , d).
om tim fibre are seen radiating from the centre of the nucleus,
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and having dark thickenings at their extremities, near the membrane
of the nucleus (fig. 42, f) etc. etc. I will, howe\'er, pay no more
attention to these structures, here, as they are probably only. pro
duced by the nuclei being fixed in different stages of their Life; in
some cases we have even, perhaps, a beginning segmentation of the
nucleus (fig. 42, e).

Nephrope norvegicue,

In Nephrops, the structure of the ganglion cells is quite similar
to what we have described of Homarus. In sections, the protopla'm
of the large cells generally exhibits quite similar light areas, re emb·
ling vacuoli, and arising from the transsection of bundles or masses
of primitive tubes. The contents of the nervous processes originate
in the same manner; a similar spongioplasmic reticulation i pr nt
in the protoplasm, it being especially visible near the sheaths of the
cells with which it is intimately united. We can, thus, as regards
the structure of the ganglion cells of Nephrop , refer the reader to
our description of the ganglion cells of Homarus.

The Polycheetee.

Sections of the large ganglion cells of the Nereidce ( T. viren etc.)
exibit, generally, a prominent granular appearance with a distinct
reticulation extending between and uniting the granules with each
other, the granules being generally situated at the points where the
walls of the meshes unite (fig. 43). Some of the granules ar very
large and prominent, and are principally situated in the mesial part of
the protoplasm. They have, in my preparations treated with fluids
containing osmic acid and stained with hcematoxylin, a very dark
almost black staining, and they consist, I think, of a fattish (myeloid?)
substance. 1)

In a great many cells, I observed a differentiation in the stain
ing of the protoplasm, somewhat similar to what is described of the
cells of Homarus. A disposition to a darker staining of the mesial
part of the protoplasm is very often observed; besides this the
larger granules are also, as just mentioned,' situated especially here
which contributes somewhat to a darker appearance (vide fig. 44

') Whether the substance of the 'e granules is the same, or hns ~ny relation
to the sub;;tance which gives the nervous system of runny Polycha?tes the well
known reddish or yellowish staining, I cannot say, as [ have not yet very closely
examined the ganglion cells of the Polycha!tes in the live-state,
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and· 45)· There is generally no distinct demarcation betwen the
deeply stained mesial part of the protoplasm and the lighter pe
ripheral layers; sometimes, however, such a demarcation is present,
the lighter stained substance being peripherically situated in various
more or Jess distinctly defined masses (fig. 44). Small bundles of
primitive tubes, similar to those which are often present in the
ganglion cells of Homarus and Nephrops, I have not generally ob
served in the ganglion cells of Nereis. The contents of the nervous
process seems generally to originate in a gradual convergence of
primitive tubes in the protoplasm. towards the pole where the pro
cess originates (cmfr. fig. 43). Sometimes, I believe to have observed
the contents of the nervous process passing as an undivided, lightly
stained bundle for some distance into the protoplasm; consequently,
a structure somewhat similar to what is above described in the
ganglion cells of Homarus.

A spongioplasmic reticulation quite similar to the peculiar reo·
ticulation in the ganglion cells of Homarus does not occur in ereis,
so far as our experience goes, at all events not to such an extent. In
some cells, I have, however, observed spongioplasmic fibres issuing
from the neuroglia-membrane enveloping the cell and penetrating
into the protoplasm (vide fig. 43, sf and fig. 44, sf); probably con·
tributing to form the reticulation already described.

A question of great interest is, whether the reticulation, seen in
the ections of the cell-protoplasm of ereis is a real reticulation
or only an app arance produced by transsection of primitive tubes?
I ~ el most disposed to believe that the latter is the case. Strange
to say, neither longitudinally transsected primitive tubes, nor a
concentric striation are a often seen in the ganglion cells as we
could t:xp ct if all meshes were transsected primitive tubes; some·
tim we can, however, observe longitudinally transsected tubes in
the pr toplasm. and the r ason why they are not oftener seen i ,
perh;lp , becau e they have a very curved and complicated course.

The nuclei of the ganglion cells have, in the Nereida:, a
'imilar stru ture a tho e of Homarus. They have a distinct sur
rounding membrane, inside which a reticulation is extended; in thi
reticulation dark granule are ituated, generally at the points wher
the fibre forming th meshes unite. ne or sometime two nucleoli
arc seen, and sometimes no di tinct nucleolus is present, but only
largish granules are pread in the r ticulation (\ ide fig. 43, 44. 45)·

The situation of the nuclei in the protoplasm is generally diffe
rent from what it is in the ganglion cells of Homarus. The nucl i
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are very often situated in one side of the cell, near the surrounding
sheath (cf. fig. 44 & 45) and, not unusually, towards that side from
which the nervous process issues (cf. fig. 43, I)' They are, tilliS,
very frequently situated outside the mesial, deeply stained, part
of the protoplasm (fig. 44 & 45). In the small cells they ate
generally situated in the centre of the cell, and are proportionally
very large, being surrounded by a thin lay r of protoplasm only.

The processes of the ganglion cells. - The ganglion cells
of the ereid<e have generally a unipolar shape. Quite exeptionally,
I believe to have observed, in sections, cells with multipolar hape;
there was always, however, only a single process in each cell apable
of being traced in its course into tile central dotted substan e.
The other processes were very short, immediately tapering off;
th~y were directed peripherically, or laterally, (never toward the
central mass) and were soon lost in the neuroglia. [could, however,
never quite convince myself of the real existence of such processes,
and it is only in a very few cases I believe to have s n th m (fig.
67)· I think that it is the issuing of neuroglia-fibres from the sheath
of the cells that has generally occasioned the de criptions of multi
polar cells, as such fibres can look very like real cell processes
(cf. fig. 44).

The processes, or, as I call them, ne1'VOUS processes, pa sing to
the central dotted ma's , and of which each ganglion c II has only
one, have a structure similar to that of the nerv -tub s. They are
surrounded by a neuroglia-sheatll, and their contents consist of
primitive tubes.

In other forms of Polych<eta the ganglion cells hav, so far a
my investigations go, a structure similar, principally, to what is her
described.

The membranes enveloping the ganglion cells are formed
by the neuroglia. They generally consist of one, or of a few, layers
only. In the small cells they are thin, but distinctly mark d; in th
large cells they are often thick and well developed (vide fig. 44, em).
Neuroglia-nuclei adhering to them do not occur very frequ ntly. I)

I) Or. E. Rohde (I. c. 1886 p. 785) distinguishes between twu types of
ganglion cells in the central nervous system of the .Apll1'oditid(JJ. • Die Ganglien.
zellcn der einen Art sind sehr schwach granulirt, deshnlh von hellen Aussehen und
meist ziemlich klein. lhr Kern enthillt stets mehrere verschieden gros:c Korperchen
und tritt nach Farhungen in der durchsichtigen Ganglicnzelle scharf hervor.. -Die
Vetreter des zweiten Typus sind sehr grosse, kugelige Gebilde, welche durch eine
sehr dunkele Granulirung sofort in die Augen fallen. Sie besitzen einen grossen,

8
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L umbricu8 agric01a.

The ganglion cells of Lumbricus are, in their structure, somewhat
similar to those of ereis. In sections, their protoplasm has a distinct,
reticular, granulous appearance; large granules, similar to those found
in the ganglion cells of ereis, do not, however, occur. The whole
protoplasm is, in preparations, rather deeply stained; the reticulation i
generally very distinct, slight thickenings are only seen in the points
where the walls of the meshes unite. The meshes are generally
very large; that they are, at all events to a great extent, really
transsected tubes is, I think, clearly seen in fig. 47, which represents
a section through a large ganglion cell, and which is drawn under
the camera lucida as exact to nature as possible (very highly magni
fied). The tubes are, in this illustration, seen transversally as well
as partly longitudinally transsected, giving, the protoplasm to some
extent, a concentric appearance; the tubes forming the nervous
process are seen to be quite like those circulating in the protoplasm. I)

In some cells, a kind of higher differentiation seems to be pre
sent in the protoplasm; such a cell is represented in fig. 46. Lighter

fein granulirten Kern und dieser ein einzig-es grosses Korperchen.. A similar dif
ference in the appearance of the small and large ganglion cells is, certainly, very

prominent also in the nen'ous sr:tem of Nere£s; but a1 1 have found transition form
between hoth these kinds of cells, 1 can not distinguish between two types. My
experience is to some extent that, the larger the cells are, the more and mOre

granular become their protoplasm, and there can not easily be drawn an)' line of
demarcation.

As to the sheaths of the ganglion cells Rohde says: • Beide Ganglienzellen
arten entbehren eiller Zellenmemhran und liegell eingebeltet in ein Maschcnwerk
von Fnsern, welche iiberall dns NeT\'ensystem begleiten und, wie ich glnube, aus
Subcllticulnrzellen hervorgegangell sine!'. As may be seen from my description 1
ogree with this statement of Rohde; his .Fasern' Or ·Subcuticularfa ern' belong
to what I call the new·uglia.

(Jf lhe protoplasm of the largish cells Rohde says: • dass die ganze Zelle

nach allen Richtungen von veschieden starken Fiiserchen durchzogen winl, welche
nuf <len Zellfortsntz tibergehen und die 'em cine feine Liingsstreifung verleien. Aber
nicht nur hier verlassen eliese Fii.serchen die Zelle, sondern man ist tiherrascht 7.U

SChClI, wi" sie theils einzelll, thcils zu lliilldeln vereinigt allellthalben an der Peri·
phcrie .les nficklen Zellkiirpers henlllstreten und in die Subcuticularfaserhiille ein
dringen.. It is evident that Rohde and I have observed the same structures; his

.Fliserchcn' must pnrtly be what in my opillion are the spongioplnsmic ..;heaths of
the primitive lubes (especially thosc which pa"" into the ner"')us pmcess), and the
.Fiiserchell' penetrating in the SlIhcuticularfnserhiille.· must be the spongioplasmic
fibres issuing from the neuroglia-sheath of the cell (\'ide fig. 44, sf; fig. 45, sf; fig 67)·
and which fibres partly form a spongioplasmic reticulation in the protoplasm (com-

, pare \1IY description of Henllarus p. 101).

I) The tubes in the protuplasIll seem tu he of different size in the \'arious cells.
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and darker parts are here seen in the protoplasm, the latter ones
forming a sort of reticulation with very large meshes, in which
smaller meshes occur similar to those mentioned aboye. This is
perhaps an appearance produced by a structure omewhat similar
to that which is described in the ganglion cells of Homanls (cf.
fig. 25 & 27). The large meshes, or lightly stained ar a , are perhaps
transsected bundles or small masses of primitive tube.

Such a prominent spongioplasmic reticulation as we han~ found
in the ganglion cells of Homarus is not present in the ganglion cells
of Lumbricus, indeed, it is very difficult to detect anything similar to it.

'vVe have thus, the protoplasm of the ganglion cells of Lumbri·
cus, according to my investigations, consisting principally of primitive
tubes, with distinctly marked spongioplasmic sheaths; be ides tllis
there must, however, also be another subtance present, as the pro
toplasm is more deeply stained then the contents of the nerve-tub s.
This protoplasm has therefore, in Lumbricus, a composition which
probably is very similar to what is present in the ganglion cells of
Homarus.

The processes of the ga1aglion cells. - The ganglion cclls
are unipolar or multipolar. Each cell has, howcver, never Inore than
one nervo~ts process passing to the central dotted mass of the nerve·cord.
The other processes are very short, have the same appearance as the
protoplasm of the cell, and are lost in the surrounding reticular neu
roglia, or can be traced to their connection with the ncurilem-sheath
or perinew'ium surrounding the ventral nerve-cord inside the mus
cular layer (vide fig. 68). These processes I call p1'otoplasmic lJt'O

cesses, and their function is, I suppose, of nutritive nature. All
ganglion cells are thus, in reality, of unipolar nature.

The stnlcture of the nervous processes is similar to that of the
nerve-tubes; their contents consist of primitive tubes, and they are
eveloped by ,a neuroglia-sheath which is a direct continuation of the
membranes or sheaths enclosing the ganglion cells from which
they issue.

The nuclei of the gangl'ion cells are comparatively large.
They have the same appearance as described above, with a distinct
surrounding membrane and a varying inner structure. Their situation
in the cells is also somewhat variable; they are very often situated
towards that pole from which the nervous' process issues; this is
perhaps the most common situation (fig. 46); sometimes they arc,
however, also situated towards the opposite end of the cell, or in
its mesial part (vide fig. 47).

8*
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The membranes enveloping the ganglion cells are
formed by the neuroglia; they are generally very thin and only little
prominent. Occasionally, neuroglia-nuclei are seen adhering to them.
They are intimately connected with the reticulation of neuroglia
extending between the ganglion cells (vide fig. 47 & 68).

The Molluscs.

The structure of the ganglion cells af Patella vulgata is very
similar to what we have found in Lumbricus. Their protopla m
exhibits, in sections, a distinct reticulation with rather largish meshes
(vide fig. 48, 49 and 50). In this reticulation small granules are
seen, situated in the same way as described above, viz. in the points
where the walls of the meshes unite. The meshes are, to a ~reat

extent, transsected tubes, this is seen in several cells where some
tubes are longitudinally transsected. ')

In macerated preparations plenty of large yellow granules are
generally seen in the protoplasm of the ganglion cells. These gra
nules have a variable size, and no regular shape, they are sometimes
spherical, sometimes square or polyhedrical, and they look as if they
were produced by coagulation of a homogeneous yellow substance.
They are often extended through the whole mass of the protoplasm,
very frequently they arc, however, concentrated in special parts of
the cells, especially in the neighbourhood of the nucleus. Plenty of
similar small I' or larger granules generally occur, also, outside the gan
gli n c lis, in macerated preparations. They frequently occur in such
number· that one, for a time, could feel disposed to believe that
th y belonged to a substance extended through the whole nervous
system. .ometimes they are even united to larger homogeneous
rna scs. Upon careful examination J have, however, come to the
onviction that they are, either exuded from cells, or they may also

spring from destroyed cells. I have sometimes observed such a
. ubstan e I'XU led from the protoplasm of cells.

Fig. 52 represents such a case. The substance is here seen
o lilTing inside, as well as outside, th cell. Inside the cell, the gra
null"!' ar concentrated towards the part of the surface where they

.) The reticulatiun which R(llf'itz describes, in the ganglion cells of the

A.cephales ("ide p. 65) is, without (h~lbt, the "arne appearnnce as here described.
and it i.~, _on.equt'ntly, in my opiniun, n,) real reticulation but, to a ~reat extent, an
appearance produced by primitive tuhes, which are seen in optic, or real tran.ver._c.

Sl.:'ctiulls.



are probably exuded, outside the cell they are united to larger pieces
of irregular shape. The granules are not onl} situated nearthe surface
of the cell, but also occur in the mesial parts of the protoplasm;
this can easily be seen by changing the level of the micro cope.

The relations of the substance of these yellow granules in
the live-state of the cells, I ha\'e not sufficiently examined, neitb r
am I in a position to say of what it consists. It is obviollsly thi
substance which gives the nervous system of Patella, as well as
other Molluscs, the well-known yellowish collom, and which RAWITZ,
HALLER, H. SCHULTZE, SOLBRIG, BUCHHOLZ and others have de
scribed as pigment. I think it is most probable that the )' llow
colour is due to a substance, related to, or similar to hcemoglobin;
the substance contains, probably, also fat, as the granules are deeply
stained by osmic acid. Strange to say, I have, a a rule, not been
able to observe quite similar granules in the sections of the cell .
The reason why I do not exactly know, as my investigation ar
still too imperfect in this respect. I) As al 0 suggested b} HALLER,
I think it is very probable that this substanc is principally engage I
in the nutrition of the ganglion cells. r uppose that the correspond
ing substance in the ganglion cells of Homarus is the fatty sub tance,
the existence of which we have above (vide p. 108) indicated.

In the sections of some cells, I have observed a slight t~nd ncy
to a differentiation of the protoplasm into darker and lighter stained
parts (vide fig. 48). This tendency is, howev 1', never very promi·
nent. Generally,' the protoplasm has a rather uniform, om what
deep staining, which possibly indicates the ext nsion of a (my loid ?;1
substance, connected with the spongioplasm, through the whol
protoplasm of the ganglion cells, as before mentioned in my d scrip
tion of the ganglion cells of Homarus, and possibly this substance
is of the same nature as that which forms the granules (above
mentioned) in macerated preparations.

The p,-ocesses of the ganglion cells. - The ganglion cells
have a unipolar, bipolar or multipolar shape. Whether unipolar or
multipolar, each cell has one ne,'vous p"ocess only, passing into
or through the central dotted substanc , the other, P"otoplasmic
processes, if they are present, are always very short, and have an
appearance similar to the protoplasm of the c 11. Th yare immedi
ately lost in the neuroglia-reticulation, or they pass to, and unit
with the perineurium surrounding the central nervous system.

I) 1n a great many sections I have fOllud a homogeneous yellow substance
being exteuded in the protoplasm of the ~anglion cells. It seems to be the sam"
substance which forms the granules in isolated cells.
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system. Their function is, in my opinion, of nutritive nature, as
mentioned before. l)

The contents of the nervous processes consists of primitive tubes.
The nervous processes (as well as the protoplasmic ones) are

enveloped by neuroglia-sheaths adherent to which n~uroglia-nuclei

may be seen.
The nuclei of the ganglion cells have a structure similar

tp what is before mentioned as regards the nuclei of the cells of
Homarus etc.

They are generally situated in, or towards, that pole of the cell
from which the nervous process issues. Sometimes they are also
situated in the mesial part of the cell and very seldom in the end
opposite to the nervous process.

They have a relatively large size; when they are situated near
the origin of the nervous process, they generally fill nearly the
whole diameter of the cell, leaving only a narrow layer of proto
plasm, through which the connection of the nervous process with
the upper principal part of the protoplasm is produced (vide fig. 53).
Frequently the space between the nucleus and the membrane en
veloping the cell is, however, so extremely narrow, that it looks as
if on Iy a very few primitive tubes could pass; it has, indeed, the
appearance as if the protoplasm of the ganglion cell was almost
divided by the nucleus into two separate parts.

In one case I have seen a nucleus sending a short process into
the nervous process (vide fig. 54); this short process was very
distinct, and appeared to be formed by the nuclear membrane; it
may be that it has only been an artificially produced, post-mortem,
appearance.

The ne1t1'ogl-ia-m embranes enveloping the ganglion cells
are thin and but slightly prominent. Neuroglia-nuclei, adherent to
them, arc occasionally seen. They are intimately connected with the
n uroglia reticulation extending between the ganglion cells (fig.
48-50, n1tr). When HALLER and RAWITZ seem to deny to some
extent the existence of such membranes, I think that it is owing

.) In the peripheral layers, almost all cells have unipolar shnpe, in the inner
layers (townrds and in the dotted substance), the bipolar or multipolar shape is more
common; a will later, in a separate chapter, be treated of, this also indicates the
nutritive significance of the protoplasmic processes. Real anastomoses of proto
plasmic processes from the same cell, or from various cells, I have never been able
to observe. and do n t believe either in their existence or in the significance
which Raller and most writers attribute to those processes (vide sequel).
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to imperfect stainIng. As above mentioned, these membranes also
envelope the processes issuing from the cells.

':'he Aacidiana.

The protoplasm of the ganglion cells of the. s idians
has, in isolated, macerated preparations, a reticular appearan e (vide
fig. 55-56), quite similar to what is before described in Mollusca,
Lwmbricus etc., and which appearance is, I suppose, to a certain
extent, produced by primitive tubes, which in a complicated way
are woven between each other and are, in the preparations, partly
seen in optic diameter. It is remarkable that a concentric arrange
ment in the protoplasm round the nucleus can, only \ ry seldom, be
traced out. The shape of a great many cells, and the situation of
the nuclei is, perhaps, to some extent, the cause of this. In sections,
the protoplasm of the cells exhibits a reticulation similar to what i
observed in isolated cells. At the points wh re th wall. of th
small meshes unite, small thickenings or granule occur, giving th
protoplasm a slightly granular appearance.

I have never observed in or outside the ganglion cells of the
Ascidians, yellow granules, similar to thos just described in the
ganglion cells of Patella, neither in macerated preparation nor In
sections.

In sections of some large cells, I have ob erved a tendency to
differentiation into small lighter stained areas, similar to what is d -
scribed in the ganglion cells of Homarus. This differentiation i
not, however, very prominent (vide fig. 58, a).

In preparations treated with osmic acid, or fluids containing this
agent, the whole protoplasm of the ganglion cells is also very
deeply stained by carmine colours (picro-carmine). I) . This inclicat s
perhaps the presence of a special substance (compare what is said
of till above.)

The nuclei of the ganglion cells have a eli tinct thin m m
brane, and an inner structure which has a varying appearance, similar
to what i., above mentioned in respect of the ganglion c lis of
Homarus etc. A distinct nucleolus is generally s n. The nuclei
are relatively large; they are situated in the mc-sial parts of the cells,

I) A method which in my experience is very ~ood for the nervous system
of the Ascidians, is treating with osmic acid (rr 0/,,) for +-1 hour, or even
longer, then sufficient washing in runnin~ water and stainin~ in ~ood picro

carmine (r "/0) for 24 hours or longer.
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or also sometimes near the pole from which the nervous process
issues or in the opposite side.

The processes of the ganglion cells. - The most common
shape of the ganglion cells is the unipolar one; the large, peripheric
ally situated cells, especially, are of this shape (fig.s 55,56,58). In
the inner layers and in the dotted substance, cells with bipolar, tri
polar or multipolar shape occur (fig. 57). Each cell has only one
nervous process, the other processes are protoplasmic, and their
function is of nutritive nature. That is also, in my opinion, the
reason why they principally occur in connection with cells situated
in the inner layers, and are directed towards the external sheath
(perineurium) enveloping the brain.

The nervous processes exhibit a longitudinal striation, and their
contents consist of primitive tubes. They are, in macerated prepra
tions, only lightly stained, and have an appearance different from that
of the protoplasm of the cells. The protoplasmic processes resemble,
in their appearance, the protoplasm of the cells.

The n eut'oglia-membr'anes enveloping the gan.qlion
cells arc very thin and but slightly prominent. The neuroglia is
but little developed, and occurs very sparingly between the gang
lion cells in the brain of the Ascidians.

Summary.

If the reader has followed me in these researches on the struc
ture of the ganglion cells of various types of invertebrates, he will
have gather d that there are sam principal features in the structure
whi h seem to be common to all the types investigated; and, if it is so,

w' may c nclude a. above, in respect of the structure of the nerve
tub\:s, that thos\: features in the structure of th· ganglion cells are
common to all invertcbrated bilaterates. \Ve may thus give the
following summary of our results:

1) The ganglion c lis of all invel'tebratea bilaterates can ist of
a nucleus with distinct membrane, and a varying inner structure, and
aloof a pt'vtoplasm with various constituents; the cells arc enclosed
by a membrane of nt'uroglia-substance.

2) The principill constituents of the protoplasm are primitive tubes,
having the same tructure as those in the nerve-tubt:s (they contain
hyaloplasm cnclo e I in spongioplasm). The course, and origin (or
termination) ill the c II, of these primitive tubes r am not in a posi
tion to describe pilrticularly; some of them very frequently circulate
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for some distance, concentrically, round th nucleus, giying the
ganglion cells a concentrically striated appearance.

In some ganglion cells, especially those of Homan4s and N~ll,.ops,

primitive tubes are part!) united in bundles, or to smaller or lal1?:er
masses situated in the protoplasm, and \\ hich are distinctly lighter
staining than the rest of the protoplasm, in which, howe, er, also,
plenty of primitive tubes occur (fig. 38).

In a great many, or possibly in all, ganglion cells a spongioplas
mic reticulation is present, extending from the enclosing neuroglia
membrane into the protoplasm, between the primitive tubes, and
intimately connected with the spongioplasmic sheaths of the latter.
This reticulation is very prominent, especially in the ganglion cell ,
of Homaru and ephrops, where thick spongioplasmic fil res af a
peculiar appearance, and connected with the rHiculation often occur
in the peripheral layers of the protoplasm, penetrating from the
neuroglia-membrane into the protoplasm (fig. 24).

Besides this reticulation, there is, probably, also a pecial, partly
fatty (myeloid?) substance present in all ganglion c lis of invert 
brated bilaterates, which substance does not generally occur in the
nerve-tubes. This substance possibly occurs to some extel1t, in
connection with the spongioplasmic reticulation, and extends betwecn
the primitive tul es of the protoplasm, giving the latter, in preparations,
the deep staining which is generally prominently diff rent frol11 the
£taining of the contents of the nervous processes and nelve-tul es
where primitive tubes only occur.

Whether it is the same ubslanc which, in th ganglion cell
of a great many animals (cf. Poly hCEta, Mollusca etc.), is connectcd
with a pigment (h::emoglobin?) and gives the nf'rVOLlS system its
special colour, I am not in a position to decide, although I think it
not improbable.

3) The processes of the ganglion cells are of two kinds; viz.
nervous processes and protoplasmic processes.

f nervous proce~ses each ganglion cell in the central nen'ous
system has alllmys one and never more. The nervous process s are
generally directed, centrally, towards the dotted substance.

When the ganglion cells are multipolar (the unipolar cell is,
however, the most common type in invertcbrated bilaterates) thl'
other processes are protoplasmic ones, and they are generally short
and directed peripherically, they having a nutritive function and
being united with the neuroglia. As regards structur an 1 appear·
ance, they are quite similar to the protoprasm of ganglion c lis.
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4) The contents of the nervous processes consists of primitive
tubes which spring from the protoplasm of the ganglion cells,
generally in such manner that they converge uniformly from the
whole protoplasm, towards the pole where the nervous process
issues; here they unite, and consti~ute the contents of the latter
(fig.s 26. 43-58).

In some ganglion cells (observed in Homarus and Nephrops)
the contents arises from a union of bundles of primitive tubes. The
contents of the nervous process may also be formed, in this or the
commOn manner, within the protoplasm of the cell for a shorter or
longer distance from the place where the process issues, the process
contents has thus, to some extent, an undjvided course through the
protoplasm within the cell itself (fig.s 37, 38 A, 59. 60). These latter
mo·des of origin I have observed especially in Homarus and Nephrops.

3. The structure of Leydig's dotted substance.

Th nature of the so-called LEYDlG'S dotted substance (~Punkt

substanz«), which is centrally situated in the nervous ganglia or the
central nerve-system of all invertebrated bilaterates, has been very
much discussed, and has been described in very different ways by
the many previous authors on this subject, as is already mentioned
in the historical introduction to this paper.

Where so many prominent scientists have given their opinion,
it i , of course, a serious matter to suggest a new view which is
contrary to almost all previous views. I) It was therefore not with
out some hesitation and only after careful investigations that I
entered lIpon the description of the dotted substance in the nerve·
syst m of the Myzoslomes 2) and subsequently upon the dotted sub
stance in the brain of the Ascidians. 3) Since that time I have
ext nded my investigations to a great many animals of various
clas es, and have always found my previous results connrmed in
the principal r spects.

My investigations lead me, thus, to maintain the view I have
pr viously stated, and I am now in a position to state it, as I

1) Leydig is, :I before mentioned, the author with whom [ can agree in

most respect.
2) 1. c. 1886.
J) I. c. 1886.
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11ope, with better and more complet~ expres ion. will be e 'n
from the following description, the structure of the dotted ub
stance is essentially the same in all the animals investigated. The
animal in which I have found it easiest to get a clear idea of the
structure is Homarus, the ventral ganglia of which give an excellent
material for investigations of this nature.

EomarU8 vulgari8.

Sections through the brain or the ventral ganglia of Romnrus
exhibit, in their mesial part, a more or less minute reticulation; to
some extent this reticulation even passes over into mas es whi h,
on a superficial examination, have a dotted app arance, for which
reason LEYDIG has also called it :tthe dotted substancec (:tPunkt
substanzc), w~thout intending, however, that this designation hould
be understood in its literal signification. On a more careful exa
mination of good and successfully stained sections, ven these masses
with the finest granular appearance exhibit a reticulation with v ry
minute but still distinct meshes; the granules are thickenings in the
reticulation. On examination of sections through a ventral ganglion
we will, indeed. find reticulations with meshes of all po ibl siz ,
from the transsected large nerve-tubes (dorsally situated and is uing
from the longitudinal commi sures or from the periph ral n rv ) down
to the extremely minute meshe in the dotted ma se ju t mentioned,
which meshes are of about the same size as th transse ted primi
tive tubes in the sections of the nerve-tubes or ev n much mall- r.

The substance forming this r ticulation is rat11er uniformly
stained through the whole mass, and in a manner similar to that in
which the neuroglia-sheaths of the nerve-tubes are stained (vide
fig. 62). It is a distinct staining which is, consequently. different
from that of the spongioplasm in the nerve-tubes (vide fig. 62).
This makes me believe that it is not quite the same substance as
that which I have, previously, in this papcr called spongioplasm, but
that it is rather the neuroglia- ubstance which forms this reticulation,
as I can, really, see no distinct diff, rence between th· n uroglia
enclosing the smaller or larger nerve-tubes and thc suustance form
ing the smallest meshes.

Within the meshes a lightly stained, hyalil1e, substance occurs,
which is similar to the hyaloplasm of the nerv -tubes.

A question of great interest ig now, whether thcse small meshes,
seen in sections, belong to a a real reticulation formed by fibrillce,
as almost all writers agree in describing it (somc writers call it
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»nenrous retic.( others call it partly »retic. of connective-tissue«) or
whether they are transsected tubes similar to the meshes produced by
the transsection of the larger nerve-tubes with which we are already
acqvainted. In the former case, the hyaline substance seen within
the meshes should be interfibrillar substance, in the latter case it
must be a substance filling the tubes, probably hyaloplasm.

On careful examination of transverse sections we will immediately
receive a reply to this question. If the meshes are transsected tubes,
we may expect to find in a section through a mass consisting of a
plait of such slender tubes, not only transversally transsected tubes
but also longitudinal transsected ones. And that is, in fact, the
case. On a glance at fig. 62 (which represents a part of a trans
verse section through a ventral ganglion of Nephrops norvegicus,
which is, however, so quite similar to Homarus, in this' respect, that
we can indeed see no difference) we will, in the fine reticulation
(ds) be able to see transversally transsected tubes as well as longi
tudinally transsected ones, the latter having the shape of more or
less oblong meshes.

On examination of spots where small parts of nerves originate
in similar masses of dotted substance, its composition of tubes
will be still more evident. Fig. 61 represents such a spot, highly
magnified, in the mesial part of the first ventral ganglion of Homa
rus. That the meshes, fpt, are transsected tubes is, J think, dis
tinctly seen; c is a tube partly longitudinally transsected; a is a
bundle of similar tubes issuing from various parts of this mass of dotted
substance and passing to the root of a nerve. Many similar proofs of
the tube-nature of the meshes, seen in the dotted substance, can be
found on xamination of sections through the ganglia of Homarus, and
each of them speaks so clearly that I think it, really, to be a waste
of time to give further, circumstantial, description of it at present. l

)

Having thus lucidated this question regarding the tube struc
ture of the dotted substance, the next question of interest becomes
- of what kin I these tubes are, whether nerve-tubes or primitive
tub·s, or what else?

Nerve-tul es ar , as previously mentioned, present in great plenty
in the d tted substance, as will be seen in fig. 62-6,. These nerve
tubes have all possible gradations from large, fig. 62, tnt' and tnt,
clown to very small ones, of which we have, for instance, a trans
s eted bundle in fig. 62, s nt. The smallest meshes or tubes, ds,

I) .Ill some parl' of the dotted substance the tubes are somewhat loosely situ

ated, and the intervals belween them are then filled with a 11ell1'oglia 9ponge-?V01·k.
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are, however, all of them, smaller than those smal1 ner..e-tube , and
they have, to a certain extent, a rather unitorm size, with tlleir ma
meter about the same as that of the common primitive tube' of
the nerve-tubes (vide in tnt'). There are, also, a great many ex
tremely minute meshes or tubes which are even smaller than the
smallest primitive tubes I have been able to obsen'e in tIl nerve:
tubes. These minute tubes wil1, subsequently, b more cir um
stantially described. The principal difference betw en the primiti\'e
tubes of the nerve-tubes and the tubes of tlle dotted substance i
that, the latter have more distinct and deeper stained heatll. eeing
how nerves are formed by the union of these tubes, it i , therefore, in
my opinion, evident that they are primitive tube' with touter heath
than they have in the nerve-tubes. These, the sh atll, in tll'
dotted substance, seem to be form d or, at all events, made stronger
by the same neuroglia which also envelopes the n I've-tube'; thi
neuroglia does not seem, however, to be very distinctly di tinguished
from the spongioplasm, as we have, also, previou ly een in th
ganglion cells (cf. p. 100-(02). Inside these primitive tubes, I hav
been able to observe any structure, only the hyaline ub. tance,
hyaloplasm, above mentioned. The granules which have given the
dotted substance its name, are, partly, thickenings in the sheaths of
the tubes, especially along their concreting edges; to some extent
they are extremely slender tube traussected (vide seql.l I).

The meshes which are somewhat larger than those small me hes
in the dotted substance, are, I think, transsected smal1 nerve-tubes
consisting of a few primitive tubes only.

We have thus, in the dotted substance in th ganglia of H 
marus, a complicated plaiting or web of primitive tubes, and partly
of nerve-tubes, of various sizes. On examination of longitudinal
sections we will find that, these tubes have in the dotted substance
of the ventral ganglj2, to a certain extent, a t nd ncy to follow a
longitudinal course; this is especially the case in th parts where th
nerve-tubes issuing from the longitudinal commissures are situat d.
To some extent, we also find bundles of nerv -tubes running trans
versally as commissures from on side of the central nerve-system
to the other, or also running to the p ripheral nerves.

Smaller or larger distinctly defined masses, appal' nt1y consisting
exclusively of primitive tubes, are mesially situated in most ganglia;
they are, however, especially prominent in the first ventral ganglion
and in the brain; fig. 61 represents, as before mentioned, a part of
such a mass situated, mesially, in the first ventral (thoracic) ganglion.
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The illustration is drawn under the camera lucida and very high
microscopical power.

As we can not undertake the very complicated topography of
the ganglia of Homarus in this paper, we will not enter upon the
topographical peculiarities here, which KR~EGER, YUNG, DIETL and
others have already to some extent previously described; we must
confine ourselves to indicate the constituents of the various masses
of the ;tfibrillar« substance (dotted substance) filling the mesial parts
of the ganglia. The constituents of these we have found to be
primitive tubes, or also nerve-tubes, and ne'uroglia.

Though I have not, as mentioned, been able to observe any
structure inside the primitive tubes described there may perhaps be
a still smaller or more minute constituent in the dotted substance.
Such minuter constituent I have, however, not observed in common
preparation'> stained in ha:matoxylin, carmine etc.; it is oryly on
application of the chromo-silver method, mentioned p. 77-80,
and partly on staining by HEJI)ENHAI~'S ha:matoxlin method,
that it has been possible to observe such a constituent, and even
then only imperfectly. It consists of extremely slender fibrilla: or
rather tLi bes, which run in all directions in the dotted substance
between the larger tubes, and whose diameters are much smaller
than any of the primitive tubes described. Such fibrilla: or tubes
are seen in fig.s 63-65. Many of them are, here, seen to be given
of( from larger nerve-tubes. Some of them have, at certain intervals,
varioccles (vide fig. 63, f; fig. 64, i, vf.), and resemble in their appear
ance the vari ose nerve-fibrilla: I have found in the central nerve
syst m of Myxine (and which will be subsequently described) and
til vari ose nerv -fibrilla: described by GOLGI in the central nerve
system of th Mammalians, and, further, the nerve-fibrilla: described
by BELLONe} in the tectum opticum etc. of fishes and birds, etc. etc.
In the varioceles xtr mely sl nder branches are probably given off,
th h;\ve, how vel', only in a few places been stained. The varioceles
exepted, th fibrilla: ar smooth and have a deep reddish-black
staining. As will be een from the illustrations, their thickness is
very variabl ; they subdivide and at each subdivision they grow

thinner.
Wh ther the structure of those fibrilla: is that of tubes with

h aths and semi-fluid contents, a we have previously described the
primitiv tub to have, is of course extremely difficult to decide.
v..-e kn w, at present, so very little of the nature of the chromo
sil ver staining, that it can only give us little instruction in this
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respect. The reason why these fibrillce, and also small nen'e-tubes,
are so distinctly and deeply stained, whilst the sheaths of the larger
nerve-tubes only get a light reddish staining is, for instan e, very
difficult to explain. Seing, however, that it is only the sheaths of
the larger nerve·tubes or a layer just inside the sheaths which be·
comes stained, we may perhaps conclude that this is also the ca e
with the smallest nerve-rubes; indeed, we can, to some extent,
observe it in trans\ erse sections of them, though their cont nt
also appear to be somewhat stained. eeing that it i the case
with the smallest nerve-tubes from which these fibrillce i sue, and
which they quite resemble in their staining, it is, in my opinion,
most probable that they also have an external layer which i the
essential staining part of them, notwithstanding that the ontents ar
also stained. That it is principally the external lay r of the fiblillce
which are stained, can sometimes be observed, especially in the
thicker fibrillce, or in their varicose thickenings. To sp ak more
distinctly I will say that I do not think it is th xternal part of
the neuroglia-sheaths. but that it is either their internal part or rather
a layer inside them which is specially staining in these sl nder tub - .

Judging from chromo-silver preparation I think ther fore that
it is probable these fibrillce are tubes, the smallest of which mu t
consequently have an almost infinitesimal diameter. On examination
of preparations stained with HErDENHAIN'S hcematoxylin method we
arrive at very similar result ; ind d, the tube-structure of th se
slender fibrillce (which are also partly stain d by this method) i
still more evident. Fig. 65 represents a part of a section through
such a preparation of the dotted substance (drawn under the cam.
luc. and very high powers of the microscope). The slender fibrillce,
which are deeply stained, are seen longitudinally or transversally trans
sected in this very thin section. Transv rsally trans ected th y
appear, partly, as extremely minute meshes, which we have before
mentioned. Longitudinally transsected they, partly, exhibit very
distinct longitudinal outlines and a lighter contents. Frequently th y
are, however, so slender, that no such structure can be distinguished,
neither in transverse sections nor in longitudinal ones. f the tube·
structure of these smallest fibrill;e I must, thereforc, once more ex
pressly say that we clo not yet know anything with certainty.

Another qu stion is, whether are those fibriJlce or tubes only very
thin primitive tubes which by subdivision etc. have become so thin,
or are they a special constitucnt contained in the primitiv tubes r
Seeing that they issue from nerve-tubes, J think it is evid nt that the
former, or the latter must be the case, tediu11l non datum. That they
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are of real nervous nature, and are not simply fibres belonging to the
connective substance, neuroglia, is not, I think, open to argument.

To decide the above question is not easy. As before mentioned,
it has not been possible to detect any structure inside the sheaths
of the primitive tubes, neither in the nerve-tubes nor in the dotted
substance. In spite of this a structure may of course be present;
the primitive tubes are already so very minute that even our present
powers of the microscope, though high, would not readily suffice to
exhibit such a structure of small tubes or fibrilla: i'nside them. We,
therefore, at present, stand, h re, before a terra incognita, and must
content ourselves with suppositions, which we will, however, leave
the reader to form for himself. What we know is that, these
fibrilla; spring from subdivisions of nerve-tubes or primitive tubes
- or they are given off, from them, in form of slender lateral
branchlets, and it is then, perhaps, most reasonable to as ume that
they arise only by a subdivision of primitive tubes.

As to their course in the dotted substance, I will expressly
say that, I have neVe1' succeeded in observing these fibrillce to {ot'm
a reticulation with real meshes, neither have I seen them anastomose
with each othet·. They fr quently exhibit, in sections, an extr mely
compli atcd course with a great many subdivisions and branches,
but in my pI' parations they always avoid union with each other.
They form, consequently. a kind of loose plaiting or web and not a
r ti ulation as most author d scribe. They pass along the walls
I etwcen the thicker tub s of the dotte I substance.

v\ hat previous author have de cribed as nervous reticulation
in Homarus, a well as other invertebrates, is, as mentioned above,
th transs cted tubes, primitive tube and n rve-tubes, forming the
cl tt d ub ·tan e, tht;; hath of which tubes, in ections, give the
app 'aran e of a reticulation. LEYDIG cle_cribes, as mentioned p. 60,
a p ng'-work (» chwammwerkc, »Balkenwerkc) in the dotted sub
stan " \ hich ponge·work h suppo es to be of the nature of a
'upport; the real nervous subst:1I1ce, hyaloplasm, is diffusively ex
tended in th' cavities of thi sponge-work. ') As may be seen from

') Leydig docs I",t exactly Slate what he supposes to he the orij!in of this

reliculnti, n. In 'Zelle und (;ewehec 1885 p. 173-174 he only ~peaks of the
dOllt''' substonce as eontaininj! a oprotoplasmati ches 'etz- oder riehtill'er Sehwalllm
werk.. uf this 0 'ehw:llllmwerkc or .Balkenwerk c he says: cwo nun Nervenur

sprunge gcsetzt sind oftlnet sieh dn; Bnlkenwerk zu Lingsstreifen, die zwischen
ich .lie homogenc Gnlndsubst:lIIz ebensu aufnehmen, als es in dem sieh dureh

kreuzenc1en ~laschenwerk ges hchen war.' In another place he says, however, that
th' ,Inlled substance 'entsteht durch fortg'esetzte Theilung und netzi,ge AuRosnng

ckr FIl"z:ilze lIer Gnng-lienku,geln, gcnauer gesaiCt, ihres Spongiplasma' (I. e. p. 187)·
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my description, above, I agree principally with LEYDIG, as to the
nature of the two substances, but we do not agree as to their
structure. LEYDIG calls the substance of his reticulation s-poflg;o

plasm; as I have tried to distinguish between spongioplasm and neu
r(lglia, I have called the same substance fIl~uroglia, which, however,
in my opinion, forms tubes (enveloping primitive tubes or n TV -tubes)
and not a sponge-work in the dotted substance. LEYDIG does not
draw any line of demarcation between spongioplasm and neuroglia.
His opinion is that, what he calls spongioplasm is a reticulated ub
stance which is present in the gang;lion cells, as w 11 as in the cells
of the neuroglia, or the connective-tissue as he calls it; and that
there is, in the nerve-system of the vertebrates, an intimate conne 
tion between the spongioplasm of both kinds of cells (cf. op. cit.
p. 187-(89). In a future paper on the structure of the n u
roglia, the writer will have an opportunity to treat of this subject
more circumstantially.

The origin of the primitive tubes and tibrill(1) of t1le
dotted substance. - Having described what the constituents of
the dotted substance are, as far as our ability goes, we will now
advance to examine from whence these constituents come. To do thi ,
we must try to learn the course of the nervous processe , i suing
from the ganglion cells, and the nerve-tubes in the dotted substance.

We have, already, said that the nervous processes of the ganglion
cells occasionally subdivide, and give off branches, on their cour c
from the ganglion cells to the dotted substance. On a clo er
examination we will find that they do the same, in a higher degr -,
on their course through the dotted substance.

This subdivision and branching of the nervous processe cannot
easily be traced, without staining by tile chromo-silve,' methocl
(cf. p. 78). In successful preparations, stained in this way, I have
occasionally been able to trace the nervous processes, to some ex
tent, on their course through the dotted substance. When a nervous
process was visible for some distance along its course dichotomous
subdivisions, or finer side·branches given off from it, were always
observed; I have never observed a nervous process which, for any
considerable length, had an isolated cours through the dotted sub
stance.

On comparison of the course of the various nervous proc sses,
I have found that they essentially differ, and that there must be two
kinds or types of them, which behave in two different ways on
their course through the dotted substance.

9
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In the course of some processes dichotomous subdivisions are
very common, and the branches of the process subdivide, again, into
smaller and smaller branches, this seems to continue until the whole
process is broken up into a great many fine primitive tubes or
fibrill re, and its individuality is, consequently, quite lost. I have not,
yet, been able to trace any process to its division into the finest
tubes, but from the little I have seen, however, I believe that I
am entitled to conclude that such must be the case. Fig. 63, a

and b represent pieces of such processes, which are drawn under
the camera lucida direct upon the stone; fig. 70 represents a gang
lion cell with such a process.

A great many processes have quite another character. I have
been able to trace them for long distances through the ganglia,
in one case even directly into the root of a nerve, without seing
any subdivision. They have, however, no isolated course; at
certain intervals they give off slender side-branchlets which often
subdivide in the dotted substance. At the places where such
branchlets issue, the nervous processes have generally small thicken
ing or varioceles. I think that all the nervous processes of this
typ pass to a commissure or peripheral nerve, and become a com
missural or peripheral nerve-tube. We may thus say, of these
nervous processes, that they keep their individuality, but have no
isolated cou,·se. Fig. 64, a, b, c, d represent nervous processes of
this kind; fig. 68 and 6g represent ganglion cells with such processes.

We may thus establish two types of nervous processes viz.
I) nervous processes which lose their individuality and are entirely
broken ~tp into slende,' primitive tubes and fibrill~, and 2) nervous pro
ccs e which keep thei,' individuality and pass through the dotted
'ul stance of th ganglia, forming a nerve-tube, but which have no
isolated COHt'se, ide-branchlets being given off on the way through
th d ttcd substance.

W havc, before, said that the nervous processes subdivide, and
gi ' ff branchlets also before the reach they dotted substance. The
branches and branchlets which arise in this way seem, however,
chi Ay, if not wholly, to penetrate into th dotted sub tance; they
fr quently enter into this substance together with the thicker nervous
\-Iro c 'ses, a' will be sccn in fig. 64, e, f, where several such branche
are repr sented. It seems, thus, not to be of any essential import
wh th r the nervous processes subdivide in or outside the dotted
ub tanc ,a in both cases the branches penetrate into it and be

come one of its constituents.
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It is, howe\'er, not only the nervous processes which subdh'ide
or give off branches to the dotted substance and thus contributes
to its formation; the nerve-tubes coming from the longitudinal com
missures and from the peripheral nerves also do the same.

That the largish nerve-tubes of the lcmgituclinal commissures sub
divide to some extent in the ganglia, may already be concluded
from the fact that, in a transverse section through the c ntral
part of a ventral ganglion, only a very small number of tran 
sected large nerve-tubes is seen. The many largish nerve-tubes of
the commissures must, therefore, either have passed to til peripheral
nerves, or they must have subdivided, or have become dimini hed
by giving off lateral branchlets, or finally they may originat in
ganglion cells. On exa'mination of longitudinal sections tain d
with hrematoxylin etc. it may be seen that these longitudinally
running nerve'-tubes subdivide, in the ganglia, to a great xtent.
The contents of the longitudinal commissures radiate into the dotted
substance of the ganglia, and are to some extent lost in it owing to
the subdivisions of the nerve-tubes.

On examination, of longitudinal sections or preparations success
fully stained by the chromo-silver method this is of course seen
much more distinctly. In such sections, I have seen longitudinal
nerve-tubes which were broken up by subdivisions into fine primitive
tubes and fibrillre (vide fig. 64, l' 3' II)'

I have, however, aI 0 seen longitudinal nerve-tubes passing
undivided through the ventral ganglia and into th commissur s
quitting them at the other side. Sometimes I have obs rved such
nerve-tubes to give off side-branchlets to the dott d substance of
the ganglia through which they pass (cr. fig. 64, 2' 6' 8' 9' 10)'

I believe that some of the longitudinal nerve-tubes pass to ganglion
cells, and are connected witht their nervous proce ses, or, in other
words, that they are direct continuations of the nervous processes.
I have certainly in no preparation succeeded in really observing such
~ direct connection; I have, however, seen so many indications of
its probable existence that I do not think there can be much doubt
about it. These nerve-tubes do not, however, have any isolated
course, they give off side-branchlets to the dotted substance.

The nerve-tubes of the peripheral nerves originat in the
ganglia in two, or rather three, ways.

Some ne1've-tubes spring directlty from ganglion cells, being di
rect continuations of nervous processes, as before mentiolled. These

9*
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nerve-tubes, or nervous, processes give off side-branch1ets. on their
way through the dotted substance, vide fig, 6<), which represents.
such a nerve-tube, seen in a section stained by the chromo-silver
method; in the section a few lateral branchlets only; were stained~

but I think it probable that there were more. The nerve-tubes
spring from ganglion cells which are situated either on the same
side as the peripheral nerve to which the nerve-tubes belong, or on.
the opposite side of the ganglion.

Other nerve-tubes do not spring directly from ganglion cells, but
arise from the dotted substance by a union of slender primitivv
tubes and (ibriUce, which unite to form thicker and. thicker tubes.
I have never succeeded in tracing a nerve-tube with such an origin.
to its finest branches; this is owing to the very complicated course
of those nerve-tubes; they often originate on the same side as the
peripheral nerve to which they belong, but most frequently they
originate on the opposite side. They then pass united to bundles,.
or transverse comrnissures, from one side of the ganglion to the
other. Though I have not been able to trace such nerve-tubes·
through the whole extent of their course, I have,. however, seen.
their origin in portions and believe I am entitled to say that it is.
as just described.

When we now gather what will be the constituents of the'
dotted substance according to the above given investigations we will
have the following.

1) The branches of those nervous processes which lose their
individuality and are entirely broken up into fine branches.

2) The side·branchlets of those nervous processes which di-
rectly become nerve-tubes and do not lose their individuallty (but
which on their course through the dotted substance give off side
branchl ts).

3) The branches of those nerve-tubes which come from the'
longitudinal commissures, and which in the dotted substance are
entir ly broken up into slender branches.

4) The side·branchlets given off from those nerve-tubes of th~

longitudinal commissures which pass entirely through the ventral
ganglia, only giving off branchlets to the dotted substance.

s) The side-branchlets joining those nerve·tubes of the longi
tudinal commissure which spring directly from ganglion cells. These'
branchlet are partly th same as those mentioned in 2.

6) The primitive tubes and branchlets, or fib ri llce, which unite-
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to constitute those peripheral nerve-tubes which entirel}' spring from
the dotted substance.

7) The side-branchlets joining those peripheral nerve·tubes which
.are direct continuations of nervous processes from ganglion cells.
These side-branchlets are, consequently, partly tile same as those
mentioned in 2.

We have thus seen that the constituents of th dotted sub
stance are tubes, and that these tube::. have a ratll r variabl ongll1.
What the significance of the dotted substance i ,\\" \ ill in subse·
quent chapters have the oportunity to examine.

Nephropa norvegioua.

In ephrop5 the structure and relations of the dotted ub tance
is 50 quite similar to what they are in Homaru , that th abov
·given description will suit in all particulars for bolli Homaru and

ephrops.

The NereidEB.

Amongst the Po)ychcetes, it is chiefly the Nereidce (e p ially
Nereis virens) that I have examined in respect of the structur' of
the dotted substance; I shall therefore in this chapter mention tho
.animals only.

As the dotted substance of the ventral nerve-cord i the
'simplest, and easiest to investigate, we will confine ours Ives to it.

In the ventral nerve-cord of Nereis the dotted substanc ha, as
is well known, a situation and ex"ten ion very differ nt from what is th
-case in the ventral nerve-cord of Homarus. There ar no distinct
ganglia, and no distinctly separated longitudinal commi ur ,th dot
ted substance has, thus, a more uniform extension in two longitudinal
rods along the whole nerve-cord. Its composition of tub s is, if
possible, still more evident than it is in Homarus. In transvers
sections of the nerve-cord we find, as before mentioned (vid fig. J 4),
a reticulation with small and large meshes. In longitudinal s tions
we find a longitudinal striation, which show that the m hes of th
reticulation, seen in transverse sections, are transsected thick and thin
longitudinal nerve-tubes. The whole so-called dotted substance of
the ventral nerve-cord of ereis consists, thus, principally of longi
tudinally running tubes.

On close examination of sections under high powers of the
microscope it will, however, be seen that slender tu b s pass in
all directions between these longitudinal tubes; this is very pro-
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minent in some small masses, which are especially ventrally situated
on each side of the nerve-cord, and which have a more minute and
granular appearance than the rest of the dotted substance.

In longitudinal section such masses will be found to occur
especially near places where peripheral nerves issue. Fig. 66 represents
such a place taken from a longitudinal section. a a are parts of
the central longitudinal septum, dividing the ventral nerve-cord longi
tudinally into two lateral cords tcf. fig. 10, a). Smaller and larger
nerve-tubes (tf', tt', tt) are seen passing the septum, from one side
of the nerve-cord to the other, a great many of these small nerve
tubes (tt''') seem to pass to the origin of the peripheral nerve,
which origin lies to the left of the illustration. Some large nerve
tubes (pt, pt) pass to the same peripheral nerve. Amongst the
longitudinal nerve-tubes smallish (t) as well as largish (It) tubes may
be seen. The nerve-tubes running transversally between these
longitudinal nerve-tubes are, also, of different sizes. Besides nerve
tubes, neurogl.ia-fibres with transverse courses also occur, and they
are often difficult to distinguish from nerve-tubes. Such transverse
neuroglia-fibres may, for instance, be distinctly seen in the dotted
substance on the left hand side of fig. 67.

Neurogl'ia-nuclei occur somewhat sparingly in the dotted sub
stance of the ventral nerve-cord of Nereis. They are oblong, have
a granular appearance, and arc generally longitudinally situated in
the sheaths of the longitudinal nerve-tubes (vide fig. 66, n). They
are, however, also transversally situated in the sheaths of transverse
nerve-tubes (vide fig. 66, n').

To find the origin anu course of the various tubes constituting the
dottcd substancc has becn very difficult, as I have not yet succeeded
in obtaining any staining by the chromo- ilver method in the nervous
system of these animals. As far as r have been able to penetrate
by help of the common staining with hcematoxyhn etc. (which has
b for been described) I believe, however, to have found that the
constituent of the dotted substance have chiefly (if not wholly) the
sam origin in these animals as they have in Homarus.

I have found ganglion cells with nervous processes wich were
directly transformed into nerve-tubes, but from which side-branchlets
W re given off (vide fig. 44). I have, however, not been able to
trace such nerve-tubes (direct continuations of nervous processes)
into peripheral nerves; those which I have observed, have partly
had a longitudinal cour e in the nerve-cord.

I have al 0 found ganglion cells with nervous processes, which
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subdivided in the dotted substance, and seemed to be entirely broken
up into slender branches.

I have observed longitudinal nerve-tubes which seemed to sub
divide and be broken up into branches, similar to those longitudinal
nerve-tubes I have observed in the ventral ganglia of Homanls.

I have also observed side-branchlets to be given off from longi
tudinal nerve-tubes passing along the nerve-cord.

Finally, I have observed peripheral nerve-tubes springing from
the dotted substance, being apparently formed by a union of
slender tubes.

Peripheral nerve-tubes springing directly from ganglion cells, I
have, as above mentioned, not been able to trace out, but I have
been able to trace peripheral nerve-tubes for considerable distances
through the dotted substance passing frequently ov I' to the other
side of the ventral nerve-cord, and I believe that they often spring
directly from ganglion cells.

From the little we have seen, we may therefore conclude, that
the constituents of the central mass, or dotted substance, of the
ventral nerve-cord of Nereis are chiefly the same as tho e we have
found in Homarus; the principal constituent is, however, in Nereis
longitudinally running nerve-tubes, and the other constituents are
comparatively sparingly present. Masses of a complicated web or
plaiting of extremely slender tubes, si mlla~ to that which is de
scribed in the ganglia of Homarus, do not occur in Nereis.

Upon the whole, the dotted substance of Nereis is very simple
in its structure, and represents a primary state.

The suggestion of E. ROHDE I) that the ventral nerve-corel of
the Polych;.e~es are only developed peripheral nerves because of
the longitudinally running nerve-tubes, which should indicate the
nerve-origin, is I think not very well founded. If that is right, the
ventral nerve-cord of all invertebrated bilaterates which have a nerv 
cord, must also spring from peripheral nerves only, bec;lUse in all
of them there are, according to my investigations, a gr at many
longitudinal nerve-tubes, indeed the spinal nerve-cord of the verte
brates must also have the same origin. I do not know if this is
ROHDE'S opinion? According to this view the primary state of the
nerve-system must be a central brain from which nerves only issue.
Some of these nerves must th n at a later stag, by an emigration
from the brain, or in some other manner, have got ganglion c lis.

1) I. c. 1886.
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I do not think it necessary to discuss any further the many diffi
culties which would arise from such a theory; in my opinion, it is
quite contrary to all known laws of evolution of the nervous-system.
The longitudinal nerve-tubes have, in my opinion, another origin and
significance, but this is not the place to enter into researches of
this nature, we will defer this for a later occasion. I)

I) Dr. E. Rohde describes -die Leydig'sche Punktsubstanz- of the Polych:-e
tes in the following way: • Untersucht man das Gehirn deT Polychreten auf feinen
Schnitten. so erkennt man. das dieselbe aus sehr vielen und feinen Fiiserchen be
steht. welche wirr durch einander ziehen und bald im Liiugsschnitt als Linien. bald
im Querschnill als Punkte erscheinen. Das Bauchmark hat im wesentlichen die
selbe Structur, nur lIberwiegen hier liingsverlaufende Fiisercben. welche aber zahl
reich von schiefen und queren gekreuzt werden. Querschnitte und Liingsschnitte
zeigen im Gegenzatz zum Gehim im Bauchstrang ein verschiedenes Bild. die Liings
sehnille mehr Liuien, die Quersebnille mehr Punkte.. It will be seen that, this
description by Rohde differs very much from mine. His -Fiisereben< are what I
call sheaths of the nerve-tubes. It is strange, however. that he does not seem to
have observed the reticulation which is produced in sections by the transseetions
oC the nerve-tubes, and which is very prominent and distinct, for instance, in trans
verse sections of the ventral nerve-cord; he has perhaps applied unsuccessful
stainin«-methods. In his description oC the large nerve-tubes he mentions, however.
C,brous sheaths enveloping them. OC one of the colossal nerve-fibres oC Slhenelais,
he says, that -it arises by a union of two nerve-fibres coming directly Crom two
colossnl gnnglion cells in lhe brnin. - and that it is enveloped by a fibrous
sheath, which is at first closely applied to it, but in its Curther course separates
from it nnd theu encloses a cavity. which constantly becomes larger posteriorly
and in the middle of the body attains an enormous diameter.. The nerve-fibre.
which almost disappears in its wide sheath, gives off fine processes, traversing the
whole cavity and apparently penetrating into the sheath. Towards the posterior
extremity oC the body the cavity becomes smaller. and conditioDs corresponding to
tho e oC the nnterior extremity are reestablished.

As [ have not examined Slhenelais, I can have no opinion of the correct
ness oC this statcment; I havc not met with any structurc similar to it in the Poly
chretcs T have cxamincd. From Rohde's own description it appears to me that
therc must hnvc becn some irregularities in his prcparations.

As to the origin of the large nerve-tubes, Rohde slates that they spring di
rectly from «an«lion cells. As to their terminations, his opinion is that they are
generally brokcn up into -Ceine "~iiserchen'. wich in transverse sections are seen
as minute dArk points or dots.

The processes oC the gAnglion cells (which are -ausnahmslos unipolar<) pass.
in his opinion, to the dotted substance partly -begleitet von Subcuticularfasern,
welche nber bnld nach ihrem Eintritt verschwinden.< What is meant by -Sub
cuticularCnsern< I do not exactly understand. perhaps it is thc neuro/!Iia-sheaths
surrounding the processes. The smaller processes -gehen direct in die centralen
Fiiserehen tiber.< The lArger proces"es are partly enveloped by a sheath, being a
continntltion oC the shenth oC the ganglion cells. He believes it to be probable
-da s ie durch pinself<irmige Auflosung in die Fiiserchensubstanz libergehen.<
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LumbriCuS agrico a.

In Lumbricus, the dotted sub tance of the central nervous sy tern
-represents a more developed state than it does in erei, it having a
much more complicated structure; this is at once prominentl) apparent
in transverse and longitudinal sections. The sub tance con i ts of
tubes, and exhibits in sections a minute reticular appearan ,th
tubes being generall) ery sl nder; th y vary a great deal a t
their diameter, some are e..'Ctremely lender, oth rs are thick r but
their average size is small. The tubes have, in the ventral ner. e
cord, a longitudinal course, principally a may be seen in longitudinal
sections. Between the longitudinal tubes, slender tube ar , how ver,
-interwoven, running in all directions, and forming a c mplicated wei
-or plaiting. This plaiting is present to a much greater xtcnt than
is the case in ereis, and at the same time the diam tel' of the
tubes are generally much smaller than they are ther .

As is well known there are no ganglia in the ventral nerv -cord
-of Lumbricus, and thus the dotted substance is uniformly xtend d
along the whole nerve-cord.

The fibrillce described by many previou authors, e. g. CLArA

REDE, are, in my opinion, as befor mentioned, only the trans ct d
sheaths of the tubes which are th real con titu nt of th dott d
sub tance.

In re p ct of the origin of these tube forming th con titu nt
of the dotted substance, it may b aid so far a my xp ri nee
goes, that their origin is quite imilar to what i ~ und in rei'
and Homarus.

A to the nervous proces of th ganglion c II , I have ob-
served the same two type as ar described in Homaru, viz.
I) nervous processes retaining their individuality and dir tly b com
ing nerve-tubes (either of a peripheral nerve or runnin longitudinally
in the ventral nerve-cord [fig. 841) but which give off sid -branch] ts
to the dolt d substance (fig. 7[, t, g), and 2) nervou pro s s which
lose their individuality and are, by subdivisions, entir Iy br k n up
into slender tubes losing themselves in the dolt d substan .
.(fig. 7[, a, d, " and fig. 72).

As to the course of the longitudinal nerve-tubes of th d tt d
sub tance, and the double origin of the p ripheral nerve-tub s, J hav .
-observed conditions very similar to those stated of Homaru I but
my observations have been rather imp rfect, as I hav n t 01 tain d
.such taining in Lumbricus as I hay in Homarus.
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Neuroglia-nuclei occur sparingly in the dotted substance of
Lumbricus (fig. I I, k; fig. 7I, n, n').

The Molluscs.

In Patella we find the dotted substance to have an appearance
rather clifferent from that of the animals before described. The
elements of the dotted substance are, here, much smaller, and more
difficult to trace out than those we have hitherto examined.

On a careful examination of successfully stained transverse sec
tions through the pedal nerve-cord of Patellfl, it is possible to ob
serve a minute reticulation with very small but distinct meshes. It
is this reticulation which HALLER in the Rhipidoglossa, and RAwITZ

in the Acephalcs, describe as nervous reticulation. Besides the meshes
which have extremely slender walls, a great many dark dots are also
seen. These dots are situated in the walls of the meshes, and
chiefly in their corners where several walls of various meshes meet.
It is these dots which RAWITZ has described as varicose thickenings
in the nervous fibrill<e which he supposes to form this reticulation
in the Acephales.

On examination of longitudinal sections through the pedal nerve
corcl, it is seen that the dotted substance has, here, a somewhat
differ nt appearance. The reticulation seen in transverse sections
is not present to such extent, on the other hand longitudinally
running distinctly stained fibrill<e are very prevalent. These fibrill::e
are extremely slender, and are stained in the same way as the
I' ticulation in transver<;e sections. The intervals between those
fibrilla: are very small and are of about the same size as the dia
III tel's of the me hes of the reticulation. This indicate that the
mesh s are transsected tubes, and that the longitudinal fibrill<e are
partly the transsected sheaths of these tubes. It is consequently, in
so far, a structure somewhat similar to what we have found in
Lumb"icMs and Ncreis. In longitudinal sections, but especially in
oblique ones, it is seen that the dark dots vi ible in transverse sec
tions are transsected fibrill<e, chiefly running along the concreting
edges of the tubes. The question i, now, whether these fibri1l<e
belong to the n uroglia, and are only thickenings in the fibrous sheaths
of the nerve-tubes. or whether tJley are real nerve-fibrill<e r To decide
this question, 1 have examined fresh preparations as well as macerated
ones, but I must admit, that in this respect I have not till yet succeeded
in getting a clear idea of the real relations in the structure of the
dotted substance of Patella. In fresh isolated preparations of the
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dotted substance plenty of fibres of various sizes are e n. Th
greater part of them are extremely slender. In fig. 85 some of the
fibres from fresh preparations are illustrated. They are pres nt in
every preparation to unlimited extent, and do not eem to be formeJ
in any artificial way, but only to be just isolated. In macerated
preparations they are still more prominent (fig. 86). They may,
here, be isolated, and traced for long distances through the dotted
substance; to some extent, they are of a rather uniform size with a
small diameter; they have a smooth aspect but may sometimes,
though seldom, be seen to give off extremely fine lateral-fibriH<e (vide
fig. 85, b, e; 86, a, b); where such fibrill<e i sue small varicose tl1ick n
ings are generally pr~sent. In thicker fibrill<e subdivi ion occasionally
happen (vide fig. 85. d). It is obvious that a gr at d al of th thicki h
fibres found in macerated preparations are r al n rYe-tubes, as th y
may be seen to be direct continuations of ner ous processes from
ganglion cells; these fibres have also, to a certain extent, an aspect
like what is characteristic for nerve-tubes. To decide the nature of
the extremely slender tibrillce, which occur in such abundance, is, how
ever, much more difficult; their aspect is undeniably very lik that of
common neuroglia-fibres or connective-tis ue fibres; a great many of
them are so thin that they, even under the highest powers of th
microscope, appear like lines. As, however, we may find librillc.e of
every transition-stage from those finest ones up to iliese largish
fibres, which unquestionally are nerve-tubes, and as we may ee
such fine fibrillce to be given off from these nerve-tubes as ide
branches, or being formed as a final-product by the breaking up
of the latter, we feel ourselves forced to define these fibrill<e as
being to a great extent real nerve-fibrillce. The e n -rve-fibrillce or
tubes, as we should more properly call them, are certainly of a
much smaller size than most of the tubes we have hitherto f, und
in the dotted substance of other animals; this may, how vel', b·'
accounted for from the smallness of all the nervous elements in
Patella.

On the other hand, it is obvious that a great many fibrillc.e seen
in fresh and macerated preparations belong to the neuroglia. u h
fibrillce may often be seen to issue directly from neuroglia-cells, or
united with neuroglia-nuclei (vide fig. 79--81; 73, nn; 82, nc; 153. n, nc;
86, nc) which occur abundantly in the dotted substance. I) These

J) The reason why Haller and Rawitz clelly the occurence of neuroglia
nuclei is, I think, that they have not recognized their real nature and describe them
as .Schaltzellen. which they believe to be multipolar ganglion cells. H. Schultze,
Walter, and others have given somewhat similar descriptions.
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neuroglia-fibriUce resemble in their aspect the fine nerve-fibrillce, so
very much, that I am not at present in a position to point out any

.distinct difference between them. J)

As to an interfibrillar substance, which many authors describe, it
may be stated that, in fresh preparations, I have occasionally observed
hyaline pearls adhering to the sides of the fibriUce (vide fig. 85, b). In
my opinion these pearls do not, however, spring from an interfibrillar
substance, but are pearls of hyaloplasm, springing from destroyed
nerve-tubes.

The origin of the constit~tents, forming the dotted substance, we
will find to be quite correspondent to what is found in Homat'us.
All the nervous processes of the ganglion cells are, as already
mentioned, directed towards, and penetrate into, the dotted substance.

As in Homarus, and the other animals examined, it may be
seen that some nervous processes (vide fig. 73, k, m"; 74, a, c, d, t; 75;
76; 78; 82, a; 83, a) retain their individuality, in their course through
the dotted subsance, and as far as they can be traced are not seen
to subdivide; at intervals, however, they give off some fete fine side-

.branchlats, at the origin of which small varicose thickenings frequently
occur (fig. 74, a, f; fig. 75, 76).

ther nervous processes (vide fig. 73, b, f; fig. 74, It, i; fig. 77)
lose thei,' individuality; they subdivide and are broken up into slendet·
nerve-fibrill(1J.

We have thus two types of nervous processes, like what i
found in Bomar-us etc.

A to the cours and termination of the many longitudinal
nerve-tubes, which form such a material part of the dotted sub·
. lanc f th pedal nerve-cord, littl can be said at pI' sent. In
'ome f them I have ob rved id -branchlets to be given off, in
others I hav occasionally se n subdivi ions; but upon the whole my
pre I'lt m thods of investigation hav been insufficient to trace out
th se v ry I nder structures. A great many of them are, however,
'asily en to pass into peripheral nerves, forming peripheral nerve·
tub .

As to the origin of the p ripheral nerv ·tubes, my investigations
are aloin that resp ct very imperf, ct. I have observed nerve-tubes
whi h, probably, come directly from ganglion cells, as they could be
traced lor long distances in th ir course through the dotted substance
without ubdividing onl) gi ing off some few side-branchlets;

1) "ide 31 0 my de cription of the neryc-tube of the Mollu ca. p. 94~6.
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they were often directed towards groups of ganalion cell ; I luwe
not, however, succeeded in observing any direct combination with
the latter. Other peripheral nerve-tubes could be seen to subdivid
soon after their ,entrance into the dotted substance.

A significant relation is that, a great many nerve-tubes of th
peripheral nerves are considerably larger in the peripheral parts of the
latter, than they are near their origin in the pedal nerve-cord, and in th
latter itself. As to the size of the nerve-tubes; the p dal nerve·cord
and the first parts of the peripheral nerves are very much alike, and
it is presumably the same substance, viz. dotted substanc , that forms
both. To make this correspondence quite complete, a great man)"
ganglion cells also occur in the tirst parts of the peripheral nerve'.
especially in the larger ones (e. g. vide fig. 20, gc). Thu, it reall)"
looks as if the first parts of the larger peripheral nerve , issuing from
the pedal nerve·cord of Patella, also belong to the central nervou
system.

The fact that the nerve-tubes in the peripheral parts of thc
nerves have generally a larger diameter than the nerv ·tube n ar
the origin of the nerves, can not, in my opinion, be explained in any
other way than that the former to a great extent arise by a union
of the latter. In other words, the roots of the nerve' contain ,
to a great extent, only the element of the peripheral n rve·tub ,
and the formation of the latter does not take place in the pedal
nerve·cord or the central nervous system only but also in the
peripheral nerves themselves.

The Aecidiane.

I have already, in a previous paper, given a preliminary report
of the results of my investigations on the dotted substance of the
Ascidia (vide l. c. 1886), and my present description will partly be,
only a confirmation of what is there stated.

In well prepared transverse sections of the brain, the dott d'
substance exhibits a distinct reticulation with minute round m 11 s
(vide fig. 87). These meshes are comparatively larger, and more
distinct, than those we found in the dotted substance of Patclla;
their walls are distinct and rather uniform. Upon close examination
of transverse as well as longitudinal sections, they may be seen to
be produced by a transsection of nerve·tubes, and the walls of the
meshes in the reticulation are only the transsected sheaths of th 
tubes. This may partly be seen in longitudinal sections where a
great many nerve·tubes are longitudinally transsected and show
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a longitudinal course; it is especially prominent near the anterior
and posterior extremities of the brain where the large anterior and
posterior nerves issue, and where, consequently, a great many nerve
tubes converge towards their roots, causing longitudinal sections to have
a longitudinal striation (fig, 88), whilst transverse sections of the same
parts exhibit a distinct reticulation with meshes of about the same
diameter as the intervals between the longitudinal lines of the longi
tudinal sections. In the mesial parts of the brain, the nerve-tubes
run in more diversified directions, and thus longitudinal as well as
transverse sections exhibit a reticulation, as tubes are transversally
transsected in both; some tubes are, however, obliquely, or partly
longitudinally transsected and appear then, in the sections, as oblong
or elongated meshes. As the nerve-tubes forming the dotted sub
stance vary in diameter, the meshes are consequently also of
various sizes.

In the walls between the meshes, slender fibrillce are seen to
run in all directions, forming an intricate web or plaiting between
the tubes, but neither these fibrill<e nor the larger nerve-tubes can
be seen to anastomose with each other, and thus no real reticulation
is formed by either of them; the dotted substance consists of a web
or plaiting of ne1've-tubes and fibrill03 I), and it is only the transsection
of the tubes which, in section, gives the substance the appearance of
containing a reticulation.

In macerated preparations of the dott d substance, a great many
tubes an I fibrill<e are easily isolated. Fig. 89 represents such a
preparation. It is here distinctly seen that, no reticulation and no
anastomoses are present. From some tubes side-branches are
giv n off.

n xamination of the origin of these nerve-tubes and fibrill<e
it will b en that they have the very same origin as they have in
th animals previou 1y examined. A great many corne from ganglion
cells, an I a great many pass on to constitute the peripheral nerves,
and from both fibrill<e and side-branches are given off.

The n rvous processes issuing from the ganglion cells are of

1) The'c fibrill.' lU'e partly nerve-fibrillre, partly neuroglia-fibrillre. The nen'e
fibrillre have, probably all of them. a tube-structure like the larger nerve-tubes;
i. e. an cxtcrnal hcath enclosing a semi-fluid hyaline contents, hyaloplasm. In
nerve-fibrillx: which nre not too Icnder, thi- tube-structure may be seen on close
examination. The neuroglia-fibrillre are often een issuing from neuroglia-cells
which frequently occur in the dotted sub tance. I am not in a position to say
anything with certainty about their structure at present.
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the same two t) pes previously described. Some processes retain
their individuality, and pass directly to form nerve-tubes whilst giving
-of slender side-branches (fig. ;5-57; 87,e; 89,gc), other proces es
lose their individuality and are broken up into slender branche losing
themselves in the plaiting of the dotted substance (fig. 87, a, b, d, e).

I have been able to trace both these types of processes, only for
<:omparatively short distances through the dotted substance, but
still the difference between them is generally possible to distinguish. t)

As before said, a great many of the ncrv -tubes of th dotted
substance go to constitute the peripheral nerves. Many of the t~

nerve-tubes are, consequently, direct continuations of the nen'ou'
processes from ganglion cells of the one type; these nerve-tub s
probably form peripheral nerve-tubes directly. A great man)
of the other nerve-tubes and fibrill~, constituting the nervc,
.are either continuations of the slender branches arising from the
subdivisions of the nervous processes of the other type (th e
fibrjll~ are extremely slender, and in the roots of the nerv s thcy
unite to form thicker tubes), or they spring from a union of similar
fibrill~ or branches; perhaps the side-branches given off from the
nervous processes of the first type also contribute to the forming of
these nerve-tubes.

As constituents of the peripheral nerves, present in their roots,
we have thus elements of two kinds; viz. I) nerve-tube which are
·direct continuations of nervous proces es, but which, how· vcr, arc
partly strengthened by the junction of slender side-branch s, and
2) nerve-tubes arising from a union of slender tubes or fibrill~.~)

I) As is mentioned in my previous paper on the nervous system of the
Ascidia (I. c. t 886), small gnnglion cel1s occur in the dotted substance (vide
fig. 87, r. g). Those cells have generally a tripolar or multipolar form (bipolnr cells
also occur). Fig. 57 represents such a cel1, isolated, in a macerated preparation.
The protoplasmic processes of these cells are, genernl1y, directed periphericnl1y
towards the external layers of the brain, whilst the nervous process hns very often
II longitudinal course through the dotted substance. I have often, both in macerated
preparations and in sections, been able to trace such nen'ous processes for some
distance of their course through the brain, but have rarely observed any sub
division of them. I think it therefore probable that they, to a certnin extent, are
directly continued into peripheral nerve tubes; some of them are, however, broken
up into branches losing themselves in the dotted substance.

'l) It may here be mentioned that, I have vbserved ganglion cel1s situated in
the roots of the nerves and sending their nervous processes directly into the nerve.
In fig. 88, which represents a part of a longitudinal section through the anterior
end of the brain of a Corella, such a ganglion cell (gel is seen situated at the
root of one of the anterior nerves. I am not in a position to state whether the
nervous processes of these cells send off side-branches.
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euroglia-nucld are scattered through the dotted substance of
the Ascidia; they distinguish themselves from the nuclei of the before
mentioned ganglion cells, also occuning in the dotted substance,
by a darker staining, a more oblong form, and a more granular
appearance; they are also generally of a smaller size than the latter.
As before said, neuroglia-fibres are very often seen in connection
with these neuroglia-nuclei. Sometimes neuroglia-nuclei are seen
adhering to the nervous processes issuing from the ganglion cells
(vide fig. 87).

Summary.

If we now gather together the results of our previous researches
on the structure of the clotted substance, and if we assume them
to be applicable to the dotted substance of all invertebrated bi
laterates - which we may probably do, seeing the correspondence
between the principal characteritics in the structure of the various
groups investigated - we may give the following summary of our
investigations:

The dotted substance of all invertebruted bilaterates consists.
chiefly of nerve·tubes, and primitive-tubes (and nerve-fibrilIce which
are only small primitive-tubes); these tubes consist of a neuroglia
sheath, and a semi-fluid contents (hyaloplasm), they have conse
quently a structure similar to the primitive-tubes of the nerve-tubes.
only that their sheaths are stronger than the spongioplasmic ones
of the latt r.

The tubes and fibrillfe forming the dotted substance do not
anastomose witll each other, but form, only, a more or less intricate
w b or plaiting. The reticulation een in sections, and described by
variOliS authors as a real nervous reticulation, is no reticulation,
but i produced by the transsecticm of the tubes forming the dotted
substance, and the meshes of the reticulation are only the transsectecI
sheaths of these tubes. The "intet'fibrillar substance", described by
various authors, is the hyaline hyaloplasm, which forms the contents
of th tubes, and is the real nervous substance. t)

I) 1 think it probable lhat it is the same substance which Rawitz describes.
lIS myeloid substance. He-rmalltl's .Zwischensubstanz. (cr. p. 46) is evidently
hyaloplasm. The .Knotenpunkte., described by Hennann, are, I suppose, thicke
ning in the heath of the tubes, they can not be neuroglia-nuclei, as they seem

to occur in too great abundance.
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The origin of the nerve-tubes and nerve-fibriU~ (primitive tubes)
of which the dotted substance consists is the following:

I) The branches of thos nervous processes which lose their
individuality and are entirely broken up into slender bran hes.

2) The side-branches of those n rvous processes which do not
10 e their indi iduality but directly become nerve-tub s whil t giving
off side-branches on their course through the dotted sub tanc .

3) Those longitudinal nerve-tube which run along, through th
dotted substance, especially of the ventral nerve-cord, and which
partly pass into peripheral nerve .

4) The side-branches given ofr from those nerve-tub .
5) The branches of tho longitudinal nerve-tub s which ar

entirely broken up into lender branches losing them Iv in th
dotted substance.

6) The slender tubes or fibrill~ which unit to form tho
peripheral nerve-tubes which exclusively spring from th dotted
ubstance.

7) The side-branches joining those peripheral nerve-tube which
pring directly from ganglion cells, i. e. which are dir t continua

tions of nervous processes from ganglion cells. The sid -branch
are consequently partly the arne a those mention d in 2.

Besides nerve·tubes and librill~, nel~roglia-cell and fibres ar
also present in the dott d substance of all invertebrat d bilaterate .
The neuroglia-nuclei have gen rally an oblong hap with a granular
appearance.

4. The combination of the ganglion cells with each other,

and the function of the protoplasmic processes.

In the historical introduction to this paper it i pint d out that
two views as to the combination of the ganglion cell have specially
been prevalent amongst the previous authors (vid p. 4-65).
'liVe will now examin the conclusion in thi r spe tour pr s nt
r searches must lead us to.

A direct combination between the ganglion cells is, as w have
seen, not acceptable. In spite of the most persevering inv stigations
I have not been able to find any direct ana tomo i of indubitable
nature between the proce ses of the ganglion cells. h r I thought
to have found an anastomosis it always on application of the trongest

10



lenses resolved itself into an optical illusion. In a few cases I have
certainly observed short bridges extending between neighbouring
cells, these bridges have, however, in my opinion, evidently been
remnants of cell-divisions, and are therefore of but little interest
to our present subject; they had not the appearanct' of common
processes.

If a direct combination is the common mode of combination
between the cells, as most authors suppose, direct anastomoses
between their processes ought, of course, to be quite common.
When one has examined so many preparations (stained by the
most perfect methods) as I have, without finding one allastomosis
of indubitable nature, I think one must be entitled to say, that
direct anastomosis between the processes of the ganglion cells does not
exist, as a rule. \iVhat previous writers have supposed to be
anastomoses is, in my opinion, probably the neuroglia-reticulation
generally extending between the ganglion cells, and the fibres of
which are often difficult to distinguish from the processes of the latter.

Another objection against a direct combination, and which does
not seem to have been thought of by a great many authors, is the
existence of unipolar ganglion cells. How is it possible to explain
an existence of unipolar cells, when we believe in a direct combina
tion by anastomosing processes? Certainly we will be obliged to
say with VIRCHOW, and others, that - the closer we examine the
nervous systems - the fewer unipolar cells do we find; in other
words we can not believe in the usual existence of unipolar cells. I)

I) A good instance of the results to which the common theory of the func
tion and combination of the gnnglion cells must bring us is a recent pnper by

Prit c/~ (01" cit. Arch. mikr. Anal. 1886). This author says, thnt the apolar gang
lion cells have -lange genug in un-erer Litteratur j!cspukt.> Improved methods of
investi.l{ations hn.vc tn.ught us that they were creation of our imagination. And he

continues (I. c. p. 24): -Wenn ich jelzt nach reiflicher Ueberlegung erkliire, dass
die unipolaren Canglicnzellen denselbeu Wcg wie die apolaren wandern werden,
so muss ich nirchten, auj.tenblichlich noch dem energichsten Wiederspruch zu be
j:(egncn. > I nj.tree with the author in the latter point, he will certainly meet

opposition. Further on in the same paper he says (I" %9): -dass es der Natur der
(;anglienzellen Ilberhnupt wiederspricht, als einzelnes Element nur eine Verbindung
III it dcr Peripherie zu haben.. And: .Eine wirchlich unipobre Zelle ist flir den
Organismus nicht viel mehr werth als cine apolare Zelle.> This is in my opinion a

quite logic conclusion if we suppose that the common view of the nature of Ihe gang
lion cells is correc!. When now, however, unipolar ganglion cells actually exist,
Clln that easily he supposed 10 be the fnult of the ganglion cells? or is there nOI
n po sibility that our vicw of the nature of the ganglion cells is incorrect? We

an n t change the thc realily according to our ideas but we can change our ideas
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But tee must bel~ve i,. it. e need, for instance, onl) go to the
nervous systems of the lobster, and we shall be quite convinced of
the existence of real unipolar cells. If those l;u-ge ganglion c II of
the lobster have several processes, it is strange that we hould not
he able to observe one of them by our present mode of inve tigation.

e are thus obliged to reckon with real unipolar ell, inde d
we are obliged to reckon with nen'ous systems containing almost
entirely unipolar ganglion cells. and how could direct combination
between the cells be present wh re ther are no proc to pr .
duce the combination. e thus see that also for that r a on we
are obliged to abandon the th ory of the direct combination b tw en
the ganglion cells.

Two questions which will now pres nt thems Ive are:
How is the combination b tw n the ganglion cell produced?

and what is the function of those processe which wer previou Ir
thought to produce the direct combination b tw en th cells?

We will first examin the latter question. As b fore drib d.
the processes of th ganglion cells are of two kind : tJet'Vot/s pro
cesses and protoplasmic processes. Of nervou proc. a hell
(unipolar or multipolar) has alway one and nev r mor ; th n n u
proc sses are always directed toward the dott d ubstan ~. or in
a few cases they may pa directly into peripheral n r ( f. p. 143.
note I). It was not. howe er. the e proce s which w r g n r·
ally supposed to produce the combination betw en th c lis. but it
was the protoplasmic processe .

The protoplasmic vrocesse . - v h n a gan Ii nell is
bipolar or multipolar, then th proc es it po es es, bide th
nervous process, are protoplasmic processe. Th pr toplasmi
processes are not directed towards the dotted sub tance, but g nero
ally have a peripheral direction toward the ext mal lay r of the
central nervous system. In a gr at many cases I have be n abl
to trace such processes just to their communication with the peri.

according to the reality, some people CRn. at all events i as the mountain would
nut walk to Muhamed, Muhamed had to walk to the mountain. In chapt r 7 w'
will have an opportunity to discu, s this subject somewhat more circumslanliallj'.

(Regarding unipolar cells etc. vide also my quotation from 'Rawilz's paper
p. 66.)

As sub equently may be seen, il is, in my opinion. of no imporlance as l"
the combination of the cells whether lhey are unipolar or not. 1 (10 not at all
doubt the exi tence of the lender proces es Fritsch describes in his ganglion
cells from the ganglion gas/leri of Loplliu , but I uppose them tu be protu
plasmic processes, i. e. nutritive processes.

1,..,*



neurium enveloping the nervous system (e. g. vide fig. 50, ppr).
In Patella I have even found ganglion cells with similar processes
in peripheral nerves (e. g. vide fig. 20, ge, the nervous process
of this cell is not distinctly seen in the illustration), Whether the
protoplasmic processes, as a rule, extend to the perineurium, like
what is the case in the spinal cord of Myxine (as will be sub
sequently described) I do not know, as they are generally lost in
the neuroglia reticulation extending between the ganglion cells (e. g.
vide fig. 47, 50, 7 1, 73). In the brain of the Aseidia, as well as in
the nervous syst m of Patella, I have found bipolar and multipolar
ganglion cells situated in the dotted substance, and sending their
protoplasmic processes towards the periphery of the nervous system

Like Prof. GOLGl I belive the function of the protoplasmic pro
cesses to be a nutritive one; when the ganglion cells can not get
sufficient nutrition in their neigbourhoocl, they have to send processes
towards the periphery of the nervous system, or out into the loose
neuroglia reticulation, where there is sufficient nutritive fluid for the
processes to absorb. ') This is the reason why the protoplasmic pro
cesses have generally a peripheral direction, and why they chiefly
occur in cells which are somewhat deeply situated in the nervous
system, i. e. at some distance from the periphery. The ganglion
cells situated near the periphery do not need any special organs to
absorb their nutrition from the fluid surrounding them, neither do
the ganglion cells situated in a loose neuroglia-reticulation need any
(compare the ganglion cells of the lobster),

Though we have of course no proof of the real function of
the protoplasmic processes, I think this theory of their nutritiv
fun tion is very probable, and explains a great deal which, else,
may m in xpli abl, What other function could we suppose them
to hav when they terminat under the perineurium, what they
actually do, at all events, in a great many cases? - Indeed, I do
not, at pI' sent, e any acceptable explanation besides this one
sugg sted by GOLGI. ub::>cquently, we will have an opportunity to
tat som th r facts which .vill still further add to its probability.

The combi'fwtion of the ganglion cells. - Having thus
lucidat·ct that no combination between the cells can be produced

by the protoplasmic processes, and as it is very improbable that
allY combination between them can be produced by the neuro
glia, I uppo e it to b mo t probable, if not certain, that if any

1) Where there arc blood-ves cIs in thc ct'ntral ncrve-system Ie. g. in the

\ crtebratal the l'rotopla mic processes call often be eell to be directed towards
thc cOllnecti"e tissue surrounding the blood-,'cssels,
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combination upon the whole exists between the ganglion c lis, til n
this combination must be produced by the nervous processe. That
such a combination can exist, with the dotted substance as a m dium,
we will easily understand when we think of the course of the nervous
processes. As is previously mentioned, there may be drawn a
distinction between two types of ganglion cells in respect of the
course of their nervous processes; viz. I) ganglion cells with nervous
processes which directly become ne,.ve-f,ttbes and thus do not lose
their indjviduality, though the) have no isolated course but give 00
side-branches to the dotted sttbsta,.cej 2) ganglion cell with nervou
processes which lose their individuality and by subdivisions are
entirely broken up into slender b"anches, losing them elves in the
dotted substance.

We have, thus, slender branches given off to the dotted ub
stance, by both kinds of nervous processes. What is to pre\ nl
these branches standing in communication with each other, eeing
that they are so intimately intermixed. Certainly, I have not been
able to observe such a communication, but seeing how very intricate
these structures are, we need scarcely at pr sent expect to do so.
In fact, I do not see any objection which can justly b made to a
combination existing between the ganglion cells by help of the nervou
processes and their branches. Still, I do not lay much tre upon
such a combination exi ting, or not existing, a in a sub equent
chapter will be explained; the principal que tion, in my opinion, is,
how is the combina.tion between the ,w've-tubes produced.

5. The nervous elements of Amphioxus and Myxine.

Though I propose to reserve th nervou systems of AlIIphioX'us
and Myxine for a future special memoir, I will, her , ~ r th sak
of comparison, make some remarks on the structure of their nervous
elements.

Amphiox\:s lanceolatus.

As is known from the description of previous writers I) th
spinal cord of Amphioxus has, along the centre, a groove 01'

canal extending from the dorsal side and surrollnded by and epi·

I) Owsjannikow (1. c. (868) and Stieda (1. c. 1873) may e pecially be men
tioned. I regret to say that I ha\'e had no access to SUeda's paper; I only know
it therefore from the abstract of it in Hofmann's and Schwalbe's Jahre b. d.
Anat. u. Phys. Bd. 2. 1875.
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thelium of cylindrical cells, and outside this epithelium a limited
number of ganglion cells (vide fig. 90). The rest of the spinal cord
consists of white substance.

The white substance and the nerve-tubes. - As is easily
seen in transverse sections, the white substance of Amphioxus con
sists, chiefly, of longitudinal (partly also transverse) nerve-tubes, which
in transverse sections are transsected and give the section the ap
pearance of containing a reticulation (vide fig. 90). Some of the
longitudinal nerve-tubes are very large, and very much resemble, in
their appearance, the large nerve-tubes which are, for instance,
pret>ent in the ventral nerve-cord of Ncreis. They are especially
situated in the lateral ventral parts of the white substance (vide fig. 90).
The large tubes, which OWSJANNIKOW has described as blood-vessels,
are colossal nerve-tubes. There is one colossal nerve-tube running
on the ventral side of the nerve-cord, just under the central canal
(fig. 90, vnt). One colossal nerve-tube generally runs, laterally, in
each ride of the spinal cord (fig. 90, tnt). These three nerve-tubes,
especially the ventral one, are so far as my experiece goes, the
largest on s existing in the nervous system of Amphioxus.

The small nerve-tubes vary very much in size, and some of
them have an extremely small diameter.

There are no blood-vessels present in the spinal nerve-cord.
The white substance is traversed by a great many radiating

fibre, issuing from the cylindrical cells of the epithelium investing
the central groove, and passing to the sheath enveloping the spinal
cord, with which sheath they unite.

The stntct'tt1'C of the ne1·ve-tubes. - The nerve-tubes have
a structure, quite similar to what is found in the invertebrates we
hav before examined. They consist of a rather deeply staining
hectth and a less staining contents. The sheaths are generally very

thin. The content consist of primitive tubes, quite similar to those
which ar , for instance. present in the nerve-tubes of Homarus.
Th primitive tubes may ea ily be seen in the large nerve-tubes
Ivid fig. 91); the spongioplasmic walls separating the tubes contain
ing hyalopla m are here very distinct.

The ganglio'tJ cells. - The ganglion cells occur rather spar
ingly. Th'y are ituated on both sides of the central groove outside
the epith lium. ome ganglion cells are very large (vide fig. 90. gc)
but generally they have a moderate size. They are usually multi
polar, ha e always only a single ner'volls P1"OCesS, the other processes
are protopla /IIie one. The protoplasmic processes seem generally
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to traverse the white substance and to extend to the envelope
of the spinal cord. In a great many cases, I have be n able to trace
them to the external layers of the white substance (vide fig. 90, pp;
92, pp). In some cases I even believe to have observed cells which send
protoplasmic processes to the envelope on both sides of th spinal
cord; fig. 90, gc represents such a case; though th re is not quite
complete continuation of the process in this section, it em. how
ever, to be the same process which crosses the central canal, sub
dividing and sending its branches just to the external envelope on
the other side. The relations of the protoplasmic proce se 01,

thus, to be the same in Amphioxus as are found in the other animal ,
examined, where such processes were present; viz. they are peripheri .
ally directed (here tra\ ersing the white substance). If we assume that
they have a nutritive function this is easily under'tood, becau e a
there are no blood vessels present within th nerve-cord, the pro
cesses must penetrate to the external layers to absorb nutrition.

I have not yet had sufficient opportunity to investigate the
course of the nervous proces es, and will therefore re erve them
entirely for the future memoir.

The P"otoplaem of the ganglion cells has, in ections, a
reticular appearance, produced, as I suppose, principally by a trans
section of primitive tubes, composing the chief constituent· of th
protoplasm (vide fig. 92, gc). These tubes pen trat into loth th
protoplasmic and the nervous proce ses and form their cant nts,
whilst giving them a longitudinal . triation. The proto pIa. mi pr
cesses have, however, a more granular appearance than th· n rvou
processes.

The cylindrical cells of the epithelium investing the
cen t" a l gro 0 ve (or canal) have, in their external extremities, pro
cesses which traverse the white sub tance, and unite with the enve
lope of the nerve-cord, as already mentioned. Thes fibres ar partly
united into bundles (vide fig. 90), which apparently (livid th longi
tudinal nerve-tubes into various columns. This division into columns
is, however, only partial as the bundle do not form any continuous
septa; they are only seen in some sections, whilst in other sections
bundles of similar fibres may occur on other places. Ther arc,
however, some definite places where such bundles of fibres espe i
ally occur; as some of the most prominent of these, two places,
one on each side of the ventral colossal nerve-tube. may be men
tioned (fig. 90, ns, ns).

I have often observed very strong fibr s or even bundles of
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fibres of this kind directed towards the nerve-roots, especially the
dorsal ones, and penetrating into the nerves.

It is obvious that the fibres, radiating-from the epithelial cel1s
of the central groove, and running between the longitudinal nerve
cord, have just the same significance as the neuroglia-fibres issuing
from the neuroglia-cells of higher vertebrates. 0 such neuroglia
cells are found in Amphioxus as are, for instance, found in Myxine
(vide sequel). We may, therefore, assume that, these epithelial cell-s
are the real neuroglia-cells of Amphioxus, and that this nem'oglia
represent the most primary state found amongst the Vertebrata. In
the description of the neuroglia of Myxine we will have an oppor
tunity to return to this subject.

Fibres are often seen crossing the central groove; these fibres
seem partly to be neuroglia-fibres, partly nerve-tubes and, as we
have seen, partly also processes from ganglion cells.

As to the origin of the nerve·tubes of the ventral and dorsal
nerv -roots, my investigations are yet in this respect very incomplete,
and must b reserved for the furture paper.

Myxine glutinoea.

It is only the nervous elements of the spinal cord we will, here,
d scribe.

The white sttbstance. - On examination of transverse and
longitll linal sections of the spinal nerve-cord of Myxine it is easily
s en that the white substance chiefly consists of longitudinal nerve
tubes, which vary a great deal in size. The large tubes, the so
called »M Lum's nerve-fibres«, are especially situated on the vtntral
side. Between the large and largish tubes and through the whole
white substanc a multittlde of very slender longitudinal nerve-tubes
o cu f; th white substance has thus in well preserved tran verse
secti ns a reticular app arance (vide fig. [(0) quite similar to that of
a se tion through the dotted sub tance of the ventral nerve-cord of
an invert brat - (e. g. Homarus and Nereis). Between each of these
tub s a multitude of extremely slender tubes (neuroglia-fibres and
branch s from the protoplasmic processes of the ganglion cells) run
transv rsally. The e tr::111 v rse fibres are not v ry di tinctly seen
in well preserved s tions a fig. 100; they are, however, very
conspicuou in section of preparations where the contents of the
longi tudinal tube have hrunk in 0 much that the transsected tubes
hav th appearance of empty vacuoles, the white substance has
her become very transparent (vide fig. IO[). They fun from the
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grey substance and just to the periphery of the white sub tance
(to. the sheath of connective tissue). They seem to compo e a signi
ficant constituant of the white substance. Subsequently they will be
more circumstantially described.

The struct"re of the nerve-tubes is the same, in Myxine.
as in the other animals examined. The nerve-tubes consist of a
distinct external sheath, and a contents containing spongiopla m and
hyaloplasm. The external sheaths are rather thin (\ ide fig. 1(0).

The contents of the nerve-tubes consist of p,-imitive tubes. In
the large nerve-tubes (MOLLER'S nerve-tubes), the primiti\ e tubes are
very distinctly seen (vide fig. 100, lnt).·) Upon the whole, it is striking
how very much these MOLLER'S nerve-tubes resemble the large nerve
tubes of the lobster; in Myxine I have even observed a tendency
to the formation of an axis along the centre of some larg tubes
(vide fig. 100, lnt') somewhat similar to what is described of the large
nerve-tubes of the lobster (vide p. 87).

Medullated nerve-tl~bes are not observed in the spinal cord
of Myxine.

Tit egan.Q li 0 nee II s are situated in the grey substance; they
are, as a rule, multipolar, have always one nervous process each,
and generally several protoplasmic ones.

The protoplasm of the ganglion cells has, in sections, always a
minute reticular appearance, with spongioplasmic meshes containing
a less-staining substance; the meshes ar , to a great extent, produ-

J) I think it is "ery strange that pre"ious authors have 1I0t see II the compo
sition of primitive tubes in the large nerve-tubes of the spinal cord of the fishes.
In his description of the large nerve-tuhes in medulla oblongata of Lophiu8,
F,it~ch says (I. c. 1886, p. 22): .Der Faserliingsschnitt zeigt, dass die Fibrillen
nicht regelmii!;sig parallel angeordnet sind, sonderrl sich vielfach durchAeehten .... _
It is obvious, in my opin on, that Fn:t8ch has !;een the spongioplasmic walls of
the transsected primitj,·e luh!'s and has called them .Fibrillen>.

Stilling has long time ag-o (I. c. 1855) decril>ed the contents of the nerve
tubes of the Vertebrata as consisting of slender tubes; he said himself in his
paper that there would likely go a long time before anybody could state the cor
rectness of his obsen'ations, as it was only by help of lIew and very high powers
of the microscope he had heen able to obtain his results. Indeed, there has gone
a long time; no other writer has since been able to see Stilling's .Elemenl:lr
nervenrorchen.. His observations were made too early. They were of cource,
imperfect, as he had not the same lenses and modes of investiglltion as we
have at precent; a great deal of what he has seen, has been artificial products
(e. g. his description of the myeline of the medullated nerve-tubes) hut he has
said that the cylinder-axis consist of slende1' "Elemellt(wro"chC1l" and in this
point I do entirely agree with him.
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ced by a transsections of the primitive tubes of which the proto
plasm chiefly consists. These primitive tubes extend into the pro
cesses and give them a longitudinally striated appearance, the dark
lines of the striation being the spongioplasmic walls of the primi
tive tubes.

In sections of a great many, especially large, ganglion cells,
there are in the protoplasm circular or oblong lightly staining areas
resembling vacuoles (vide fig. 96, v) which are very similar to
those, previously mentioned, in the ganglion cells of Homarus
(cf. p. 103 & fig. 25, 27). These areas art: transsected tubes of a
lightly staining substance, probably bundles of primitive tubes, which
circulate in the protoplasm and run into the processes. They are
often obliquely or longitudinally transsected and produce then
areas of art elongated shape (vide fig. 96, v'). I have observed very
similar tubes or bundles in the cells- of the spinal ganglia of Myxine,
as will be subsequently described, and I have also observed similar
structures in the ganglion cells of higher vertebrates (Mammalia>.
It seem3 thus to be a relation of rather general nature, and it is
therefore, in my opinion, strange that it has not previously been
described. We know of course yet too little of these structures to
attempt to say anything of their significance.

The sheath enveloping the ganglion cells. - The gang
lion cells are always enveloped by a membran or sheath (vide fig.
96, em), which also extends into the process and forms their sheaths
(d. fi.g.96). This sheath is, I think, a product of the neuroglia, or
has, at all events, the same origin as the latter. I have not, how
ever, hitherto been able to observe any nuclei situated in the sheath
or adhering to it. Between this sheath and the protoplasm of the
ganglion cells there is, generally, a cavity Ii (fig. 96, f£) fIlled with a
lose, apparently reticular substance, which is extremy lightly stain
ing; this substance i omewhat delicate, and is seen in well pre
served sections only.

1'!te p,'otoplasmie processes of the ganglion cells have al
ways a mor or less peripheral direction; they subdivide, generally
dichotomically a great many times, and the numerous extremely
slender, branches resulting from the~e divisions run, between the
longitudinal nerve-tubes of the white substance, towards the peri
phery of the spinal cord, where they terminate in small thickenings,

I) .It is probably the same cnvities which are described by Key and Retziu8
(I. c. 1876' and which these authors supposes to be filled with lymphoid fluid.
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or plates, just inside the sheath. The only methods which affords
satisfactory staining of these processes is the chromo-silver method,
but by its use I have betn able to trace them to their extreme
terminations (vide fig. 94, ppr; 104-105). I have. however, also in
preparations stained with borax-car-mine (fig. 93) or stained according
to HElDENHAlN'S boematoxylin method (fig. 95) been abl to trac
the protoplasmic processes with their branches through the whit
substance and very close towards its periphery if not entirely to
the external sheath.

The same ganglion cell may have protoplasmic proce 5, th
various branches of which penetrate to the periphery, both on th
ventral side and on the dorsal side of the nerve-cord (vide fig. 93.
95, 105, 106).

The slender protoplasmic processes and th ir branche resemble
the processes of the neuroglia-cells \ ery much in their a pect and
it is indeed extremely difficult to draw any distinction betw en them,
Both have the same appearance, both come from the grey substance,
and both traverse the white substance towards the periphery where both
as a rule terminate under the sheath enveloping the spinal cord. In fig.
109, a protoplasmic processes issues from the small ganglion c II gc, but
this process can not be distinguished from the many neuroalia·fibr s, f.
in any respect but that it issues from a ganglion cell. I) A difference is
sometimes that the neuroglia-fibres have a straighter course more
directly towards the periphery of the white substance than the pro·
toplasmic processes have. I have found no con tant and reliable
difference in the chromo-silver staining of the e proces e imilar to
what GOLGl has stated as regards the neuroglia cells and proto
plasmic processes of the Ma'mmalia, and what I also have had
opportunity to observe myself in higher V rtebrata. - ometim s
there was, however, also in JJfyxine a tend ncy towards a more red
dish staining of the processes of the neuroglia cells.

The branches of the protoplasmic processes of one cell cZo not
a.nastomose, neither do the processes from various cells anastomose.
Though I have examined a considerable number of preparations,
and although they have been most perfectly stained, in this respect,
I have not yet ob erved a single case of indubitable anastomosis
between protoplasmic processes. 2) I believe, thus, that I am entitled

') Viele also fig. 93, gc2 .

2) In my previous paper on Myxine (I. c. 1886) I have mentioned one
case from the brain where I was in doubt whether there wa an anastomosis or
not. The more I have examined this preparation, the mure do I douht that an
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to affirm that a direct combination between the ganglion cells, by direct
anastomosis 01 the protoplasmic processes does not exist.

A thi ng which I take to be rather puzzling is, that processes
which in their aspect can not be distinguished from common pro- .
toplasmic processes, are often seen to pass towards the periphery
of the nerve-cord; arrived there, they do not, however, terminate,
but run along the periphery and partly back into the white sub
stance (vide fig. 102, pr, br2 ) I have not found the terminations of such
processes. Some other processes, with quite similar aspect, may
be traced for very long distances, even crossing the ventral com
missures and passing over into the other side of the spinal nerve
cord (vide fig. 102, br.). A great many processes which I have
observ d to have a similar course are, near their origin in the cell,
very thick and large, and they give off branches which terminate
in the periphery,. under the sheath, quite in the same way as
common protoplasmic processes, whilst at the same time, the main
stem of the process runs along, and takes a course as above de
scribed (vide fig. 93. mp and 94, mp). It has been possible to trace
similar processes not only in chromo-silver stained preparations but
J have also traced them for considerable distances in preparations
stained with carmine or HEIDENHAIN'S h~matoxylin only (vide fig.
93 and 95). If, now, these processes are protoplasmic processes.
and if the protoplasmic processes have a nutritive function, which
makes it necessary for them to terminate under the sheatll enve
loping the spinal cord, it is, indeed, very difficult to understand why
they pass through the nervous system for so long distances without
terminating; why they pas to the other side; and why they do not
t rminate, but r ··turn again, when they arc in the periphery? Thes..:
al" qu ti ns of so serious a nature that they oblige us to assume
that either th se proce ses are not wholly protoplasmic processes
though th y have their aspect. or that the function of the proto
plasmic process s is not only a nutritive one. J will not decide
b tween th se alternatives at present, though I find the former one
mo t probal Ie. It can not be dO'Jbted, in my opinion, tllat some

anastomosis is really pre·ent. If there is an anastomosis, howe\'er, it may be ac

counted for as n remnant of a cell·dh-isiun not yet finished, as the bridge between

the cells is very thick and short.
Mr. lV. S. CollI/u'li (1. c. 1884) has actually observed anastomoses of ganglion

cells in the spillal cord of a human foetus; but there is, in my opinion, little doubt

but th3t they are results ('f divisions of ganglion cells; in two of the cells there
were e\-en two Iluclei, whnt ob\'iouslr indicates that the cells are divi<lin~.
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of the branches given off from these processes are protoplasmi
branches, as they have the same apfearance and course and actually
terminate under tM ezternal sheath in a way entirely similar to that of
common protoplasmic processes (as also neuroglia-fibres, vide sequel).
Could it be possible that these processes are mixed protoplasmi
nervous processes? GOLGI has described and illustrated nervou
processes issuing from protoplasmic processes near th ir origin in
the cell (vide I. c. 1885). It may be, that these structure in My.einc
are processes of a still more mixed nature. More complete ob rva·
tions on the course and termination of the main branch of the
processes are necessary to decide in this question. I Can not omit
to state that it has not been possible to find any other proces
which looked like nervous processes and which is u d from th
same cells as the :tmixed processes., described above.

The ne'rvous processes. - My observation on th nervoll
processes are yet very scanty. The chromo-silver staining is th
only one which can tell liS anything, with c rtainty about th
course of these processes, and lIptO this time it ha be n exceedingly
difficult to get any perfect taining of them. Th y have a smooth
and less granular aspect than the protoplasmic process. Th . 1 nder
branches have generally at certain int rvals variocele (vide fig. l 3, 104).

From what little I have s en it is probabl that in Myxin
there are also two forms of nervou processes, viz.:

I) ervous processes, which do not lose their individuality, as
they are directly transformed into nerve-tubes; they have, how v r,
no isolated course, as they gi of( slender ide-branches. Fig. 103, gc,

represents a ganglion cell with such a nervous process. The proces
has often varicose thickenings at the origin of the side-bran hes.
Processes which have no side-branches, but sometimes vari 0 thi ken
ings at certain distances, are also seen (vide fig. 94, gc l , gct ), I think,
however, that the absence 01 side-branches issuing from th thick
nings is only owing to imperfect staining. Nervou proc ss s of
this kind are often se n to pass through one of the commissures
and over into the other side of the spinal cord (fig. 94).1)

2) Nervous processes which lose their individuality and ar n-
tirel)' broken up into slender branche·. Fig. 103, YCa and 104 r pr sent
ganglion cells with such processe. In their slend r parts th I ranch 5

I \ In fig. 103, gC2 is seen a gang-lion cell with a process which crosses the
commissure and which could be traced fur some distance over into the other side;
this process had the aspect characteristic for protoplasmic processes, but jUdging
from its course I think it is a nervous process. At It a branch was givcn olT.
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of these processes have, generally, varicose thickenings at each places
where they subdivide. They have, generally, also a great many
varioce1es where no side-branches are seen, I suppose, however, this
is only owing to an imperfect staining, and that side-branches are
given off at each variocele.

The branches of the nervous processes do not anasto
mo se. - They contribute to form a reticulation, or rather interlacing
of nervous fibrillce which extends through the grey substance, and
which also seems to extend into the white substance.

The origin of the peripheral nerve-tubes. - In horisontal
s ctions of successfull chromo-silver stained preparations of the
spinal cord, it is easy to observe that, the nerve-tubes Of the
dorsal (posterior) nerve-roots ') subdivide dichotomically, jl~st after
their entrance into the spinal cord; some of them subdivide even
before they have reached the cord (vide fig. I lI, a).
As far as my experience goes I dare to say that all nerve-tubes
subdivide, it has in my opinion therefore, only been optical illusions
which have occasioned previous outhors (e. g RAJ.'ffiOM & THOMPSON
[I. c. ]8861 and others) to state that, they have observed some of
these nerve-tubes to originate directly from ganglion cells; these
authors will, I hope, forgive me this denial of their statements, when
I tell them that such an illusion has once deceived myself, before
I obtained perfect chromo-silver stained prepations (ef. my previous
paper I. c. [886). The fibres which I at that time observed (and
which probably the other authors have also seen) were neuroglia
fibres issuing from neuroglia-cells in the grey substance and inter
mixing with the nerve-tubes of the dorsal nerve-roots (vide fig. 93, ft.)

Th two branches re lilting from the dichotomical subdiyj-
sions of the II rve-tubes separate, and run in opposite directions,
I ngitudinally, along the spinal cord. I have been able to trace
th branch s for considerable distances along the cord but, as
a ru1 , I have found no new subdivisions; neither have I seen
th m pas ing over to the other side of the spinal cord. In a very
f, w ca es, I b live to have seen very slender side-branches to be
given off (vide fig. [12, br). My investigations on this subject are very
far from bing finished, and I hope yet to be able to make im
portant obs rvations in this respect. From what is already observed,

I) It may be noticed that in my previous paper (I. c. 1886) there is in the

English translation (.'\nn. mag. nat. hist. t886) printed -dorsal nerve-rods- and
>ventral nerve-rodso instead of dorsal nerve--roots and ventral nerve-,·oots.



I am, however at all e\'ent , entitled to say that, the uert'e-tubes

of the dorsal (posttrior) nerve-roots l,aVe tlO direct origil. from g011g..

lion cells.
The flerve-tubes of the efltral (antedor) flerve"'oofs

do not subdivide atter they have entered tile spifHJl nerve_
c.or d, according to my observations. I ha\'e been able \0 trac
them for considerable distances into the nerve·cord, in chromo· ilv"'r
stained preparations (vide fig. 105) as well a in carmin and
h<ematoxylin preparations (vide fig. 93 and 95) but no ubdi\'i ion
have been discovered, though the tub are thick and a y to ob·
serve; slender side-branches are, however, given off (vid fig. 93. flbr;

105, sbr).
In a few cases only have I been able to trace th ir dil'ect com.·

bination willi ganglion cells (vide fig. 106) and the tub s whi h in
th se ca s had a direct combination w re comparativcl) \. ry thin.

From what is seen, there can, however, be no objection to the
assumption, that all the nerve-tubes of the ventral n rve·ro ts ar
directly connected with ganglion cells, indeed, I think thi i all but
certain, eeing that the e tube have no ubdivi ion. ; but it i pro
bable that the thick ones pass for orne distan through th whit·
and grey ubstance b fore they united with th cell. gr at
many of them seem to pas over into the other id f th pinal
cord crossing the ventral tran verse commis ure.

I will not omit to mention a ection which I onc· obtained
of a chromo·silver stained pI' paration. A part of this ti n is
illustrated in fig. 102 which i drawn under th cam ra lucida and
is an exact representation of what was se n in th pI' paration.
The nervous process (mpr\) or perhaps »mixed proccs c: (cf. ab ve)
issuing from the ganglion c II gc, i s n to give ff a thick branch
(br,), which passes towards the v ntral (anterior) nerv '1' ot (vnr).
Thi. branch becomes very thin toward the p riphery of th whit
substance and can not be traced entir Iy into th ntral n rv·r t,
though there only wants an extrem ly short distan . Wh th I'

this branch was really connected with th ventral n rv '1'0 t (was
transformed into a peripheral n rv ·tub ), and it was only wing to
an ineompl te staining that it could not be trac d into th nerve·
root was very difficult to decide. [n its whole app aranc thi branch
was not at all like common protopla mic branches, which I c rtainly
very oft n have observed to be dir ted towards th n rv '1'00

( ide fig. 10;, ppr; 109, ppr; 93, get), but it had that smooth and black
staining which is caracteristic for nervous processes. What i strange
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is, that in the same section (which was somewhat thick) I observed
two similar processes (consequently from other cells) running parallel
to this one, situated one over the other and giving off quite similar
processes at the same place and towards the same nerve-root. I have
drawn only one of these processes (mpr,) in the illustrations in order
not to make it too complicated. These 3 processes were: thus
situated that they quite covered each other vertically; in the illustra
tion I was obliged, of course, to draw them running beside each
other. Similar instances of processes running quite the same way.
one over the other on the border between the grey and the white
substance and giving off branches at certain places are not rare in
the spinal cord of Myxine.

The longitudinal nerve-lttbes of the spinal cord. - I
have observed side-branches to be given off from many of the
nerve-tubes runni.ng longitudinally in the spinal cord (vide fig
I I I, ltnt'; I 12, ltnt'). Some longitudinal nerve-tubes are also, by sub
divisions, broken up into slender fibrillce (vide fig. 1 II, snt; 1 12, snt)
whether these tubes are nerve-tubes coming from other parts of the
central nervous system, or they are only branches coming from
some dorsal nerve-roots, I can not decide. In some instances I saw
them cross the transverse commissure and pass over into the other
side of the nerve-cord (vide fig. 1 I I, srat').

The neuroglia. - Neuroglia-cells are situated in great abun
dance in the grey substance of Myxine. Their nuclei are smaller
than those of the ganglion cells, have a circular or ovate form, and a
somewhat granular appearance. The neuroglia cells have often many
processes (fig. 103, nuc\, nuc,).I) These processes do not subdivide much
but, like the protoplasmic processes, the traverse the white substance to
its periphery, and terminate there under sheath enveloping the
spinal cord (vide fig. 95, I). The course of the processes is parti-
ularly ea y to study, in successful chromo-silver stained sections

where they are seen in great abundance as black, or reddish black.
libres, passing from the grey substance to the periphery, everywhere.
through the white ubstance. Th same neuroglia cells sends often.
at the sam time, processes to the dorsal side as well as to the
ventral side of the spinal cord (fig. 103. nuc l , nuc,J). The processes

f the neuroglia cells can, however, easily be traced also in section

I) It may be that in mtc, and ntl,c~ several neuroglia-cel1s, situated close

together, have been stained in one body; seeing, however, Ihat the many processes
issue from so comparatively ,'cry smal1 spaces I think it to be not improbable that

we have here single cel1s (at al1 events in -nuc ,1.
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stained with cannine or hcematoxylin I) (HEIDE HAll'S hrematoxylin
staining can especially be recommended). Fig. 101 will probably
give a good impression of in what multitudes th y 0 cur in the
white substance.

The processes of the neuroglia cells do not anasto,,~o e,
neither those from the same ceJls, nor tho from difl' r nt c lis.
Though I have, for instance, seen so many proce es i uing clo e
to each other as is illustrated in fig. IOS i ) yet I ha not fI und a

single anastomosis. In section . stain d, for in tan e, with HEIDE
HAl'S hcematoxylin (fig. 101), it is seen, as, above mention d, that ther ,
between the longitudinal nerve-tube of the whit ub tanc , run a
multitude of slender fibres in every direction, but f1eW~er, liere, are
anastomoses found. The chief part of these fibr , running betw n
the nerve-tubes, are neuroglia fibres coming from tJl n uroglia c 1I
and penetrating to the periphery, but some of th m ar , al 0, a
we have seen, branches of protopla mic proces es coming from til
ganglion cells, and finally som fibres are branches from the nervous
processes. It is, generally, in s ctions, stained in th common way
(i. e. carmine, hcematoxylin tc.), exc edingly difficult to draw any
distinction between these various kinds of fibr s or tub

The cells of the epithelium sun-otttJding the central
canal resemble, in their appearanc , very much, the neuroglia cell ,
their nuclei have, to some extent, the form and app arance f common
neuroglia nuclei. At their exterior xtr mities, th cell hav pro
ce ses which penetrate, at all events to a great extent, to the p'riph ry
of the spinal cord on the dorsal side, as well a on th ventral on
(vide fig. 93, 95, 103); these proces es are, consequ ntly, quite like
those of the neuroglia cells. orne processes from thes c II have a
more lateral direction into the grey ubstance (vid fig. 94, cec; 1 2, pec)
I have not been able to trac these proce ses to th ir extr mitie .S)

1) Vide what is said of lhat p. J 52.
'l) In this preparation 1 think it i probable that some cells have been stained

at one and same time and have acquired an appearance RS if they were one cell.
The illustration is drawn to nature as exactly as possible, and it may be seen that
there are several irregularities in the staining of the mesial part. Similar prepara
tiuns Rre very often obtained.

I) 1n the pinal cord of higber fishes (Teleostii), [ have also by chromo-silver
staining been able to trace the processes of the epithelial cells of the ventral canal
through the white sullstance and just to its periphery where they terminate or unite
witb the sheath. As regards the proce ses of thest' central epithelial cells in higher
Vertebrata r will refer the reader to GoLga's observations tSulla fina etc., vide list of
Literature J 885) he has in the spinal cord of the chicken observed similar proces es

J J
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The cells situated in the grey substance just outside the epi
thelial celIs, are quite like the latter. They are elongated at their
interior extremities, and penetrate between ~he epithelial cells to
the central canal (if they cary cillia, like the latter, I can not
decide); at their exterior extremities they have processes wich pe
netrate to the surface of the spinal cord, like those from the epi
thelial cells. These cells represent, consequently, a kind of tran
sition-stage between the common neuroglia cells and the epithelial
c Us surrounding the central canal; indeed, in the many layers of
such cells surrounding the epithelium of the canal, we can find
all possible transition-stages. When we, now, consider that in
.A:mphioxus the neuroglia principally consists of epithelial cells (we do
not, here, refer to the sheaths surrounding the nerve-tubes etc.) and
th re is every reason to believe that this is a primary state from
which the conditions found in Myxine are developed, I think we
are fully entitled to say, that the neltroglia cells have an ectodermal
origin, and spring from the epithelial cells of the centt'al canal or we
may rather say the centt-al groove. I)

The net've-cells of the spinal ganglia. - Before we leave
the nervous system of Myxine I will make some remarks on the
structure of the spinal ganglion cells, as I think, they exhibit relations
which in several respects are of great interest for the subjects treated
of in this pap r. Upon the whole the spinal ganglion cells reminds
in th ir structure very much of the ganglion cells of the central
n rvous system of many invertebrates, and, amongst those we have
here xamined, especialy the large unipolar cells of Homarus v-ulgaris.
They represent obviously a less developed stage than that of the
ganglion cells of the spinal cord.

traversing the white substance (vide I. c. p. 179). Regarding these processes
ill hig-her Vertehrata J viII also refer the reader to the various memoirs hy Ainslie
Holli~ (I. c. 1883), Leychg (Zelle und Gewebe 188S p. 189), Rabl·Riickliard
(I. c. I 3), Rcissnel' ll. c. 18641, Jolln Dean \1. c. 1863' and others.

I) I think it is most probable that the neuroglia cells of the invertebrates

have, nlso, all e tonermal origin. This may, fur instance, easily be set:n in Nereis,
where the ventral nerve-cord is not yet fully separated from the ectoderm. It is,

here, even difficult to see any dilTerence hetween the neuroglia and the ectodemlal
cdls, alld it is in man)' ca..;es impossible to <lraw any distinct line between the
cells enveloping the nerve-cord, and the ectoflermnl cells situated outside them

(vide fil:. 14). I have, here, only considered what we ma), infer from the nervous
s),stem or full grown specimens. 1n examination of the embryological development

or the ncrvous s),stem, the ectodermal origin of the neuroglia will be still more
eviclent; on that subject the reacler may be referred to the recent paper by Kleinefl
bet'g on the cmbr}'ologie of tho: Anneli<les (Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool. 1886).
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Fig. 97, 98 and 99 r present sections through variou spinal
nerve-cells stained with carmine. Their sheaths are in s ctioos rath r
conspicuous, and there is. generally, several nuclei situated inside
(and also outside) them (vide fig. 97. n; 98, n; 99, ,.). Th e heaths
and their nuclei resemble very much the sheaths and nuclei of the
ganglion cells of Homarus. The nuclei are not, how ver pI' ent in
such number in the latter as the sometimes are in th pinal ells.

The structure of the protoplasm of the spinal n rve- II is
very similar to that of the protoplasm of the common gangli n I1s.
The lightly staining areas (transsected tubes) are al 0 pre nt in
sections of this protoplasm, but th yare perhaps still mol' di tin tly
promin nt and frequently arranged in defined groups. om tim s
they are. in sections, present on two sides of th nucl i in the
elongated cel1s (fig. 97), somitimes they are pr ent only in On id
of the cells (fig. 98, 99). On careful examination of succ ful tion
it becomes quite evident that these lightly staining ar a are tran·
sected tubes, or perhaps bundles of primitive tubes. The tub or
bundles have g nerally, when the cells are bipolar or elongated. a
longitudinal course through the protoplasm of th c 11 ,an th y
are often 10gitudinal1y transsected (fig. 98. v). hat th e tu or
bundles are is not easy to say. my ob ervations ar still too imp r
fect. In sections of cells where th proces es ar longitudinally tran .
sected in their origin, it is, however, frequently e n that th s
tubes or bundles run toward the origin of th nroces (ide fig. 98).
I think it is probable that they con titute the proc s in a way i
milar to what the bundl s of primitiv tubes do in th ganglion cel1
of HomarttS (cf. p. lO3). In the bipolar cel1 it is pos ibl th t th
contents of the n rYe-tube entering a cell at on nd, i brol<: n up
into such bundles of primitiv tub s which travers th pr to plasm
longitudinally and re-unite at th other nd to form th p ripheral
nerve-tube quitting the cell here. As is already known from FREUD'S
pap I' ~1. c. 1878) there exi t unipolar and bipolar ganglion II in
the spinal ganglion of Petromyzom. and in this resp t as in thers
they resemble those of Myxine.

In the nerve-cel1s of th spinal ganglia of-th frog. M. v.
LENHOSSEK has described »eine seichte. abel' breit dur h harfi
Rand I' begrenzte, tellerformige Vertiefung, wh I he dur h 2-3
rundliche, bisher unbekannt Zellen beinahe vollshindig ausgeftllit wirdc
(I. c. 1886 p. 450). This»Verti funge was situated in th surfac
of the cells near the origin of their processes. In some spinal c 11 of
Myxine I have observed structures which seem to b very like th s .

J J*
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Fig. 99 represents a cell with a such structure. The light circular
ar a x is very distinctly defined. There is a very long nucleus (N),
with some protuberances, situatt'd in one side of this area, in the
centre there is another somewhat lighter corpuscle (N) which is perhaps
also a nucleus. I could, however, see no cells in this area, and
whether it is one cell or contains several cells or what it is, I can
not decide.

The nuclei of the spinal nerve-cells are large and exhibit gener
ally a distinct chromatin reticulation.

On comparing the main characters in the structure of the
nervous el ments of thes two vertebrates (Amphioxus and Myxine)
with what is previously described in this paper, we will see that there is
th most perfect correspondence in this respect between the inverte
brated lJi\aterates and th se inferior vertebrates. But as we can
not easily suppose that their is any principal difference between
them ancl high r vertebrata in these respects, we may thus assume
that the principal results arrived at in this paper are applicable to
all bilaterate<;. In a future paper I hope to be able to pay a more
special att ntion to the nervous elements of the vert brata.

6. The combination of the nerve-tubes with each other.

A question of much interest arises, viz. how i the combination,
b twe n the n rve-tube_ produced. or rather how is th impression
re ived by a nsiti e nerv -tube conveyed to a motoric on. To
xprcs it in another way me may ay. which lements ha an

irritation of a sen itive n rye-tube to pass, to produc a r fl x
m vemend

\ v ry 01111110n theory is, as is well-known. that an irritation
f a sensitivc nervc-tube passes to a Jsensitivcc ganglion cell, then,

fr In thi' ell, through a protoplasmic process to a motoric ganglion
II and (1'0111 that ell it passes into a motoric nerve-tube to

pI' elu e a reti· x-movem nt. In a pI' vious chapter (ch. 4, p. 148),
it i • I hop , sutici 'ntly pro d. that in the invertebrated bilaterates
ther is no e1ir ct combination b tween the ganglion cells through
the pI' topta 'mi proce scs, neither is there in Myxine (as we have
een in the previous chapter); the above quoted theory of the
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course of an irritation producing a reflex-movement is therefor for
this reason alone not maintainable.

Before we enter into the inquiry of how a combination between
the nerve-rubes is produced, we will examine if there i an) mor
phological difference to be observed between m tone nen'e-tube'
and sensitive nen-e-tubes.

As.' is above stated the nerve-tube of the dorsal (po teri 1')
nerve-roots of the pin;tl cord of Myxine ubdi\'ide, immediat I}"
after their entrance into the nerve-cord and thus lose their indi\ idu
ality, whilst the nerve-tubes of the \' ntral (anterior) nerw-root
retain their individuality and e 111 to pring directly frol11 gan lion
cells, whilst gi\"ing off slender ide-branches.

I have also ob erved similar conditions in the pinal cord of
higher vertebrata. J have even been able to obtain here more
complete observations on the subdivisions of the nerv -tub of th
posterior nerve-roots.

My observations fully agree ther fore with those of Prof,
GOLG! in this respect; and a GOLGI says, J think we ar entitled
to assume that, in the spinal ll('1'te-conl, the sensitive net've-tubes

at'ise from a junction of slender tterV011 fibrilla', whil t th molon:c

nerve-tube' are direct continuation of nel'VOIlS proce es (from g:lIlg
lion c lis) which h010et er give on- slender side-branches. If thi i
corre t the opposite conclu i n em, al 0, to 1e a mi ,ibl', at
all ev nt. to a certain xtent, \'iz. that nerve-tubes ari ing fr 111 a
junction of ner....ou fibrillce are sensitive tterve-Illb , whit t n r
tubes springing directly from ganglion cells are motoric nel"Vc-lnbe ,

In the brain of the "ertebrata, we fmd n rv -tubes riginating in
both ways, and hence, J think, th re, i e\ ry I' a on t believ
that the same morphological differences I etw en motoric and sen i
live n I've-tubes are th I' prc ent.

Having no\\' ettle 1 what morphological differen th I' appears
between the origin of nsitiv and motoric nerv -tub in v rte-
brata, and seeing that in invertebrata quite a simil::lr differ!:'n e i
present in the modes of origin of two kind of nerve-tub s, .r think
we ar entitled to conclude further: that in the I rvou system of
the invertebrated bilaterata th re is the sam morph I gical diffl
renc b tween the origin of the sensitive and til ll1otori ncrv·
tubes, as is found in vertebrata; viz, the sensitive ncrv -tub> arise
from a junction of nervous fibriJl<t', whilst the 11Ioioric n'rv -tubes
spring directly from ganglion cells.

Arriverl at this conclusion we will now consider the question,
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how is an impression, probably, conweyed from a sensItive nerve
tube, to a motoric one? As it is chiefly the invertebrated bilaterata
which have been treated of in this paper, we will also in the present
inqiury principally confine our remarks to the consideration of their
nervous system only.

As is above seen, the sensitive nerve-tube probably subdivides,
and is broken up into slender branches, after its entrance into the
dotted substance. it is, thus, not very probable, that an irritation of
such a nerve-tube should be conweyed to one ganglion cell only,
it would then be necessary that all the branches of a sensitive
nerve-tube should unite again to form the nervous process of a
ganglion cell (sensitive ganglion cell).

According to what is before stated of the combination of the
ganglion cells it will be obvious that: to be forwarded to a motoric
cell, the irritation would necessarily after its arrival in the sensitive
ganglion cell have to return through the same nervous process, to
pass over through some other branches of the proce:.s into the
nervous process of a motoric cell; arrived in the motoric cell it
had then to return through the same process and fmally pass into
the centrifugal nerve-tube, to produce the reflex movement. It
needs no further discussion to see that this would be a highly
artificial and complicated explanation of the course of an irritation,
from a centripetal to a centrifugal nerve-tube. For one thing, it is
not, in my opinion, admissible to assume that all the branches
arising from the subdivisions of a sensitive tube should re-unite to
constitute the nervous process of a sensitive ganglion cell; why
then does the subdivision of the nerve-tube exist, why does not the
n rve-tube pass undivided to the cell? For another thing. I do not
think it admis. ible that the same irritation should pass and return
thr ugh th same nervous processes.

In my opinion, it i a much more probable assumption that
the it"Yitllti01J does not at all pass through any ganglion cells, but that
aft r its arrival in the dott d sub tance, through subdivisions of
the centripetal nerve-tub , it is at once carried on, into one or uveral
ceJitri{ugal nel"'ve-tubes by the slender side-branches Ot· fibrillce joining
them. How th ombination between the branche of the centri
p tal nerv -tube and the side-branches of the centrifugal nerve-tubes
is produ ed in the dotted substan e, can not at present be defined;
I can n t, however, ee any objection to the assumption that it

do 'xist.
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According to the above conclusion, we may thus illtUrate a
reflex-curve (i. e. the way an irritation of a centripetal nervc-tube
has to pass to arrive in a centrifugal nerve-tube and produce a
reflex-movement) as in the diagrame fig. 113. the large arrows indicate
the course of an irritation producing a reflex-movement. The
reflex-curve is, consequently, composed of the followitJg constituenf.s:

I) centripetal (sensitive) nerve-tube j 2) the central web 01' i1lterlacitlg

of ,~en)ous fibrillte or tubes (fig. 113, d); 3) tile centl'ifugal (motori )
nerve-tube

This theory will necessarily give a new view of the fun ti n
of the central element; but it will, I think, explain a great many
relations which have been rather difficult to understand. The dott d
substance (the interlacing of nervous fibrilla:) must be a prin ipal seat
of the nervous activity, through this substance or interlacing i the rc
flex-actions etc. communicated to the consciousness, which evcn p s
sibly has its seat in this substance itself (especially that of the brain).
According to this view there can of course, to some ext nt, b a
localisation in the central nerve-system but no isolation. Thi view will
also I think possibly be able to explain the fact that other parts of
the brain can take up the function of lost parts. This is not, how
ever, the place to enter into such physiological detail . we have
especially taken up the histological side of the qu sti n and in thi
respect we can state, as a fact, that a plaiting or inteda ing (not
reticulation) of nervous fibrilla: xt nds through the whole entral
nervous system of all animals (which po ses a central ncrvou sy
stem) and that probably all peripheral nerve-tube, entering into or
issuing from the central nervous ystem, are connected with this
central fibrillar interlacing by branches. We will then a k the phy
siologists if it is not probable that it is this interlacing of nerv us
fibrilla: (or tubes) which especially produces the feeling of unity in
the nervous system, in other words that it is the principal seat of
seIf-consciousness?

7. The function of the ganglion cells.

A great many physiologists will probably bject, that if this is
correct, what functions have, then, the ganglion cells?

I have thought of this, and am fully aware that if the proposed
theory of the elements of the reflex-curve is approved, it will cause
the common theory of the function of the ganglion cells to tott 'r.
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The reflex-actions are, as is well known, probably, the primary
state or the starting point of a great many, if not all, actions (volun
tary or unvoluntary.)

And if reflex movements are produced without direct help of
the ganglion cells, then there are certainly a great many actions
which can be produced without any direct assistance from these cells.

In the same way as above, me may also assume that an
impression or irritation is conweyed from one part of the central
nervous system to another, e. g. from the ventral (or spinal) nerve
corel to the brain, or vice versa, without any passage through
ganglion cells; an irritation producing a voluntary action may, thus,
be conweyed from the brain and into the centrifugal nerve-tubes,
passing to the active limb, without passing any ganglion cells on the
way, or without any direct action of the ganglion cells of the ven
tral (or spinal) nerve-cord, or of the motoric centre of the limb.
It is not in our present state of knowledge possible to predict the
extent of the influence this theory, if approved, will have an our
ideas about the function of the nervous system. I will, therefore,
by no means attempt to trace it here. but will subsepuently return
to the ganglion cells, and examine what functions there may be
left for them, for certainly we ca )not one moment doubt that they
ar of great importance to the nervous system.

A function which I suppose they ha\'e, and which certainly is
a very impol·tant one, is to serve as nutritive centres of this nerve
tubes and fibrilla: originating in them. We have, before, seen, that
th· protoplasmic processes have probably a nutritive function and
absorb nutrition, for the cell, in the periphery of the ganglia (or nerve
cOI'cIs) or near the walls of the blood-vessels; now, I think it is probable
that this nutrition is not meant to be for the cell only, but that it is
assimibte I b) the protoplasm of the cell (the ~ucleus has probably
an im( ortan t function in this re pect) and is, in a suitable form,
carried on into the primitive tube' of the nervous processes; in
oth I' wor Is, tht: ganglion cells are the nutritive centres of the ner
VOllS proc 'S s, an I then probably aloof the branches and nerve
tu I es arising from these proce ses_ I) We know of what great impor
tance nutrition i for the nervous system; it is very peculiar, in

11 Those ~""glio" cells, from which the l1Iotoric nerve-tubes c1irectly issue.
arc Ihc nulrili vc centres of these tubes; whilst those ganglion cell., the nervous
proee s Qf which are entirely broken up ;nlo slender branches, are the nutritive

centres of these branches (which contribute to the formation of the clotted substance).
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this respect, and it is well known that a few moments want of nutrition
for the brain is enough to disorder the nerve·system and produce
unconsciousness in man. The nutrition is certainly not a function of
too insufficient importance to explain the extension the ganglion
cells have in the central nervous system.

That the ganglion cells of the spifJal ~·anglia. have a
nutritive function is in my opinion \ ere probable. As the 11 I've
tubes of the dorsal (posterior) nerve-roots have got no sp cial nu
tritive centres in the central nerve-system (a they do not originat
directly from cells) they have got them in special ganglia outside
the central nerve-system. In Myxine the spinal nerve-cells ar uni
polar or bipolar. The p'rocesses of the 111l·ipola.,- cells subdivide di
chotomically in a T and se.,d one branch p riphericall) and on
centrally (d. FREUD'S investigation I. c. 1878). In my opinion the
cell is the nutritive centre of both these branches, but i of no di
rect importance for their sensitive function; the irritation of the peri
pheral branch can not pass through the cell (as it th n must pa s
and return through the same process) but passes dir etl)' into the
centripetal branch at the 'ubdivision in T of the pro In the
bipolar cells the irritation of the peripheral part of the nerv -tube
must certainly pa<;s through the cell to come into the centripetal part;
in so far it is no objection that the bipolar cell may b' of direct
importance for the esitive function of the ner\'l>tubes. nut th fa t
only that in the same ganglion, unipolar cells are pres nt and are
united with quite similar nerve-tubes must be enough to mak us
doubtful in this respect. If the unipolar cells have a nutritive func
tion only, it must be probable that the bipolar cells have the same
function; indeed, seeing that in higher verterbrata the spinal ganglia
consist exclusively of unipolar cells (notwithstanding the slender
protoplasmic processes described by FRITSCH (I. c. (886) whi h
processes I suppo e to be nutritive processe., cf. above p. 146,
note ]), I think that this must be quite certain. Therc are also ap
pearances in the structure of the bipolar cells, which. as w' havc
before seen, indicates that the contents of the process s to som
extent pass through th· protoplasm of the cells without int nnixing
with it (compare the description of the protoplasm of the'S' lis

p. ]63)·
We arrive thus at the conclusion that all the nerve-cells of tlte

spinal ganglia have a nu.tritive function O1tly. They are probaly of
a similar importance for the sen'itive (centripetal) nerv -tubes as the
:tmotoricc ganglion cells (i. e. the cell from which the motoric
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nerve-tubes spring) are for the motoric (centrifugal) nerve-tubes, the
difference is that the former are situated outside the central nervous
system and have got a simple shape without many prosesses, pro
bably because they can easily get their nutrition without special
organs; whilst the latter are situated in the central nervous system
and need generally many and long processes to reach the blood
vessels or the periphery of the nervous organs and there obtain
sufficient nutrition for the cell and its nervous process.

From the recent works by my much estimated friend ADOLF
D. 6~oDl (1. c. 1884, 1885, 1886) (cf. also the previous papers by
MARSHALL, I. c. 1877; BALFOUR, I. c. 1876 & 1877; HENSEN, I. c.
1876; SCHENK, I. c. 1876) we have learnt that the spinal ganglia
spring from the spinal cord. Weare thus entitled to say there is
no principal difference between the ganglion cells of the nervous
system and those of the spinal ganglia, they have the same origin
and the same function but they have got a different situation and
diner' therefore also in sha,pe, some are unipolar whilst other are bi
polar, and even multipolar, which, however, does not make any diffe
rence in their function.

I have not yet had opportunity to examine in invertebrates how
th relati ns arc as to the nutritive entres of th se nerve-tubes
which spring from the dotted substance by a union of slender tubes.
Whether the ganglion cells which I have found in the periph ral
nerves of various animals (cf. my paper on Mysostoma 1885 p. 31
& 74 and this paper p. 141 & 143, note 2) are of importance in
this respe t I can not decide at pre e nt, it is, at all events, not
impossible. Tn the peripheral nerv s of Patella I have, as mentioned
p. 141 found ganglion c lis which had even protopla.'mic processes
( f. fig. 2 , gc).

Wh the r the ganglion cells of the central nerve-system have
any function beside' being nutritive centr~s is. of course, extremely
difricult to decilk.

[t is not imposisble that they may be the seat of mem01·Y.
A small PC:I.l't of each irritation pro lucing a reflex action, may on
its way thr ugh the dotted substan e be absorbed by some branches
of the nervous processes of the ganglion cells, and can possibly in

n way r another be stored up in the latter. Howsoever that
may be, and whatever the function of the ganglion cells is, this
new th ory of th combination between the centripetal and the
centrifugal n rve-tubes gives, if approved, a quite new view of
the importan e of the dotted sub tance (or the interlacing of nerv-
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OUs fibrillce of the vertebrates) and will, in my OpinIOn, explain
many facts as to its occurrence. If the theor) is correct. then, the
dotted substance must be a principal seat of the nervous activity,
and - the higher an animal is mentally developed - the more
complicated and extensive must we expect to find it dotted sub·
stance; this is in the fullest harmony with the facts alread) known.
We need only refer the reader to the ant, or the bee, to compare
the extremely complicated and highly developed dotted substance
of these small inteligent animals, with the dotted substancs of I s
developed insects, or to compare the dotted substanc of the ins cts
or crustacea with that of annelides, etc. etc. I am ~ure that my
readers will very soon arrive at the conclusion, that the mol' com
plicated the structure of dotted substance is - th mol' highly is
the animal mentally developed; in other words, w may con lude
that the more the inteligence of an animal is developed - thc mOI'C

intricate becomes the web or plaiting of nerve-tubcs and fibrillaJ in
its dotted sttbsta1we; the protoplasmic processes etc. of the gano-lion
cells are of no great importance in this respect. In thi mann r we
can explain how it is, that unipolar cells occur in the nervou
system of animals (e. g. insect's and crustacea) which are m ntally
even highly developed; these animals have an extr mely intricate
web of nerve-tubes in their dotted substance, and this web is pro·
bably the principal seat of inteligeJ:lce.
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I) Last winter I wrote a paper: Ober das Nervensystem der Myzostomen,
which was going to be published in Jenaische Zeitschr. f. Nntun\'iss. but which is
not yet appeared as far as I know. As that paper was writteJI before the investigations,
above described, had heen finished, there are some remarks on the nervous system
of various animals which do not quite agree with the results we have here obtained.



Explanation of the plates.

Plate I.

The iUustrations are drawn under the camera lucida, from the
microscope directly upon the stone. The preparations (exept fig. 5 & 6)
were' fixed i chromo-aceto-osmic acid and stained with hcematoxylin.

Fig. I. Homarus vulgaris. (Magnified 60 diameters; Zeiss AA, 2.)
Transverse sections of an oesophageal commissure. a Ex
ternal sheath. b Layer of connective tissue inside the
ext. sheath. c Inner layer or sheath of connective-tissu~

closely applied to the contents of nerve-tubes (compare
fig. 5, a). t, t', ~ Large nerve-tubes with more or less
concentrated axes. t" Large nerve-tubes with no CLxis.
nt Central bundle of largish nerve-tubes. s nt Masses of
small nerve-tubes, more peripherically situated.

» 2. Homams vulgaris. (Magnified 950 diameters; Zeiss. Hom.
im. 1/18' I.) A part of fig. I, representing some smallish
nerve-tubes of various' sizes, more highly magnified. The
transsected primitive tubes, of which the contents of the
nerve-tubes are ornposed, are distinctly visible as round
meshes. t, t Largish nerve-tubes in which a concentration to
wards an axis is visilJle. t', t' Small nerve-tubes; in one ofthem
a slight concentration towards an axis is visible. (' Small
nerve-tul e in which no concentration towards an axis is
visible. a Vacuoles. b Neuroglia-substance. c The sheath
of a large nerve-tube which is illustrated in fig. I, t l •

d \ acuoles in some nerve· tubes, probably artificially pro
duced. l.; ~ uroglia-nuclei.

» 3· Homums vulgaris. (Magnified 950 diameters; Zeiss. Hom.
im. 1'18' I.) Transverse section of a large nerve-tube
with axi (it is the same tube which is illustrated in
fig. I, t'). a Teuroglia-sheath. b Sheath of another large
n rve-tube.
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Fig. 4. Homarus vulgaris (Magnified 950 diameters; Zeiss. Hom.
im. 1/18 , I). Longitudinal section of the same nerve-tube
as is illustrated in fig. 3 (of the same piece of an oeso
phageal commissure was first taken transverse s ctions,
and subsequently longitudinal sections. a, a' D eply staining
axis. b Externel layers of primitive tub s which ar
samewhat obliquely trans ected. c & d eroglia-sheath of
the nerve-tube, which on one side (c) is consid rably
thicker than on the other. 10; euroglia-nucleu situat d
inside the sheath.

» 5. Nephrops norvegicus. (Magnified 950 diameters; Z i
Hom. im. 1/18 , I.) Tran verse section of nerv -tubes,
from an oesophageal commissure. a Inn r layer of the
connective-tissue surrounding the bundl of n rve-tub
of the commissure (compare fig. I, c). b uter layer of
the same connective-tissue (compare fig. I, b). t, t Tran 
sected nerve-tubes; in the right one is a v ry slight
concentration towards a deeply staining axi vi ible.
fl, fl, f'" erve-tubes with vacuoles, which po sibly, to
some extent. are tran sected tube. f t rv -tube on
taining solely large meshes, which po sibly ar trans e t d
tubes. c Vacuoles. k,~. k', k", k'" urogla-nu I i and
nuclei of the connective-tissue. 10;' ieuroglia-nucleus ituated
inside the sheath of a nerve-tube. The pr paration wa
fLxed in Lang's {lltid (corras ive sublimat 12 %) and stain d
with ]uemofoxylin.

» 6. Nephrops norvegicus. (Magnified 1700 diam t r ; Z i
Hom. im. '/1 ,3.) Part of th contents of a nerve-tub
highly magnified to show the walls of th primitive tub s.
Q, Thickenings in these walls along the concr ting dg
of the tubes. From th same pr paration as fig. 5.

» 7. Homams vul.qaris. (Magnified 190 diameters; Z is , 2).
Transverse section of a small periphe1'al nerve containing
large and small nerve-tubes. t Large nerv -tub s; th "ir
sheaths are very thick and consist of s veral lay r .
n f Small nerve-tube. s Septa, dividing th small n rve
tubes into bundles. 11; N uroglia- and connective-tis u 
nuclei.

» 8. Boman,s vulgaris. (Magnified I ISO diamet rs; Zeiss.
Hom. im. 1/18 , 2.) Transsected nerve-tub from a peri
pheral nerve. nt mall nerve-tubes containing some few

13*



pnmltIVe tubes only. p,p Thickenings along the concret
ing edges of the sheaths of the small nerve-tubes. t Large
nerve-tubes outside the scheath of which a neuroglia
nucleus is situated.

Fig. 9. Nereis virens. (Magni.fied 950 diameters; Zeiss 1/1S ' I.)
Longitudinal section of a large nerve-tube (b) and some
small nerve-tubes (nt) from the ventral nerve-cord. a Sheath
of the large nerve· tube (b). The spongioplasmic walls
of the primitive tubes ot the nerve-tubes are distinctly
seen longitudinal transsected.

.. 10. Nereis virens. (Magnified 950 diameters; Zeiss '/IS' I.)
Transverse sections of some large nerve-tubes running
centrally along the ventral nerve-cord (compare fig. 14).
a Central fibrous septum dividing the nerve-cord longi
tudinally into two lateral cords (cf. fig. 14). b & b' Trans
verse bundles of neuroglia-fibres; subdividing into branches
(c, c). t, t Large central nerve-tubes. t., ~ t3 Somewhat
smaller nerve-tubes, more ventrally situated. nt Small
nerve-tubes. nt' Small nerve-tubes situated between the
large central nerve-tubes (t) and the central septum (and
the transverse bundles of fibres [b]). k euroglia-nucleus
situated in the ventral, reticular part (B) of the central
septum (a).

» 1 I. Lumbricus agricota (Magnified 500 diameters; Seibert
I/S' Zeiss 2.) Transversc section of the three colossal
nerve-lubes (tl' t, t) and a part of the dotted sub
stance (c). a Connective-tissue outside the perineu
rium. b Perineurium (Vignal's gaine troisieme), outside
which the layer of muscles (m, m) is situated. d Neu
roglia extending inside the perineurium, between the three
colo. ::.al nerve-tubes. s, s, s Septa or very thick fibres
occurring in this neuroglia and connected with the peri
ncurium. c Dotted substance, exhibiting a reticulation
prodLlccd by a transsection of tubes. nt Transsected
nerve·tubes. k Neuroglia-nuclei.

Plate II.

Fig. 12. H01l!lWUS vulglu'i... (Magnified 330 diameters; Zeiss. Apochr.
4,0, - 0,45, 1. Cam. luc.) Large nerve-tubes from an oeso
phageal cOlllmissure, seen in the live state in the commissure.
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A & B Large nerve-tubes with striated axe (e, tl). a, a eu
roglia layers between the nerve-tubes. b mall n rv 

tube with a visible longitudinal striation. e, e Small nerve
tubes without visible striation.

Fig. 13. Homar-u,s vulgaris. (Magnified 950 diameters; Zeiss. Hom.
im. 1/18 , I. Cam. luc.) Large nerve-tubes «(I, a) from a
peripheral, abdominal nerve, and seen in the nerve in the
live state; no striation is visible. b heaths of the nerve
tubes. c, c, e' Apparent septa, optic illu ions produced
by a slight bending of the nerve-tub s and their sheaths.
k euroglia-nucleus situated inside the sheath of the
one nerve-tube.

:t 14. N~reis virens. (Magnified 190 diameters; Zei s. CC, 2.
Cam. luc. direct upon the stone.) Tran ver e section of .
the ventral nerve-cord. cu External cuticulum. ep Thick
ectodermal epithelium, outside the ventral nerve-cord.
k uclei of the high cylindrical cells of this ec:toderm.

epi The common ectoderm of th body. k: The nuclei
of this ectoderm. n, sll :t Connectiv I( or neuroglia tis ue
surrounding and enveloping the v ntral n rv -cord. k' k"
Nuclei of thi ti sue. k. Similar nu lei, situated more
ventrally, towards the ectodermal epithelium, from the
nuclei of which they are not easily distinguish d.
ge & ge' Ganglion cells. tn, m M mbran parating the
ectoderm and the ventral nerve-cord from the inner layers
of the body. (From a preparation fIxed in Flemming's
chromo-aceta-osmic acid and staine I with Delafi ld's
h~matoxylin.)

:t IS. Homarus vulgaris. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss F, I.

Cam. luc.) Isolated, largish nerve-tube from an oeso
phageal commissur , macerated in acetic acid (I), glyce
rin (I) and aqua dest. (5).

:t 16. f10marus vulg'Zris. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss F, [.
Cam. (uc.) Isolated smallish nerve-tubes from an 0 so
phabeal commissure, macerated in the same way as in
fig. 15.

:t 17. Patella vulgata. (Magnified 620 diam ters; Zeiss F, I.

Cam. luc. direct in the stone.) N rve-tub s from a pedal
nerve-cord and a peripheral nerve, mac rated as ab v .

:t 18. Patella ?Iulgata. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zei s F. I.

Cam. luc.) erve-tubes macerated as above, stained with
oicro-carmine.
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Fig. 19. Patella vulgata. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss F, I.

Cam. luc.· direct upon the stone.) Transverse section of
a nerve, from which two smaller nerves (a and b) later
ally issue. v Vental side of the nerve. a & b Trans
versally transsected nerve-tubes of the small lateral nerves.
a' & b' Longitudinally transsected nerve-tubes of the same
nerves. c & d Large nerve-tubes, transversally transsected
s, s Septa dividing the nerve into bundles of nerve-tubes.
s', s' Septa separating the nerve-tubes of the two small
lateral nerves from the rest of the large nerve. f Neu
roglia-ceil with nucleus situated inside the neurilem-sheath
k Neuroglia-nuclei. (From a preparation treated with
osmic acid (1 Ufo) for 48 hours, stained with Delafield's
h~matoxylin and decoloured in water to wich some drops
of acetic acid had been added; the section was taken directly
with a razor without imbedding.)

19 A. A part of the section, illustration in fig. 19, highly mag
nifIed to show the structure of the walls between the
nerve-tubes.

~ 20. Patella vulgata. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zei5s F, 2.

Cam. luc. direct upon the stone.) Longitudinal section
of a peripheral nerve near its origin in the pedal nerve
cord. gc A ganglion cell sending a protoplasmic process (p)
towards the neurilem-sheath (sh); the nervous process
which runs longitudinally was not distinctly visible in
tllis section. k, k', k" Circular and oblong, deeply
staining neuroglia-nuclei. n, nn, nn', nn", nn'" Ovoid, less
taining and, generally, larger neuroglia-nuclei. (The pre

paration was fixed in chromo-aceta-osmic acid and stained
with Delafield's h~matoxylin.)

:l 1. Phallusia obliqua. (Magnified 350 diameters; Zeiss CC, 4·
am. luc. lirect upon the stone.) Transverse section of

a peripheral nerve. sll External neurilem-sheath. (From
a preparation fixed and hardened in Muller's fluid, stained
with acid fuch in di solv d in turpentine with a little
abs. alcohol aIded.)

22. Phalltlsia obliqna. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F, 2.

am. luc.; drawn directly upon the stone.) Longitudinal
section of a part of a peripheral nerve. a & b Septa
(longitudinally transsected) between bundles of nerve-tubes.
neuroglia-nucleus situated in one septum (a). ts Sheaths
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of the nerve-tubes. The spongioplasmic walls of the pri
mitive tubes are distinctly seen in the nerve-tubes. (From
a preparation treated as above.)

Plate III.
The illustrations of this plate are drawn under the camera

lucida, from the microscope directly upon the stone (except fig. 23).
The preparations (exept fig, 23) are fLxed in chromo-aceto-osmi aid,
,tained according to Heidenhain's h.ematoxylin method (except fig. '24)
and some of them afterwards with Delafield's hcematoxylin. All the
illustrations are taken from ganglion cells of

Homarus 'L'"lgaf'is.

Fig. 23. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss F, 1. Camera lucida.)
A & B Ganglion cells (from a ventral ganglion) isolated
in acetic acid (I), glycerin (I), and aqua dest. (5), and
stained with picro-carmine. a Space surrounding the
central bundle of primitive tubes (b) of the process, and
in which no structure is visible. 11, neuroglia nuclei
situated outside the sheath of the c II and th pro e s.

» 24. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zei s F, I.) Part of a s ction
through two ganglion cells (A & B) and th neuroglia (flU)
situated between them. & B Parts of th pI' topla m
of the two ganglion cells, in which a pongioplasmic re
ticulation is distinctly visible. cm, em euroglia- heaths
of the cells. a Transsected. spongioplasmic fibr s p n .
trating, from the sheaths into the protopla m of the
ganglion cells. b Such a fibre se n in connection with
the sheath. sp Similar fibre subdividing and forming a
reticulation. ntt Neuroglia. n Neuroglia-nuclei.

» 2;, (Magnified 350 diameters; Zeiss CC, 4.) ection through
a large ganglion cell (of an abdominal ganglion) and the
root of its process; the lightly staining contents of which
partly originates from bundles of primitive tubes. s,; Fi
bres penetrating from the neuoglia-sheath into til - proto
plasm of the cell. a Similar fibr s transsect d.

l> 26. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F, 2.) Section through a
ganglion cell and a part of its prosess, th contents of
which arises equally from the whole protoplasm of the
cell by a convergence af primitive tubes. nu Neuroglia,
em Sheath of a ganglion cell.
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Fig. 27. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss F, i.) Section through
a large ganglion cell and the root of its process; the
lightly staining contets (a) of which arises from a union
of bundles of primitive tubes. b Transsected spongio
plasmic fibres, with which the spongioplasmic walls separat
ing the primitive tubes, unite. em Sheath of a ganglion cell.

:. 28 & 29. (Magnified 620 diameter; Zeiss F. I.) Parts of suc
cessive sections through the same ganglion cell, selected
from a series of sections to show how the lightly stain
ing contents (p, p) of the process penetrates into the
protoplasm of the cels surrounded for some distance by
deeply staining fibres (s, s'). b Such fibres transsected.
a & 8" Similar fibres penetrating into the protoplam of
the cell. em Sheath of the cel\. v, v Transsected bundles
or small masses of primitive tubes. nv Cavities in the
sheath of the cell into which cavities the protoplasm of
the cell partly extends.

Plate IV.

The illustrations are drawn under camera lucida from the mi
croscope directly upon the stone. The preparations (exept fig. 41)

are fixed and stained in the same way as in Plate III. All the
illustrations are taken from ventral ganglia of

Homarus vu,[garis.

Fig. 30-33. (Magnified 350 diameter; Zeiss CC, 4.) Successive
sections through the process of a ganglion cell, selected
from a series of transverse sections through an abdominal
ganglion. In fig. 30 the process is seen quitting the cell
in fig. 33 it i divided into two branches (a & u). p, e Con
tents of the proce s; near the cell (fig. 30) this contents
is lightly stained, in a gre"ter distance from the cell (fig. 31)
it becomes more deeply stained until it, at a certain di tance
(fig. 32), becomes quite dark. pr Protoplasm of the ganglion
cell. sf Spongioplasmic fibres, penetrating into the proto
plasm of th cell and (sf') into the contents of the pro-

s. t" Similar spongioplasmic fibres occurring in the
external layers of the contents of the process. em 'eu
roglia-sheath of thl': ganglion cell. is Inner neuroglia-sheath
cnv loping the process. nm Concentric layers of neu
roglia surrounding the process.
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Fig. 34. (Magnified 350 diameters; Zeiss ee, 4). Transverse ec
tion through the process of a ganglion cdl. exhibiting
the concentric layers of neuroglia (nm) surrounding the
contents of the process (pc). br ·Transsected side-branch,
issuing from the process the pro ess.

:t 35 & 36. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss F, I.) Two tran .
verse sections through the same process of a ganglion
cell; selected from a series of sections. pc Contents of
the process, in which the transsected primiti\ e tub s are
distinctly seen. sf Transsccted spongiopla mic fibres
ocurring in the external layers of the contents. br, br' Trans·
sected branches issuing from the proce_s. nm Of' 'entric
layers of neuroglia. n Neuroglia-nucl us. b ce· e imilar
nuclei deeply stained.

:t 37- (Magnified 350 diameters; Zeiss ee, 4.) S ction through
a ganglion cell. a External, lightly stained, layer of the
protoplasm. b Mesial deeply stained part of the proto
plasm. sf Spongioplasmic fibres. sl' & sl" imilar pon·
giopJasmic fibres surounding the lightly stained contents of
the process, in the prototoplasm of the cell. br, br Branches
of the proces .

:t 38. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss F, I.) ction through
three ganglion cells (A, B, C) from an abdominal ganglion.
v, v' Trans!'ectec1 masses of primitive tubes, situat c1 peri·
pherically in the protoplasm of the cell. v" 'imilar
masses situated on the sides of the bundle of primitiv
tubes forming the contents of the pro e '. s/ Spongio·
plasmic fibres surrounding this bundle of primitive tubes.
s Septa or fibres, partly sep;trating the masse of primi
tive tubes. s' mall septa and fibres penetrating these
masses. n euroglia·uncleus. a, a Lightly staine I parts
of protoplasm situated round the bundle of primitive
tubes forming the contents of the process. b External
lightly staining layer of the protoplasm. p Process of
the ganglion cell (C). em Sheath r a ganglion cell.

:t 39. (Magnified 620 diameters; Z iss F, I.) Lateral se tion
through the sam cell as is illustrat d in fig. ~g, A In
this section lightly staining masst's of primitive tub's are
almost solely transsected. a Deeply staining protoplasm.
b Place where the section has passed just on the border
between the deeply staining protoplasm and the lightly
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staining mass of primitive tubes. ss Spongioplasmic septa
and fibres occurring in the lightly staining mass. ss' Si
milar septum with a little deeply staining protoplasm.
v, v' Small lightly staining masses. em Sheath of the cell.
n1n Neuroglia.

Fig. 40. (Magnified 350 diameters; Zeiss CC, 4.) Section through
a group of smallish ganglion cells in a thoracal ganglion.
a Transsected processes issuing from the cells. n s1l Peri
neurium enveloping, the ganglion. nm Neuroglia occur
ring inside the perineurium.

> 4 I. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F, 2.) Section of the
nucleus of a ganglion cell stained with borax-carmine.
The nucleus has two nucleoli (a & b). e Thickenings in
the chromatine-structure. n Membrane of the nucleus.

> 42. (Magnified 750 dijlmeters; Zeiss F, 2.) Sections of nuclei
of ganglion cells.

Plate V.

All the illustrations of this plate are drawn under the camera
lucida and from the microscope directly u pan the stone. They are
all taken from preparations fixed in chromo-aceto-osmic acid, and
stained with Delafield's hcematoxylin (and partly also with eosin or
picric acid in turpentine).
Fig. 43. N ereis virens. (Magnified I I 50 diameters; Zeiss. Hom. im.

1/18 , 2.) Ganglion cells, from a transverse section of the
ventral nerve-cord. 1-5 ganglion cells in three of which
processes (pr") are transsected. 2 Part of a ganglion cell.
a Transsected nerve-tubes of the d ottecl substance. b Lightly
stained part of the protoplasm of the cell I. em, em Sheaths
of the ganglion cells. nu Neuroglia. n m Neuroglia
septum penetrating between the ganglion cells, and some
times dividing them into groups. 19 Large dark granules
in the protoplasm.

44 & 45· Nereis vjrcns. (Magnifi d 1150 diameters; Zeiss.
Hom. im. 1/, Po' 2.) Ganglion ells, from horizontal sec
tions of the ventrClI nerve-cord. a Mesial, deeply stain
ing part of the protoplasm. b Peripheral, lightly staining
layers of the protoplasm. sf Spongioplasmic fibres, pe
n trating into the protoplasm. em, em' euroglia-sheaths
enveloping the ganglion cells. nu I euroglia. nm Thick
neuroglia-septum.
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Fig. 46 & 47. Lumbricus agricola. (Magnified 2070 diameters;
Zeiss. Hom. im. 1/18 • 4.) Sections of ganglion cells of the
ventral nerve-cord. a Lightly staining parts of the proto
plasm. n pr ervous processes.. br. b," Side-branches,
given off from the nervous proc~ss. p pr Protoplasmic
processes. em euroglia-sheath of th ganglion ell.
nu Neuroglia. nur euroglia retuculatation. n Nouroglia
nucleus.

,. 48. Patella vulgata. (Magnified 2070 diameters; Z i . Hom.
im. 1/18,4.) Section of a ganglion cell of the p dal n r -
cord. np" ervous process. nt,r euroglia-reticulation.

,. 49 & 50. Patella vulgafa. (Magnified 1150 diameter ; Z i
Hom. im. 1/18 , 2.) Sections of ganglion c Ils; taken from
transverse sections of the pedal nerve-cord. flpr rvou
processes. npr' Root of nervous proc e. b,' Branch s
given off from the nervous proce . pp" Protoplasmic
process terminating under the perineurium. pe P rineu
rium. n, n' Neuroglia-nuclei. n" Nucleus situat d out ide
the perineurium and belonging to it. nUt' euroglia
reticulation.

P late VI.

All the illustrations of this plate are drawn from the micro cope
directly upon the stone under the camera lucida.
Fig. 5I-54· Patella vttlgata. (Magnified 1350 diameters; Zei s

F, 4.) Isolated ganglion cells of the p dal nerve- ord.
npr Nervous process. g1' Yellow granules (cont~ining

hcemoglobin?) occurring in the protoplasm of the cells.
gr' Simular granules exuded from th cells. a (fig. 52).
Large granule of yellow substance, being form d on a
place where such substanc is xuded from th JI.
b Side-branches, given off from the nervous proc ss s.
pp'r Protoplasmic process. a (fig. 54) Short process or
prolongation of the nucleus of the ganglion cell. (rhe
cells were isolated in acet. ac. (1), glycerin (1), aqua
dest. (5) or in weak solution of alcohol and stained with
ammonia-carmine).

" 55-;7· Ph(£llusia venosa. (Magnified 1350 diameters; Z iss
F, 4) Isolated ganglion cells from the brain. Fig. 55 &
56 P ripheral cells. Fig. 57 Tripolar ce!l situated in th
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dotted substance. npr ervous process. a, a', b Side
branches given of from the nervous processes. ppr Pro
toplasmic processes. (The cells were isolated in weak
solution of alcohol or in potassium.bichromate (0.003 Ufo)).

Fig. 58. Corella parallelogramma. (Magnified 1350 diameters; Zeiss
F. 4.) Section of a ganglion cell situated peripherically
in the brain. n pr Nervous process. a Lightly staining
parts of the protoplasm. (Fixed in osmic acid (I %)
and stained with picra-carmine.)

» 59· Romarus vulgaris. (Magnified 350 diameters; Zeiss CC, 4·)
Isolated ganglion cell of a v ntral ganglion. IS & b Lightly
staining masses of primitive tubes. c Bundle of primitive
tubes forming the contents of the nervous process (npr).
br Side-branches given off from the praces. (Macerated
in acetic acid (I), glycerin (I), aqua dest. (5) and stained
with ammonia-carm;ne.)

» 60. Homarus vulgaris. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F, 2.)
Isolated ganglion cell from a ventral ganglion. n eura
glia-nudeus situated in the sheath of the cell. npr ervous
proceses. (Macerated in acetic acid (I), glycerin (I), aqua
dest. (5) and stained with picro-carmine.)

» 61. Romarus vltlgaris. (Magnified 1350 diameters; Zeiss F, 4.)
Part of a section through the dotted sub,;tance of a
thoracal ganglion, exhibiting the origin of a uundle (a) of
nerve-tubes or rather primitive tubes in the dotted sub
stance. a Bundle of primitive tubes, longitudinally trans
sected. b Longitudinally tran sected primitive tube. cOb.
liquely transsect d primitive tube. tpt Tran versally trans
s cted primitive tubes. neuroglia-nucleus. (Fixed in
chromo-aceto-o mic acid, stain d with neutral bora..x-

armine.)

» 62. HOlltants vulgaris. (MagnifIed 620 diameters; Zeiss F, I.)
Part of a section through the dotted substance of an ab
dominal ganglion, exhibiting the mixture of large and
small tub s in the dotted substance ds The real dotted
ub tance can isting of very small tubes, which are trans

v rsally, or obliquely, or partly longitudinally transsected.
tnt, tnt' Transversally transsected large nerve-tubes. a & b
Bundle of nerve-tubes longit:ldinally transsected. nt Large
nerve-tub. nt' Large' n I've-tubes, subdividing dichotom
ously. tm moglia. n, 1l', nil euroglia-nudei. x Large
nudeu .
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Plate VII.

The illustrations of this plate are drawn from the micro cope
directly upon the stone, under the camera lucida.
Fig. 63 & 64. Boma"" vulgaris. ('lagnified 350 diameters; Zei

CC, 4.) Parts of a trans erse (rig. 63) and a longitudinal
(fig. 64) section through entral ganglia. a-g en ous
processes from ganglion cel1 or branch s springing from
such processes. h ubdividing part of a nery -tube.
i Varicose nervous fibril. vf anco n rvous fibril.
1-12 Parts of longitudinal nerve-tube b longing to the
longitudinal commissures. sf, sf' 1 nd r. nerv -tub s
partly given off from thes longitudinal larg n rve-tubes.
(From chromo-silver. tained preparations.)

~ 65- Homarus vl'lgaris. (Magnified I 150 diam ters; Zei s.
Hom. im. 1/18 , I.) Part of a tran verse section through
the dotted substance of an abdiminal ganglion. a-I Ncrv 
tubes, some of which are seen to subdivide. (Fixed in
chromo-aceto-o mic acid; stain d in accordan \ ith Hei
denhain's h~matoxylin method.)

" 66. Nereis vi-rtms. (Magnified 950 diameters; Z i ·s. H m. im.
1/18 , I.) Part of a horizontal, longit. section thr ugh tile
dotted sub tanc of the v ntral nerve-cord. a The ('n~ral

v rtical s ptum, dividing th nerve-c rd I ngitu linally
(compare fig. 10, a & fig. 14). it, tt', tt' Tran v r', mall
and large, nerve-tub cro ing this s ptum. tt Trans
vel' e nerve-tubes pa sing to the root of a periph ral
nerve. pt Large nerve-tube passing to til root of the
same nerv. l .mall longitudinal nerve-rub II Large
longitudinal nerve-tub s. n, n N uroglia-nu I i, situat'd
longitudinally (11) or transversally (n') in the dotted ub·
stance. (Fixed in hromo-aceto-osmic aid, tain d with
Delafield' hCf>matoxyJin.)

Plate VIII.

Fig. 67. Nereis virens. (Magnifid 620 diam tel's; Zeiss J.. J.

Cam. luc. from the microscope dir t upon th ston '.)
Part of a horizontal, longitudinal, section through th
ventral part of the ventral nerve-cord. ds, ds The dotted
substance on each sid of the central mass of ganglion
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cells etc. a Neuroglia forming the central, vertical sep
tum dividing the nerve-cord longitudinally (compare fig.
10, a & fig. 14). 19c Large ganglion cells with deeply
staining protoplasm, with spongioplasmic fibres issuing from
the sheaths of the cells, and with small lightly staining masses
of primitive tubes (?). np Nervous process. gc, gc' Large
ganglion cells with deeply staining protoplasm. sgc Small
ganglion cells with lightly staining protoplasm. sge' Gan
glion cell of mesial size with a small mass of deeply
staining protoplasm. nt, nf Neuroglia-fibres and longitu
dinally transsected tube-sheaths uniting with the sheaths
of the ganglion cells. (Fixed and stained as fig, 66.)

Fig. 68. Homarus vulgaris (Magnjfied 100 diameters.) Ganglion
cell from an abdominal ganglion; constructed from a series
of transverse sections, partly by help of the cam. luc.
(Fixed in chromo-aceto·osmic acid, stained in accordance
with Heidenhains hcemotoxylin method.

) 69· Homarus vulgaris. (Magnified 132 diameters; Zeiss A A, 4.
Cam.luc.) Ganglioncell from a thoracal ganglion, observed
in a transverse section (chromo-silver staining); the proces
could be traced directly into a peripheral nerve.

) 70. Homan,f,s vulgaris (Magnified 350 diameters; Zeiss ce. 4·
Cam. luc.) Unipolar ganglion cell from a chromo-silver
stained section of a thoracal ganglion. The nervous pro
cess subdivides and is broken up into slender branches.
The slender fibres issuing from the body of the cell are
neuroglia-fibres issuing from its sheath.

) 71. Lumbricus ag1'icola (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss F. I.

Cam. luc. from the microscope directly upon the stone.)
Lateral part of a transverse section of the ventral nerve
cord. a-h Ganglion cells. e Ganglion cell containing
two nuclei. pe Perineurium. m Muscles. ct Septa and
fibres of comec:tive tissue issuing from the perineurium.
nu Neuroglia. ds Dotted substance. nt, nt!, nt" Transsected
n I've-tubes of various sizes. Us, Us' Sheaths of two of
the three colossal nerve·tubes. n, n' Neuroglia-nuclei.
(Fixed in chromo-aceto·osmic acid, stained with Dela
field's hcemotoxylin).

72 . Lumbt~icus agricola. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F, 2.

Cam. luc.) Ganglion cell from a transverse section of
the ventral nerve-cord.
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Fig. 73. Patella fndgata. (Magnified 7,0 diameters; Zeiss F. 2.

Part of a transverse section through a pedal nen e-cord.
a-m, 0 Ganglion cells. neuroglia-nuclei. nn Similar
nuclei or cells from which fibres issue. en Large ovoid
or circular neuroglia-nuclei, more lightly staining than the
smaller nuclei. en' Simiiar nuclei situated close to the
nervous processes of ganglion cells. as Dott d substance.
p Perineurium, enveloping the pedal nerv -cord. nu Neu
roglia-reticulation extending inside this perineurium. at Fi
bres, neuroglia-fibres and protoplasmic proce ses, running
from the ganglion cells a & a' towards the perineurium.
eet Cell,> adhering externally to the perineurium. (Fix d
in chromo-aceto-osmic acid. stained with Delafield's ha::
motoxylin).

~ 74 Patella vulgata. (Magnified 1150 diamet rs; Z i . Hom.
im. 1/18 , 2.) Part of a transv rse section through a p dal
nerve-cord. ar-i Ganglion cells. as Dott d substanc .
nu Neuroglia reticulation. n Neuroglia-nuclei. n' u
roglia-nuclei, adhering to the sheath of a ganglion c 11.
(Preparation the same as fig. 73).

• 7,-78. Patella vulgata. (Magnifi d 7,0 diameters; Zeis F.2.)
Ganglion cells with their processes. n N uroglia nu I i.
(Fig. 75 and 76 are isolated in glycerin (I), ac tic acid (I),
aqua dest. (,); fig. 77 and 78 are taken from in section ).

• 79-8 I . Patella fJulgata. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F. 2.)

Isolated neuroglia-cells.

P late IX.

The illustrations of this plate (exept fig. 83 -8,) are drawn
under the camera lucida, from the microscope directly upon the
stone.
Fig. 82. Patella mtlgata. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F. 2.)

Ganglion cells and their processes from a transverse section
of a pedal nerve-cord. ge Ganglion cells. a Ganglion
cell, the nervous process of which can be traced for some
distance through the dotted substance. n' N uroglia
nucleus adhering to the sheath of this process. n Neu
roglia-nuclei. ne Larger less staining neuroglia-nuclei.
(Fixed in chromo-ac to-osmic acid, stained with D lafield's
hcemotoxyline. The section was stained with picric acid
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dissolved in turpentine to which was added a little abs.
alcohol).

Fig. 83. Patella v-ulgata. . (Magnified 570 diameters). Part of a
transverse section through a pedal nerve-cord. ge Ganglion
cell. a Ganglion cell. n" Neuroglia nuclei adhering to
the sheath of this cell and its nervous pracess. n'" Three
similar nuclei situated close together. n Neuroglia-nuclei.
Quite similar nuclei (n) are also situated in the connective
tissue outside the perineurium (sh). n' Larger, circular
or ovoid, less staining nuclei situated in the same con
nective-tissue. ne, nc' euroglia-cells. nc'" Large, ovoid
neuroglia-cell. nf erve-tubes or nervous processes. (Pre
paration the same as in fig. 82).

84. Lumbriclls agricola. (Magnified 950 diameters; Zeiss.
Hom. im '/18' I.) Ganglion cells (gc) the nervous pro
cesses of which pass into the dotted substance (ds) and
run longitudinally along the ventral nerve-cord. Taken
from a horisontal longitudinal section of the ventral
nerve-cord.

:t 85. Patella vulgata. (Magnified Jl50 diametars; Zeiss. Hom.
im. 1/18 , 2.) Slender nerve-tubes and nervous fibrill~,

from a pedal nerve-cord, isolated in fresh state.
86. Putella vulgata. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F, 2.)

N rve-tubes and fibrill~ from a pedal nerve-cord, ma
cerated in glycerin (I), acet. acid (I), aqua dest. (5).
a & b Thick nerve-tubes giving off side-branches. nc Neu
roglia cells.

~ 87. Corella parallelogl'amma. (Magnified II SO diameters;
Z iss. Hom. im. 1/18 , 2.) Part of a longitudinal section
through the brain. a-g Ganglion cells. n Neuroglia
nuclei. n Similar nucleus adhering to the sheath of a
nervous process. (Fixed in osmic acid (I %), stained
with picI'o-carmine)

:t 88. Cot'ella parallelogramma. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss
F, I.) Anterior part of a horizontal longitudinal section
of the brain. c Ganglion cells. gc Ganglion cell situated
in one of the anterior nerves. nuclei adhering to the
insiJe of th perineuriulll. 11' Neuroglia-nuclei situated in
the sheaths of the nerve-tubes. (Fixed in oS11Iic acid (1 %).
stained with piero-cal'mille).
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Fig. 89. Phallusia fJtmosa. (Magnified 750 diameters; Zeiss F, 2.)
Nerve·tubes and ganglion cells (gc) from a brain, rna.
cerated in weak solution of alcohol. a ervous pro e s
from which side-branches are given off b-e Nerve-tube
from which side-branches are given off.

90· Amphioxus laneeolatus. (Magnified 350 diameters; Zeiss
CC, 4.) Transverse section of the spinal cord. ge, ge'

Ganglion cells. pp Protoplasmic process. vnt V n
tral colossal nerve-tube. Int Lateral colossal Aerve
tubes. eg Central groove (or canal). f FibI' s cro ing
the grove. nf Fibres issuing from the epithelial cells sur
rounding the central groove and penetrating to the sheath,
enveloping the spinal cord. ns Similar, thick fibr s, united
to strong bundles, one on each side of v ntral, colos al
nerve-tube. p Pigment. nt Slender nervetubes running
transversally in the white substance. (Fixed in chromo-aceto

osmic acid, stained according to Heidenhain's hcematoxy
lin method and afterwards with Delafiekls hcematoxylin).

» 9'· Amphioxus lanceolatus. (Magnified 750 diamet I' ; Zeis - F, 2.)

Transsected large nerve-tubes from the a transverse ec
tion of the spi~al cord. (Preparation same a in fig. 9O).

» 92. Amphioxus lanceolattls. (Magnified 620 diameter ; Zei s
F, I.) Ganglion cell (gc) from a transvers s ction of
the spinal cord. pp Protoplasmic process penetrating to
the sheath (a) enveloping th spinal cord. pp' Protoplasmic
process, which possibly crosses the central groov , and
which in this section is transsected. cg Bottom of the
central groove (or canal). c Epithelium. ec l....pitheJial
cell. p Pigment occurring at th bottom of the central
groove. ns Fibre issuing from the epithelial cells and
in which some pigment is deposited. (J'ixed in osmic

acid (I %), stained with ammonia-carmine}.

Plate X.
The illustrations of this plate ar drawn under the cam ra lucida,

from the microscope directly upon the stone. They are all taken
from sections of the spinal cord of

Myxine glutinosa.

Fig. 93. (Magnified 132 diameters; Zeiss AA, 4.) Transv rse
section of the spinal cord. (To some extent omposed
from several sections of series of transverse sections,

14
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but each part is drawn under the cam. luc.) gc Ganglion
cells. 19c,. 19c.z Large ganglion cells. nzp Mixed process
(or nervous process?). br Branches given off from the
mixed process. pb,. Branches of the protoplasmic pro
cesses. tIn'l, 1m", 1mrs, 1m,. Ventral nerve-roots. which
are not transsected in the same section. but which are
drawn here to show their possition. nbr Side branch given
off from a nerve-tube, of the ventral nerve-root. ftf erve
tubes. tnt Transsected n rve-tubes, v Vacuoles which
possibly also are transs cted nerve-tubes. Mftt Mull rs
nerve-tubes transsected; those in the one half of the spinal
cord are only iIIustrat~d. ftC euroglia cell. ftn Neu
roglia nuclei, situated in the grey substance. f., f2 eu
roglia fibres. epl' ep~, epa Processes from the cells sur
rounding the central canal. nuclei of the sheath en
veloping the nerve· tubes of the dorsal nerve-root.

Fig. 93. A. The transsected spinal ganglion, through which the
nerve-tubes of the dorsal nerve-root pass. At a the
nerve is somwhat shortened on account of the limited
space of the plate. sh Wall of connective tissue surround
ing the cavity in which the spinal cord is situated.
sgc T ranssected ganglion cells. ft" uclei situated in the
sheaths of the ganglion cells. V7' Ventral ramus issuing
from th ganglion. dr Dorsal ramus i suing from the
ganglion. n' uclei situated in the sheaths of the nerve
tubes of the latter ramus. (Hardened in Potassium bi
chromate (2-3 U/o ). stained with n utral borax-carmine).

c 4. (Magnified 154 diam· ters; Zeiss CC, 1.) Part of a trans
verse section through the pinal cord. mp Mixed process
of a ganglion cell (wh.ich was f1ot. hower, seen in the
section). pbr Protoplasmic branches given off from this
proces '. gcl , gcv Ganglion cells. npr ervous processes.
ppr Protopla mic processes. nf. nft, nf¥ erve-tubes or
fibrillre some of which (nfl' nfv) have varicose thickenings
and give off branches. cec Cell of the epithelium sur
rounding the central canal. grs Border of the grey sub-
tance. (tained according to the chromo silver method,

vide p. 77).
» 95. (Magnified 132 diameters; Zeiss AA,4.) Part of a trans

verse section of th spinal cord. The letters have the
arne ignifi ation a in fig. 93. gl's Bord r of th grey sub-
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stance. cec Epithelium surrounding th ~ clltral canal.
npr eryous process. flbr idebranch of the n('rv US

process. mbr Main branch of the mix d process fr J1l

19c. brl , bT, Branches given off from the same process.
fit Obliquely transsected nerve-tube from th ventral
nerve-root (Mrt). (Fixed in saturated aquous soluti n of
picric acid, stained according to Heidenhain's h m 
toxylin method).

Fig. ¢. (Magnified 950 diameters; Zei s. Hom. im. '/\6' I). Th
ganglion celllgc of fig. 95, more lighly magllifi d. lIIp Mix d
process. pp Protoplasmic process. v. v' Tran se t d,
lightly staining tubes (probably bundle of primiti\ tub s).
cm Sheath enveloping the c II. a avit, lilleri with a
lightly staining, reticular substance, betw en th sheath
and the protoplam of the cell.

97-99· (Magnified 950 diameter'; Zeis. H Ill. im '/'R' 1.)
Transsected ganglion cells ofa spinal ganglion. n, n' Nu I i
situated. gen rally, in ide the h ath nv I ping the ell.

ucleus situated in the sheath of a pro e . gr Dark
granules. occurring inside th sheaths (pos ibly arlif'i al
product in the section). II Tran ected. lightly staining
tubes (probably bundles of primitive tub s). x Hyali 11 •

organ (or cell?) situated in the urfac of th ~ ell.
N Elongated nucleus ituat d in thi organ. N' Anoth \
nucleus (?) 'ituat-d in the same organ. 17r PI' es i' 'uing
from a cell; at a the heath f thi pI' C s i' only
tran sected. we do not, therefor, . e the origin of th
process-contents in the protoplasm of the ganglion II.
pn ucleus ituat d in the heath of the proc 55. nt IeI' '

tube. tn ucleus 'ituat I in the sh 'ath f lhl nervL'-tubc.
(Hardened in potassium bicromate (2-3 "/") stain d with
neutral b01·ax-carmine).

~ [00. (Magnified 1150 diam t rs; Zeiss. Hom. im. 1/18' 2.)
Transsected n 'rv -tub from a transv rs sccti n of th •
white substanc. lnt Large n rv -tub 5 (Miill -1"5 n rv 

tub s) lnt' uch tubes in which a slight n ntrati n
towards a d eply staining axis is visible. ntTranss t d small
nerve-tubes. t Tub SOl' cell-proce ses running transversally
between the longitudinal nerve-tubes. f uroglia fibr s,
which are, however, slightly visible in this s ction. (Fix d
in saturated aqvous solution of picric acid, stained ac
cording to Heidenhain's haematoxylin method). ..
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Fig. 10 I. (Magnified 620 diameters; Zeiss. F, I.) Part of a trans
verse section through the white substance (of the ventral
side of the spinal cord. The neuroglia fibres (I) running
transversally between the transsected nerve-tubes are
here very distinctly visible. a External layer where these
unite with the sheath (pm), enveloping the spinal cord.
lnt Transsected large nerve tubes, where the contents (c)
has skrunk into one side and is d~eple stained. c' Contents
(skrunk in the same way) of the smaIl longitudinal nerve
tubes. nf Slender nerve-tubes running in the external
layers of the white substance. (Hardened in alcohol,
stained according to Heidenhains's hcemotoxylin method).

Plate XI.

Ganglion cell, from a trans
cord of Myxi,.,e. sh Sheath

They are drawn under the camera lucida.
(Magnified 154 diameters; Zeiss CC, I.) Part of a trans
verse section through the spinal cord of Myxine. gc Gang
lion cell. mpr Mixed process. br1 , br2' bra ,br. Branches
given off from this process. pr Protoplasmic (?) process,
which, however, seem to return into the white substance.
mpr2 Mixed process of a cell which is not seen in the
section. ppr' Protoplasmic process of a cell which is not
seen in the section. nt, nt", nt'" Nerve-tubes or fibrillce,
running transversally, in various directions in the grey
and white substance. vnr Ventral nerve-root. v Vacuole,
possibly transsected nerv -tube. pee Epithelial ell with
process, tained for considerable distance through the
gr y tubstanc. grs Border of the grey substance.
(Magnified ISO diameter; Zeiss CC, I.) Part of a
transverse section through the spinal cord of Myxine.
gc., g~, gcs Ganglion cells. np ervous processes. ppt· Pro
toplasmic processes. a Place where a branch i given off
from the nervous process np'. nucl , nuc2 eurogJia cells.
nt, nt', nf" Nerve-tubes. ec EpetheJial cells urrounding
th central canal. grs Border of the grey substance.
dnr Dorsal nerve-root.
(Magnified 200 diameters).
verse section of the spinal

104·

~ I 3.

The illustrations of this plate (exept fig. 109 & 113) are tak n
from chromo-silver stained sections of the spinal cord of Myxine
glutinosa.
Fig. 102.
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enveloping the spinal cord. firs Border of the grey sub·
stance. np ervous process. ppr Protoplasmic process.

Fig 105. (Magnified 130 diameters). Ganglion cell, from a trans·
verse section of the spinal corel of l\lyxine. np Nervous
process or mixed proces. ppr Protoplaslnic process.
vnr Terve·tube of the ventral nerve·r'lOt. sh sheath enve·
loping the spinal cord.

» 106. (Magnified 130 diameters). Ganglion cell, from at trans·
verse section of the spinal cord of Myxine. tJn1' Ten'e
tube (of the ventral nerve-root) springing dire tty from
the ganglion cell. sh Sheath envoloping the spinal cord.

» 107. (Magnified 130 diameter.). Mesial part f a tran v('n~

section through the spinal cord of MyxintJ. PI nty of
nerve-tubes (nt) are seen in the section crossing th
transverse commissure. cc Central canal. v Va noles.
cee Central epithelial cells with stained proces. es. $11 ~h('ath

enveloping the spinal cord.
" J 08. (Magnified 200 diameters). curng-lia cells with their

proces es from a transverse section of the pinal cord.
The black body in the centre is probably produced arti
ficially by the taining of several cells'itllat eI clos'
together. sh Sheath enveloping the spinal cor I.

109. (Magnified 500 diameters). Part of a tran 'verse section
through the white substance of the spinal cord, showin~

how neuroglia fIbres gather round th nerve·tu bes of
the ventral nerve-roots. p Ventral periphery of the spin:ll
cor(1. firs Border of the grey substance. vnr Nerve-tulJt:
of the ventral nerve-root. br Side-branch given off from
this nerve-tube. { euroglia-fibres. flC euroglia-cclls .
.qc Ganglion cell. ppf' Protoplasmic process. (Fixed in
saturat d aqveous olution of picric acid, stained in a cor
dance with Heidenhain's ha:matoxylin method).

110. (Magnified 500 diameters). euroglia-fibres running trans-
versally between the large nerve-tubes (Mi.illds nerve
tubes) in the white substance; from a chromo-silver stained
transverse section of th spinal cord of Myxine. nut Ncu·
roglia-fibres. Mnt Muller's nerve-tubes. pe Vt:ntral pcri
phery of the white substance.

~ I I I. (Magnified 80 diameters.) Part of a chromo-silver staint:d
horisontal section of the spinal cord of Myxine; exhibiting
the dichotomous subdivisions of the nerve-tubes of the
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nerve-root. dnr Dorsal nerve-root. a Nerve-tube subdi
viding outside the spinal cord. pe Periphery 0f the spi
nal cord. cc Central canal. tnt Longitudinal nerve-tubes.
tnt Longitudinal nerve-tubes ~iving oft side-branches. snt

Suudividing nerve-tube. ant' Subdividing nerve-tube cros
sing the central canal.

Fig. 112. tMagnified 160 diameters.) Part of a chrol;lO-silver stained
horisontal section of the spinal cord. The letters have
the same signification as in fig. II 1. br Slender branches
given off from the nerve-tubes of the dorsal nerve-root.

» 113. Diagrame of the reflex-curve The large arrows indicate
the way the irritation of a sensitive nerve-tube has to
pass to produce a reflex-movement. SN Centripetal (sen
sitive) nerve-tube. dcl Dotted substance or interlacing of
nervous fibrillc.e in the central nerve-system. lJ1N Centri
fugal (motoric) nerve-tube.

The small arrows indicate the way small parts of the
irritation of the centripetal (sensitive) nerve-tube pass to
arrive in other parts of the central nerve-system. I Nerve
tube passing to the brain. 2 Longitudinal nerve-tube
running along the spinal cord, whilst giving off side-branches.
snc The nutritive centre of the centripetal nerve-tube
(i. e. spinal ganglion cell). enc The nutritive centre of a
part of the fil rillc.e forming the dotted substance or inter
lacing of nervous fibrillc.e (i. c. ganglion cell of the central
nerve-system). 1Ilnc The nutritive centre of the centrifugal
n rve-tube (i. e. ganglion cell of the central nerve-system).
ppr utritivc (i. c. protoplasmic) processes sometimes

is uing from the nutritive centres, and pen trating towar Is
the periphery of the central nerve-system or towards
blood-vessels to absorb nutrition. a· & b Periphery of the
central nerve-syst ·m.
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